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a ICURR Planning Information 
Services Since 1967 

If you need an affordable, easy-to-use and up-to-date information service - the Intergovernmental Committee on 
Urban and Regional Research (ICURR) can provide it! Your subscription to ICURR's services provides you with the 
latest information on urban, rural and regional land use planning, economic development, public administration and 
finance, housing, recreation and tourism, transportation and the environment, including one of the country's best 
collections on sustainable development. 
Here are 3 great reasons to subscribe to ICURR: 

1. You get answers. Our experienced information staff is ready to provide you with bibliographic lists of reports 
on a wide range of subjects - from regulating home occupations to improving government efficiency. 

2. You get access to a wide range of documents. From our collection of over 10,000 current documents, 
borrow any number of reports, manuals, articles, by-laws and videos. 

3. You get frequent and current information. With your subscription, you receive six issues of Liaison, 
ICURR's bi-monthly newsletter. It provides you with summaries of the latest planning and management 
reports, a comprehensive conference calendar, lists of books recently acquired by the ICURR library and 
news on trends and current issues in planning and administration. 

I Special Offer I GIP members are offered a 25% discount on their first subscription to ICURR's services. 
For a complete information package on ICURR's services, please contact: ICURR, 150 Eglinton Ave. E., Suite 301, 
Toronto, Ontario. M4P 1E8. Tel.: (416) 973-5644. Fax; (416) 973-1375. 
Please indicate if you are a member of the GIP when requesting information. 
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a CIRUR Services d'information en 
urbanisme depuis 1967 

S'il vous taut un service d'information a un prix abordable, qui est facile d'emploi et qui vous renseigne sur l'actualite, ne 
cherchez pas plus loin que le CIRUR - le Comite intergouvernemental de recherches urbaines et regionales. Un abonnement 
au CIRUR vous donne acces aux tout derniers renseignements sur l'amenagement urbain, rural et regional, la croissance 
economique, les finances et !'administration publiques, !'habitation, les loisirs et le tourisme, les transports et l'environnement, 
y compris l'un des meilleurs fonds documentaires du pays sur le developpement viable. 
Voici trois bonnes raisons de vous abonner au CIRUR: 
1. Nous repondons a vos questions. Nos specialistes de !'information son! prets a repondre a vos demandes de renseignements 
en vous fournissant des bibliographies informatisees sur une vaste gamme de sujets -de la reglementation des entreprises a 
domicile a l'amelioration de l'efficacite du gouvernement en passant par les infrastructures urbaines. 
2. Nous vous donnons acces a un grand choix de documents. Empruntez, de noire bibliotheque de plus de 1 O 000 documents, 
un nombre illimite de rapports, manuels, reglements de zonage et bandes video. 
3. Nous vous renseignons sur l'actualite. En vous abonnant au CIRUR, vous recevez six numeros de Liaison, noire bulletin 
bimestriel. La rubrique Resumes choisis vous renseignera sur les rapports qui viennent d'etre publies dans les domaines de 
l'urbanisme et de l'administration publique. Le Calendrierdes congresvous permettra de retrouver facilement les conferences, au 
Canada et a l'etranger, dans votre champ d'activite. La Liste d'acquisitions vous permellra de prendre connaissance des 
documents que vient d'acquerir la bibliotheque du CIRUR, et la rubrique Informations diversesvous renseignera sur les tendances 
et les questions d'actualite en matiere d'urbanisme et d'amenagement du territoire. 
JAbonnement a prix reduit pour les membres de l'ICU.I Les membres de l'ICU on! droit a une remise de 25 % sur leur premier 
abonnement aux services du CIRUR. 
Pour une documentation complete sur les services du CIRUR, communiquer avec: CIRUR, 150, av. Eglinton est, bureau 301, 
Toronto (Ontario) M4P 1 ES. Tel.: (416) 973-5644. Telecopieur: (416) 973-1375. 

Si vous etes membre de /'ICU, priere de l'indiquer /ors de votre demande de documentation. 
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Environmental 
Planning: A New 
Priority 

A s a result of political, 
bureaucratic and edu
cational forces, planners 

h_ave not traditionally con
si_dered environmental plan
nin&" to be a high-priority issue. 
Typic~lly, planning for and con
servation of the natural environ
ment_ has been regarded as the 
purview of scientists and pres
sure groups - not the domain 
of planners and the land use 
p~anning system. While plan
ning education centred on 
environmental matters, it did 
not often provide students with 
the skills or information neces
sary to tackle environmental 
planning. 

However, recent political 
pre~sure to incorporate 
e~vironm~ntal is_sues in plan
ning practice has inspired plan
n~rs and those within the plan
ning sys~em to develop an un
ders_tanding of ecological issues, 
environmental impacts and 
mitigation measures. The over
whelming response to this issue 
of Plan Canada - and our antici
pation of another environmen
tal planning issue in 1995! _ is 
testimony to this growing inter
est and commitment. 

It is impossible to deal with 
every aspect of environmental 
planning in a few short articles. 
However, the material in this 
issu~ should open a window to 
environmental planning, from 
both a conceptual and a practi
cal perspective. 

In his refereed article, David 
Lawrence provides readers with 
a well-documented, thorough 
an~ thought-provoking exami
nation of environmental impact 
assessment. 

L. E. Milton furthers our un
derstanding of environmental 
impact assessment and its as
sociated costs and benefits 
throug~ his description of the 
On~ano Hydro experience, 
while Seth Appiah-Opoku dis
cusses the application of 
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Canadian EIA to Third World 
countries. 

Using the Ontario planning 
context to illustrate the diffi
culty of integrating environ
mental assessment and land use 
planning, Nigel Richardson 
conch:1.des with the portrayal of 
a reg10nal struchrre that pro
motes sustainable develop
ment. 

Marcelle Belliveau and Jill 
Grant discuss a community
based approach to the develop
~ent of coastal plans for Atlan
tic Canada, offering insight into 
an e~ergin9 area of planning 
practice, while Richard Zenkner 
describes a waste management 
plan for Waterloo. 

In his examination of a pro
posed residential community 
~or the town of Aurora (situated 
in the O_ak Ridges Moraine), 
Stanley Yip describes an innova
tive "environment first" ap
proach to the sustainable 
development of environmen
tally sensitive areas. And finally, 
Pat Maloney questions the rele
vancy of the master plan in her 
examination of a well-known 
~nvironmental planning project 
in Alberta. 

And the window opens ... 
We hope you enjoy this issue of 
Plan Canada, and look forward 
to your feedback and to more 
discussion on environmental 
planning in the near future. • 

Planification 
environnementale: 
une nouvelle priorite 

En r~i~on des contraintes 
pohhques, administra
tives et de formation les 

~banistes n'avaient pas J~ha
bitude de considerer comme 
cruciales la question de la plani
fication environnementale. En 
regle generale, la conservation 
du milieu nature! et son 
~menagement sont tenus pour 
etre de la competence des scien
~fiques et des groupes de pres
s10n, et non du domaine des ur
~anistes et des autres specia
listes de l'amenagement. Bien 
que l'enseignement en ur
~anis~e traite des questions 
ecologiques, peu de cours dis
pensent !'information neces
saire pour aborder la planifica
tion environnementale. 

Dep~is quelque temps 
t?utefm_s, Jes, .pressions poli
tiques v~ant a 1,ntegrer les pre
~ccup a hons ecologiques a 
I amenagement ont pousse Jes 
~rbanistes et Jes autres specia
listes de l'amenagement a ac
croitre leurs connaissances 
quant a la protection de l'en
viro~nement, la suppression 
des impacts negatifs et les me
sures d'attenuation. Le tres 
grand interet demontre pour le 
present numero de Plan Canada 
(et la prevision d'un autre 
1;um~ro sur le sujet de la plani
fica hon environnementale en 
1995 !) demontre eloquemment 
!'importance accordee a ces 
questions. 

II est impossible de couvrir 
en quelques brefs articles tous 
!es aspects de la planification en
vironnementale. Nous esperons 
cependant que Jes questions 
traitees i~i donnentun aper~u de 
ce ~o1;11aine, tant du point de vue 
theonque que pratique. 

Dans !'article de David La
wrence, !es lecteurs trouveront 
une etude approfondie, bien 
documentee, sur !'evaluation 
des impacts sur l'environne
ment, qui ouvre la porte a la 
reflexion. 

Walter Jamieson, ACP, MCIP / ACP, MICU 
Co-editor I Coredacteur 

. La description que fait L. E. 
Milton de !'experience d'On
tari? Hyd;? scrute de pres Jes 
notions devaluation et d'exa
men des impacts environ
nementaux, ses couts et ses 
a:7antages, tandis que Seth Ap
~iah-Opoku etudie !'applica
tion des concepts canadiens en 
matiere d'evaluation environ
n~mentale dans les pays du 
Tiers Monde. 

Prenant l'exemple du con
te~t~ ontarien pour illustrer la 
difficulte d'integration de 
!'evaluation environnementale 
dans l'amenagement du terri
toire, Nigel Richardson conclut 
son article par un modele de 
structure regionale qui 
favoriserait le developpement 
viable. 

Marcelle Beliveau et Jill 
G/~nt presentent des projets 
cotiers dans les provinces de 
I' Atlantique, axes sur les collec
~vi tes, qui ouvrent une perspec
tive !1-ou~elle pour la pratique 
de 1 amenagement. Richard 
~enkner d!crit un projet de ges
tion des dechets pour la ville de 
Waterloo. 
. Dans son analyse d'un projet 
innovateur de construction re
sidentielle pour la ville 
d' Aurora (situee dans Oak 
~d~es Moraine), Stanley Yip 
decnt une approche innovatrice 
au developpement viable en 
milieu ecologique fragile. Enfin, 
Pat ~aloney s'interroge sur la 
pertinence du plan directeur 
dans son etude d'un projet bien 
connu de planification environ-
nementale en Alberta. . 

Nous esperons que ces 
quelques articles auront 
eclaire votre comprehension et 
que vous apprecierez ce 
numero de Plan Canada. Nous 
a ttendons vos reactions et 
souhaitons vivement vos con
tr~butions en vue d'elargir le 
d~bat sur la planification en
vironnementale. • 
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BLUEPRINT PLAN D' ACTION 
A CIP COMMENTARY UN COMMENTAIRE DE L'ICU 

National Planning: A 
Contradiction of 
Terms? 
John Livey, MCIP 
President, CIP, 1993-1994 

P lanners need to rethink 
restructure_ an~ revitaliz~ 
the professmn 1f negative 

impressions of planners as local 
land use regulators or develop
ment expeditors are to be turned 
into positive ones. On the other 
hand, such perceptions are in
evit~ble. After all, land use reg
ula hons and advice on local 
development projects are wor
thy and useful endeavours, and 
th_ey do not always coincide 
with the economic, social or en
vironmental views of individual 
special interests. 

But perhaps there is some 
truth to this criticism. National 
planning policies on land and re
sources are conspicuous by their 
abs~i:ice. Yet federal legislation, 
policies and programs all require 
some form of planning, even if it 
is specialized, narrowly focussed 
~d without enough regard for its 
~ml?a~t on oth~r activities and jur
isdictions. Think about the wide 
variety of ways the federal 
government affects local plan
ning and development: the im
pact of immigration on big cities· 
the information collected (or not 
collected) for the census· the 
economic effects of tele~om
munications policies; transporta-

tion poli?es. on trucking, rail
V.:ays, rail nght-of-ways, ship
pm~ and harbours; fragmented 
reg10nal economic develop
ment programs; the en
vi~onmental impact of air qu
ah ty standards; the impact of 
commercial (including NAFTA) 
and taxation policies on in
?ividuals, banking, land hold
mgs and trusts; energy (its con
sump ~ion and distribution); 
abongmal treaties and the Indian 
Act; national parks and wildlife 
programs; housing policies and 
related financial support; and 
lands and buildings held by the 
federal government. 

These programs - and more 
-affectplanningatthelocallevel. 
In many cases, the local impact is 
poorly addressed, if at all pri
marily because most federal 
government programs lack a well
deve~oped planning ethic; one 
that mtegrates interests, requires 
b:oad consultation and recog
ruzes the long-term impacts of 
decisions on all levels of govern
ment. You have to go back to the 
1970s to remember the federal 
government's last comprehensive 
attempt to develop a national 
planning strategy: the Lithwick Re
port: Urban c.anada, Problems and 
Pi:ospects. Still some agencies sol
dier on: CMHC continues to 
deliver use~ res_earch and sup
port for housmg issues despite a 
mandate from the government 
that has slowly eroded over the 
last two decades. 

Planification 
nationale : des termes 
contradictoires ? 
John Livey, MICU 
President, ICU, 1993-1994 

Les urbanistes doivent re
penser, restructurer et re
vitaliser leur profession 

s: ils veu!ent_remplacer les percep
tions negatives de l'urbaniste a 
titre de regulateur local de !'oc
cupation du sol et d' agent expedi
teur du developpement par des 
perc~ptions positives. Ces per
ceptions sont toutefois inevita
bles. Apres tout, les reglements 
touchant l' occupation du sol etles 
conseils concemant les projets de 
developpement locaux sont des 
activites valables et utiles, et elles 
ne co1:1cident pas toujours avec 
les pomts de vue economiques, 
sociaux ou environnementaux 
des interets individuels. 

~ats, il y a peut-etre un peu 
de vente clans cette critique. Les 
politiques nationales en matiere 
~'occupation du sol et de ges
tion des ressources brillent par 
leur absence. Pourtant, les lois 
les politiques et les programme~ 
federaux exigent tous une cer
taine forme de planification 
1;11e1:1e si celle-ci est specialisee'. 
etrmtement orientee et ne tient 
pas assez compte des incidences 
sur les autres activites. Pensez 
aux diverses fa<;ons dont le gou
vemement federal touche l'ur
banisme et le developpement a 
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l'echelle locale : l'incidence de 
l'~mi~ration ~ur les grandes 
villes; l information recueillie (ou 
qui n'est pas recueillie) lors du 
i:ecense1;11ent; les repercussions 
econorruques des politiques en 
matiere de telecommunications· 
l'incidence des politiques d~ 
transport sur le transport routier 
et ferroviaire, le transport mari
time et les ports; les programmes 
d~ _developpement economique 
reg10nal fragmentes; !'incidence 
des 1;0:mes en !11atiere de qualite 
de l air sur l environnement; 
l'_effet des politiques commer
ciales (y compris l' ALENA) et fis
cales sur les particuliers, les ban
ques et les fiducies foncieres· 
l'energie (sa consommation et~ 
distribution); les traites autoch
tones et la Loi sur les Indiens; les 
pares nationaux et les pro
grammes relatifs a la faune· les 
i:olitiques de logement et l'~ide 
financiere; ainsi que les terrains et 
les batiments appartenant au 
gouvemement federal. 

Ces programmes - et 
d'autres-touchenttouslaplani
fication a l'echelle locale. Dans 
beaucoup de cas, on ne tient pas 
compte de l'incidence a l'echelle 
locale, principalement parce que 
les programmes du gouveme
ment federal n' ont pas de veri
t~ble ethi9u~ :Aune ethique qui in
tegre les mterets, exige une vaste 
consultation et reconnait les re
percussions a long terme des deci
sions sur tous les paliers de gou
vemement. La derniere tentative 
serieuse du gouvemementfederal 
d' elaborer une politique nationale 
en matiere d'urbanisme remonte 
a~ annees 1970 : le Rapport Lith
wick, «Urban Canada: Problems and 
Prospects». Pourtant, certains or
ganismes perseverent : la SCHL 
continue de produire des re
cherches utiles et d' aider a re
soudre les problemes de loge
men t, malgre une diminution 
graduelle de ses ressources depuis 
les deux dernieres decennies. 

II est encourageant de noter 
que l'honorable Sheila Copps a 
annonce !'intention du gouveme
ment de faire adopter la Loi sur la 
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BLUEPRINT ❖ PLAN D' ACTION 

It is encouraging to note that 
the Honourable Sheila Copps 
announced on February 16 the 
government's intention to pro
claim the Act on the National 
Roundtable on the Environment 
and Economy and to invite par
ticipation from Canadians. CIP 
should be represented. And it's 
time for the roundtable to get 
beyond networking and re
search, into action. 

Two other federal programs 
that involve planners are the 
Projet du Societe and Healthy 
Communities Network. CIP has 
promoted both initiatives, but 
like the roundtable, they have 
yet to take hold amid the large 
silo-like departments of the fed
eral government. Canadians 
can no longer afford not to have 
national planning strategies for 
the services they deliver. Work
ing at cross-purposes with other 
departments is difficult enough, 
but this is even more problem-

atic if federal programs do not 
integrate local and provincial 
aspirations. 

With the new government in 
Ottawa, I believe the profession 
has an opportunity to promote 
the case for integrated planning 
at the national level. The current 
infrastructure program was 
based on FCM's report of 
several years past. Fortunately, 
it provided a ready-made plan 
for inclusion in the Liberal 
Party's Red Book. Perhaps the 
planning profession needs to ar
ticulate its vision and program 
for planning at the national 
level, one that this government 
or the next can adopt and imple
ment. The time has come for the 
profession and the federal 
government to benefit from a 
stronger co-operative relation
ship. As always, your views and 
input are welcome. • 

FEEDBACK 
CORRESPONDENCE AND 

NOTEfVORTHY OPINIONS 

Membership 
Portability 

I have had the opportunity to 
review National Council's 
proposal concerning the 

portability of membership, in par
ticular the requirement that 
graduates from recognized plan
ning programs write an exam ad
ministered by CIP. I STRONGLY 
OBJECT. While there are a num
ber of points with which I take 
issue, I will focus on three aspects. 

First, the CIP process would 
duplicate the affiliates' member
ship processes, wasting money 
and both the candidates' and vol
unteer examiners' time. Why 
should a candidate have to go 
through a process twice to 
achieve the same end? At a time 
when the entire country is re
thinking.the costs of bureaucracy, 
National Council seems to be 
heading the opposite way. 

Second, the proposed criteria 
would involve professors who 
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teach in CIP-accredited plan
ning programs and who are CIP 
members as well, in the exami
nation of recent graduates from 
those same programs. Excuse 
me, but am I missing something 
here? Why wouldn't these same 
professors have taught the nec
essary knowledge and skills 
during the university courses? If 
the students have obtained the 
degree that signifies they 
possess the knowledge and 
skills, why do they need to write 
one more exam administered by 
the same professors at universi
ties that have already granted 
the degree recognized by CIP? 
The logic escapes me. 

Third, this entire issue raises 
the question of trust. Doesn't 
CIP trust the affiliates' capabili
ties and efforts? Doesn't CIP 
trust the process to accredit the 
universities' planning pro
grams? I understand that this 
push for examining graduates 
with CIP-recognized planning 
degrees, comes from some mem-

Table ronde nationale s1tr l'en- aspirations locales et provin
vironnement et l'economie et d'in- dales. 
viter les Canadiens a participer. Avecl' arrivee au pouvoir d'un 
L'ICU devrait etre represente. le nouveau gouvernement a Ot
moment est venu pour la Table tawa, je considere que notre pro
ronde d'aller au-dela de son role fession a une occasion de pro
decatalyseuretderecherchepour mouvoir une planification in
passer a l'action. tegree a l'echelle nationale. Le 

Les deux autres programmes nouveau programme des infra
federaux qui touchent les ur- structuresestlefruitd'unrapport 
banistessontleProjetdesocieteet de la FCM datant de plusieurs 
le Reseau des communautes en annees. Heureusement, ce rap
sante. L'ICU afaitla promotion de port a fourni un plan toutpretqui 
cesdeuxinitiativesmais,al'instar a ete integre au Livre rouge du 
dela Tableronde, celles-cidoivent Parti liberal. Peut-etre que notre 
encore s'infiltrer dans les vastes profession doit articuler sa vision 
dedales ministeriels du gou- et son programme pour assurer 
vernement federal. Les Cana- une planification a l'echelle 
diens se doivent d'avoir une nationale, un programme que le 
strategie nationale en matiere de gouvemement actuel ou le pro
planification afin de regir l' en- chain pourra adopter et mettre en 
semble des services. Il est deja as- oeuvre. le momentestvenu pour 
sez difficile des' entendre avec les la profession et le gouvemement 
differents ministeres, mais le federal de collaborer plus etroite
probleme est amplifie lorsque les ment. Comme toujours, vos 
programmes du gouvemement commentaires sont les bien
federalnetiennentpascomptedes venus. • 

VOS COMMENTAIRES 
CORRESPONDANCE ET 
OP/MONS 

Transf erabilite des 
adhesions 

J 'ai pris connaissance de la 
proposition du Conseil 
national concern ant la 

transferabilite des adhesions, 
en particulier !'exigence vou
lant que !es diplomes des pro
grammes d'urbanisme recon
nus reussissent un examen ad
ministre par l'ICU. JE M'OP
POSE FERMEMENT A CETTE 
MESURE. II y a beaucoup de 
points avec lesquels je suis en 
desaccord, mais je n'en aborde
rai que trois. 

Premierement, le processus 
propose par !'ICU aurait pour 
effet de dedoubler !es processus 
d'adhesion des associations af
filiees, gaspillant de !'argent 
ainsi que le temps des candidats 
et des examinateurs benevoles. 
Pourquoi un candidat devrait-il 
se soumettre a un processus 
deux fois pour obtenir le meme 
resultat? Aun moment ou !'en-

semble du pays est en voie de 
repenser !es couts de la 
burea ucratie, le Conseil national 
semble se diriger dans la direc
tion opposee. 

Deuxiemement, les criteres 
proposes voudraient que !es 
professeurs qui enseignent !es 
programmes d'urbanisme ac
credites par l'ICU et qui sont 
eux-memes membres de l'Insti
tut £assent subir cet examen aux 
recents diplomes de ces pro
grammes. Quelque chose m' e
chappe-t-il ? Ces professeurs 
n'auraient-ils pas enseigne !es 
connaissances et les aptitudes 
necessaires dans leurs cours ? Si 
!es etudiants ont obtenu le di
plome prouvant qu'ils posse
dent !es connaissances et !es 
aptitudes necessaires, pour
quoi devraient-ils se soumettre 
a un autre examen administre 
par !es memes professeurs a 
une universite qui a deja ac
corde un diplome reconnu par 
!'ICU? Jene vois vraiment pas 
la logique. 
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bers in Ontario. If accrediting 
universities is an issue in On
tario, please solve that problem 
in your province with your affil
iate; but leave out the other pro
vinces and affiliates who have 
accreditation and membership 
processes that are working well. 

I am proud to place 'MCIP' be
hind my name. I support the efforts 
of National Council in raising the 
profile of the profession and plan
ningissues. But on this one, the term 
'overkill' comes to mind. Let's focus 
on ensuring our universities pro
vide the solid foundation of knowl
edge and skills that planners need 
rather than making the graduates 
jump through unnecessary hoops. 
Finally, these opinions are my 
own and do not necessarily reflect 
those of my PIBC Council col
leagues. • 
Joan Chess 
Prince George, B.C. 

CIP's Response: During the last 
year, CIP Council has had dis
cussions about a common mem
bership standard and, concur
rent with that standard, porta
bility of membership among af
filiates. Flowing out of these dis
cussions, Council has adopted 

several principles for formulat
ing and assessing a national 
standard: a universal national 
standard be administered by the 
affiliates; each applicant be 
judged against this standard; the 
administration of the standard 
provide for flexibility reflective of 
affiliate resources; and the prac
tice of recognizing planning pro
grams be considered. A proposal 
reflecting these principles has 
been circulated to affiliates and 
planning schools. In recognition 
of the first principle, the proposal 
contemplates that affiliates will 
administer it, not CIP. To imple
ment the second principle, it is 
proposed that students in recog
nized planning programs be 
assessed by the program in con
junction with the affiliate as ful
fillingthelnstitute' srequirements 
relating to knowledge and skills. 
CIP is seeking comments and 
suggestions on how to tailor the 
proposal to ensure the flexibility 
reflecting affiliate resources forms 
a part of a national membership 
standard. • 
Barbara Dembek, MCIP 
Chair, National Membership Com
mittee 

Troisiemement, tout ce proces
sus souleve la question de la con
fiance. L'ICU ne fait-il pas con
fiance aux capacites et aux efforts 
des associations affiliees ? L'ICU 
met-il en doute le processus d' ac
creditation des programmes 
d'urbanisme clans les univer
sites ? Je crois comprendre que 
cettevolontedefairesubirunexa
men aux diplomes detenant un 
diplome en urbanisme reconnu 
par l'ICU est !'oeuvre de certains 
membres de !'Ontario. Si !'accre
ditation des universites pose un 
probleme en Ontario, reglez ce 
probleme clans votre province 
avec votre association affiliee, 
mais laissez les autres provinces 
etaffilieesdontlesprocessusd'ac
creditation et d'adhesion sont ef
ficaces hors de ce debat. 

Je suis fier d'ecrire le titre 
«MICU» apres mon nom. J'ap
puie les efforts du Conseil 
national en vue de rehausser le 
profil de la profession et celui de 
l'urbanisme en general. Mais 
sur cette question, trop c'est 
trop ! Cherchons a nous assurer 
que nos universites fournissent 
les connaissances et les apti
tudes de base dont les ur
banistes ont besoin plutot que 

What could you do 
with the latest Census? 

Site Selection, Transportation, Urban Planning 

PCensus-Canada™ 
D Runs on any PC for fast 

Demographic Searches. 

D Enumeration Area data 
for 1991, 1986 and 1981. 

D Age, Sex, Income, Family, 

Housing, Education, Work, 
Language, Ethnicity, etc. 

Demographics for Circles or Neighbourhoods 
D Links with Maplnfo. 

Free Demo Disk - Call 1-800-663-1334 
TETRAD Computer Applications Limited 

1445 West Georgia Street Vancouver, BC V6G 2T3 fax 604-685-2352 tel 604-685-2295 
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de faire subir aux diplomes des 
exercices inutiles. Finalement, je 
tiens a preciser que ces opinions 
sont les miennes et ne refletent 
pas necessairement celles de 
mes collegues au sein du conseil 
duPIBC. • 
Joan Chess 
Prince George, C.-B. 

Reponse de l'ICU: Au cours de 
la demiere annee, le Conseil de 
l'ICU s'est penche sur !'adop
tion d'une norme d'adhesion 
commune a l'echelle nationale 
et surla transferabilite des adhe
sions entre les associations af
filiees. A la suite de ces discus
sions, le Conseil a adopte un en
semble de principes qui ser
viront a la formulation et a 
!'evaluation d'une norme 
nationale universelle adminis
tree par les associations affiliees; 
chaque candidat sera juge en 
fonction de cette norme; !'ad
ministration de la norme devra 
etre suffisamment souple afin 
de tenir compte des ressources 
des associations affiliees; et cette 
norme devra prendre en compte 
la reconnaissance des pro
grammes d'urbanisme. Une 
proposition refletant ces prin
cipes a ete distribuee aux asso
ciations affiliees et aux ecoles 
d'urbanisme. Conformement 
au premier principe, la proposi
tion envisage que la norme soit 
administree par les affiliees et 
non par l'ICU. Pour appliquer le 
deuxieme principe, on propose 
que les diplomes des pro
grammes d'urbanisme recon
nus soient evalues par le pro
gramme, conjointement avec les 
affiliees, afin de determiner s'ils 
ont acquis les connaissances et 
les aptitudes requises par l'Insti
tut. Celui-ci sollicite des com
mentaires a I' egard de cette 
proposition ainsi que des sug
gestions sur la far;:on de !'adap
ter de far;:on a assurer la sou
plesse voulue a la lumiere des 
ressources des affiliees. • 
Barbara Dembek, MICU 
Presidente, Comite d'adhesion 
national 
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THE CHARACTERISTICS AND AIMS OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
. . . DAVID P. LAWRENCE, MCIP 

SUMMARY 

AS A FIELD OF TIIEORY AND PRACTICE, 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) BECAME 
AN INSTITUTION BEFORE ITS AIMS AND ESSENTIAL 
CHARACTERISTICS WERE COHERENTLY IDENTIFIED. 
ALTIIOUGH TIIE FIELD HAS WIDENED PROGRESSNELY 
OVER TIIE PAST TWO DECADES, TIIE NEED TO IDENTIFY 
TIIE CONCEPTUAL CORE OF EIA REMAINS, ESPECIALLY 
AS IT INCREASINGLY OVERLAPS SUCH RELATED FIELDS 
AS ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING. 

ASCRIBED EIA CHARACTERISTICS AND OBJECTIVES 
RAISE A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS RELATING TO TIIE 
CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATION OF EIA. IS EIAAS WELL 
ESTABLISHED AS TIIESE CHARACTERISTICS AND 
OBJECTNES IMPLY? ONLY BY CRITICALLY ASSESSING 
OUR BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS 
REGARDING TIIE ROLE AND PURPOSE OF EIA WILL TIIE 
FIELD BE RENEWED, REFINED AND EXPANDED WITIIIN 
BROADER ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES. 

RESUME 

LA DISCIPLINE DE L'ETUDE D'IMPACT SUR 
L'ENVIRONNEMENT EST DEVENUE UNE INSTITUTION, 
TANTENTIIEORIEQU'ENPRATIQUE,AVANTMWEQUE 
SES OBJECTIFS ET SES CARACTERISTIQUES 
ESSENTIELLES AIENT ETE CLAIREMENT DEFINIS. BIEN 
QUE CE DOMAINE AIT CONNU UNE PROGRESSION 
IMPORTANTE AU COURS DES DEUX DERNIERES 
DECENNIES, IL RESTE ENCORE A CERNER SON PRINCIPE 
FONDAMENTAL, D'AUTANT PLUS QUE SON CHAMP 
D'APPLICATION RECOUPE DE PLUS EN PLUS SOUVENT 
DES DISCIPLINES CONNEXES, COMME LA 
PLANIFICATION URBAINE. 

LES CARACTERISTIQUES ET LES OBJECTIFS AITRIBUES A 
CETTE DISCIPLINE SOULEVENT UN CERTAIN NOMBRE 
DE QUESTIONS RELATNES A SES FONDEMENTS 
CONCEPTUELS, L'OBJET ET LE PRINCIPE DES ETUDES 
D'IMPACT SUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT SONT-ILS AUSSI BIEN 
DEFINIS QUE LE LAISSENT CROIRE LA PRATI QUE ? C'EST 
SEULEMENT PAR UN EXAMEN CRITIQUE DE NOS 
HYPOTIIESES ET DE NOS ATTENTES QUANT AU ROLE DES 
ETUDES D'IMPACT SUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT QU'IL SERA 
POSSIBLE DE REDEFINIR, DE RAFFINER ET D'ELARGIR LE 
CHAMP D'ACTION DE CETTE DISCIPLINE, ET DE LA 
SITUER DANS UNE STRATEGIE PLUS GLOBALE DE 

' GESTION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT. 
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A fter more than 20 years in existence, environmental 
impact assessment (EIA) should be a well-estab
lished field of theory and practice. Adherents to this 

interdisciplinary and interprofessional field should have a 
thorough understanding of the nature and purpose of EIA. 
And now, the emphasis should be on how to extend and 
refine the field. However, EIA became an institution before 
the field itself was defined and established. Consequently, 
such basic issues as the purpose and objectives of EIA have 
been neglected or at least accepted uncritically in the rush 
to operationalize the concept. 

Today, two decades later, it is time to reconsider the 
nature and purpose of EIA and its extension into new 
public and private decision-making circles. 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EIA 
The following are the core EIA characteristics - which 

encompass both the knowledge- and application-based at
tributes of the field - as they are depicted in introductory 
EIA literature and guidelines. Although the ascribed char
acteristics are not necessarily appropriate or practical, they 
do represent a useful basis for more critical analyses of the 
conceptual foundation of EIA. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY FIELD 
As a field of study (Jain et al., 1977), EIA draws on a 

range of social and natural science disciplines. This is nec
essary to understand pertinent environmental attributes 
and to predict how these might change over time - with 
or without a proposed action. 

EIA is not restricted to the study of the environment as 
it is and as it could be, however. It is also a decision-making 
aid that should be applied prior to any environmental 
intervention. In this regard, EIA is a normative procedure 
that seeks to identify natural and social environmental 
norms or ethical standards and to infuse these into plan
ning and decision-making processes. 

NORMATWE AND ETHICAL FIELD 
For EIA to incorporate environmental norms into deci

sion-making, it must address both environmental ethics 
and values and human ethics, values, perceptions, attitudes 
and beliefs. It is an objective procedure for identifying, 
measuring and predicting environmental attributes and 
changes brought about by existing or proposed actions, but 
is subjective in the interpretation, evaluation, aggregation 
and management of those changes. 

KNOWLEDGE ASSUMPTIONS 
The practice of EIA involves implicit assumptions re

garding the known environment, environmental impacts 
and environmental norms. Some examples of these as
sumptions are: 
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• aspects of the environment and their interrelationships 
can be identified, described or measured and monitored; 

• changes, with or without a proposed action, can be 
predicted to the extent that cause-and-effect relation
ships can be established; 

• stakeholders' values can be determined; 
• measures of impact magnitude and importance can be 

combined; 
• individual and cumulative environmental con

sequences can be interpreted, aggregated and man
aged; and 

• issues of probability and uncertainty can be managed 
to such an extent that it is possible to decide whether a 
proposed action should proceed and, if so, in what 
fashion. 

EIADEFINED 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

The primary focus of EIA was initially the physical and 
natural environment and the socio-economic consequences 
of physical and natural environmental changes. The "en
vironmental" aspect of EIA now generally embraces both 
the natural (physical, biological, ecological) and human 
(social, cultural, economic, built) components of the en
vironment and their interrelationships (Jain et al., 1977; 
Estrin and Swaigen, 1978; CEARC, 1988). 

IMPACT 
Human actions (Mitchell and Turkheim, 1977) alter (Jain et. 

al., 1977) the environment. In EIA, the term "impact" generally 
refers to the expected environmental consequences (Meredith, 
1991) of a proposed action (and less frequently to the actual 
consequences of an existing activity). A distinction is often 
drawn between changes or effects (measures of magnitude) and 
impacts (measures of magnitude combined with measures of 
importance). 

"Although the traditional focus of EIA has been 
capital projects, EIA requirements are 

increasingly applied to policies, programs, 
technologies, regulations and operational 

procedures. " 

Although the traditional focus of EIA has been capital 
projects, EIA requirements are increasingly applied to poli
cies, programs, technologies, regulations and operational 
procedures (Munn, 1979; Estrin and Swaigen, 1978; 
CEARC, 1988). In most cases, EIA applies to the proposed 
actions of both public and private proponents (Meredith, 
1991;Mitchelland Turkheim, 1977). Alternative methods of 
achieving a proposed end or of managing the impacts 
associated with a particular choice are also considered in an 
EIA planning process. 

In EIA definitions, the impact element is often prefaced 
by one or more dimensional distinctions, such as positive 
and negative (Mitchell and Turkheim, 1977), over time 
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(short-term, long-term, frequency, duration), over space 
( on-site, off-site), direct and indirect, quantitative and qual
itative, individual and cumulative, and likelihood of occur
rence (Burchell and Listokin, 1975). 

ASSESSMENT 
The "assessment" component of EIA incorporates: 

• Analysis - data collection and compilation, the identi
fication of effects and interactions among effects 
(Munn, 1979; Armour, 1990) and the description, meas
urement and prediction of effects and interactions 
among effects (Munn, 1979; Hyman and Stiftel, 1980). 

• Synthesis - the interpretation of the significance of 
effects and interactions among effects (Munn, 1979; 
CEARC, 1988), and the aggregation and evaluation of 
individual and cumulative effects, both with and 
without mitigation (Westman, 1985; Lang and Armour, 
1981; Armour, 1990). 

• Management -mitigation (Jain et al., 1977), compensa
tion and local benefits (Armour, 1990), the manage
ment of residual impacts (CEARC, 1988), monitoring 
and contingency measures, and communications/ con
sultation activities. 
In summary, environmental impact assessment is an 

assessment of the potential (or real) impacts of proposed (or 
existing) human activities on both the human and natural 
environment. Included in this type of an assessment are ac
tivities involving analysis, synthesis, management, com
munications and consultation. The consequences of such ac
tivities and their alternatives will result in specific impacts. 

APPLICATION ASSUMPTIONS 
Also underlying EIA practice are a number of applica

tion assumptions. Some examples: 
• Formal or informal institutional mechanisms help to 

compel, or at least facilitate, public or private pro
ponents to initiate an EIA planning process and to 
complete the necessary documentation as a prereq
uisite to project approval. 

• Along with requisite methods, a systematic planning 
process can be devised or adapted for analyzing and 
synthesizing the appropriate data and for involving 
relevant agencies and the public. 

• There is appropriate expertise to tackle the necessary 
technical work and to review whatever outcomes the 
planning process produces. 

• There is a basis for choosing between alternative plans 
and for deciding if an undertaking should or should 
not proceed. 

• The people who make the decisions will rationally use 
the information provided to guide their actions. 

• The requirements for approvals can be enforced and 
the impacts managed. 

• If unforeseen impacts occur, the appropriate contin
gency measures can be instituted. 
It can be said then that EIA is premised on the general 

assumptions that decision-making is sound, the planning 
and decision-making process is orderly, and there is a high 
degree of pre- and post-approval knowledge and control. 
In short, "scientific knowledge" is expected to guide plan
ning and decision-making. 
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INTERPROFESSIONAL FIELD 
The extension of EIAfrom the conceptual to the applied 

presupposes that EIA must also be an interprofessional 
field of practice. In common with other professional and 
interprofessional fields of practice, EIA comprises a core 
body of knowledge, skills and methods. Social and natural 
sciences provided the initial knowledge base. However, 
frameworks, procedures and methods have also been for
mulated and refined through practice, which over tirne,has 
resulted in the emergence of EIA as a recognized area of 
expertise. 

EIAis a form of applied policy analysis or, more specifi
cally, a form of environmental planning. Consequently, the 
formulation and application of environmental planning 
processes (Armour, 1990; CEARC, 1988; Burchell and Lis
token, 1975) is one aspect of EIA. An EIA planning process 
should, therefore, be anticipatory (prior to decision
making), systematic or orderly (Burchell and Listokin, 
1975) and rational. The results and conclusions from the 
EIA planning process should also be documented (Mered
ith, 1991; Burchell and Listokin, 1975), generally in the form 
of an EIA report or statement. 

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
EIA is a formal planning decision-making process. As 

such, it forms a part of the institutional fabric through 
legislation, public policy and administrative procedures 
(Mitchell and Turkheim, 1977; Meredith, 1991). Institution
alization requires mechanisms to prepare, review and 
document the process, co-ordinate inter-agency and pub
lic/private interactions, adjudicate disputes, and monitor 
and enforce compliance. 

SOCIO-POLITICAL PHENOMENON 
In a broader sense, EIAis a socio-political phenomenon 

(Beanlands and Duinker, 1983). It represents an institu
tional response to a public awareness of and demand for a 
greater sensitivity to natural and social environmental con
siderations. EIA attempts to counterbalance an historical 
preoccupation with economic and technical concerns, and 
is part of a larger socio-political movement to avoid and 
reduce the negative externalities that frequently result from 
too narrow a decision-making agenda. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERVENTION 
But, ultimately, EIA is a form of environmental inter

vention. It can lead to more positive changes in the built, 
biophysical and socio-economic environments. This expec
tation presupposes that a distinction can be drawn between 
positive and negative environmental changes. It also pre
sumes that the interpretation of such changes can be placed 
within the context of general indicators of environmental 
and social quality. 

OBJECTIVES OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT 

Many objectives have been advanced for EIA as a field 
of knowledge and application. Direct objectives can be 
realized by EIA alone, while indirect objectives require a 
co-operative approach with other public and private initia
tives. Both types of objectives are not always achieved. 
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Indeed, the EIA planning process and documentation can 
inhibit rather than enhance their realization. Moreover, the 
range of objectives is so broad that they may work at 
cross-purposes, rendering it virtually impossible to assess 
how well each is achieved. Having said this, EIA aspira
tions regarding what it "can" seek to accomplish represent 
a useful point of departure for a critical assessment of 
whether those aspirations are appropriate and practical. 

DIRECT OBJECTIVES 
Objectives for EIA pertain to the planning and decision

makingprocess, organizational or administrative settings, the 
environment and society. EIA can provide better environmen
tal information for use in planning and decision-making 
(Torgerson, l980;Jainetal., 1977;Holling, 1978). By enhancing 
the decision-making knowledge base, there can be a greater 
understanding of environmental information, values and 
consequences (Craig, 1990; Beanlands and Duinker, 1983; 
Grima et al., 1986). As well, there can be a greater-and earlier 
-consideration of the potential environmental consequences 
(Estrin and Swaigen, 1978; Jain et al., 1977; Westman, 1985). 

"Within organizational and administrative 
settings, EIA can provide an improved 

envirorunental information base and, in tum, a 
greater u11dersta11di11g of e11viro11me11tal 

concerns. " 

The increased weight attached to environmental infor
mation, values and consequences in planning and decision
making (Craig, 1990) can, in turn, assure that non-en
vironmental, technical and economic considerations do not 
dominate. Public and private proponents can, therefore, 
become more environmentally and socially responsible. 

Within organizational and administrative settings, EIA 
can provide an improved environmental information base 
and, in tum, a greater understanding of environmental 
concerns. This enhanced understanding can not only facil
itate changes in organizational perceptions and attitudes 
toward the environment (Beanlands and Duinker, 1983) but 
also contribute to changes in organizational behaviour. 

The direct environmental benefits can be fewer en
vironmentally unsound projects (Burchell and Listokin, 
1975), more environmentally sound projects (Marshall et al., 
1985) and the reinforcement of environmentally sound ac
tions (Brown, 1990). 

INDIRECT OBJECTIVES 
Ideally, EIA can contribute to less partisan (Jain et al., 

1977), more open and accountable (Lang and Armour, 
1981), and more systematic and rational (Grima et al., 1986) 
decisions. EIA can further scientific and professional in
volvement in planning and decision-making (Twiss, 1974). 
It can also provide and enhance environmental data bases 
and analysis methods, and contribute to interdisciplinary 
communications and analysis. 
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EIA can be a vehicle for intra- and inter-agency co-ordi
nation (Twiss, 197 4). In addition, it can be a tool for opening 
up organizational/ administrative procedure~ to the pu?lic 
and to the scientific community, and for makmg organiza
tional and administrative procedures less partisan and 
more rational. 

EIA can also assist in protecting and preserving the 
environment (Jain et al., 1977), enhancing the environment 
(Meredith, 1991; Westman, 1985) and harmonizing the 
human and natural environments (Meredith, 1991; Jain et 
al., 1977; Westman, 1985). 

As previously noted, EIA is a socio-political phenome
non (Beanlands and Duinker, 1983). As such, it can further 
societal understanding of the environment (Jain et al., 1977). 
EIA can be a means for society to use knowledge to antici
pate and ameliorate potential environmental con
sequences. Ideally, environmental concerns should no 
longer be labelled as" externalities" that require action-forc
ing mechanisms to ensure their consideration. Rather~ ~ey 
should be intrinsic and central components of any decis10n
making process. And, finally, EIA can help to protect the 
interests of future generations (Meredith, 1991). This objec
tive is concerned with greatly extending the temporal per
spective of public and private decision-makers. 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
While the preceding overview might leave readers 

with the impression that the conceptual foundation of EIA 
is firmly and consistently established, this is far from the 
case. Many elements of both the conceptual and applied 
characteristics of EIA either are poorly defined or are sub-
ject to various interpretations. Examples: . . 
• Much of what is presented as EIA theory is more m the 
nature of a loose amalgam of concepts and frameworks, 
largely derived from other fields. Boundaries between and 
links to both traditional academic disciplines and to other 
interdisciplinary and interprofessional fields, such as plan
ning (Lawrence, 1992) and environmental management, 
are poorly defined. 
• Although driven by an environmental ethic, the links 
between EIA and ethical theory in general and environmen
tal ethics in particular have been tenuous at best. Moreover, 
the tendency has been to assume that concepts and 
methods developed to predict and explain environmental 
change provide a sufficient knowledge base. However, EIA 
is also a prescriptive field, where impact significance inter
pretations and preference judgements are critical to the 
decision-making process. 
• The assumption that environmental conditions, with 
and without a proposed action, can be precisely predicted 
and managed is questionable - especially in the subjective 
realm of conflicting values, perceptions and human be
haviour. 
• Addressing interrelationships among the physical, bio
logical, social and economic components of the environ
ment has been an especially intransigent problem in EIA. 
Although the emerging subfield of cumulative impact 
assessment proposes to address more systematically such 
interrelationships, much work remains before that poten
tial can be realized fully. 
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• The expectation that the conceptual basis for EIA, 
largely developed at a project level, can be readily extended 
and applied to policies, programs and technologies is 
questionable. At the policy and program levels, for ex
ample, the range of interrelated choices tends to multiply. 
Impacts tend to be more generic and less amenable to 
precise prediction. EIA tends to overlap significantly with 
policy and program evaluation, planning, and en
vironmental and resource management. This does not 
mean that EIA should not extend beyond the project level. 
It does suggest, however, a need for a greater sensitivity to 
the implications of differences and for the placing of EIA 
within a broader environmental management strategy. 

"Ideally, environmental concerns should no 
longer be labelled as "e:1.,1ernalities" that 

require action-forcing mechanisms to ensure 
their consideration. Rathe,; they should be 

intrinsic and central components of any 
decision-making process." 

• Depictions of the EIA planning process generally parallel 
the characteristics of the rational planning model. However, 
as evidenced by on-going debates over the rational planning 
model (its variations and its alternatives) in planning litera
ture, a single planning process to suit any and all situations is 
neither possible nor appropriate. A comparable debate to that 
experienced in planning can be expected in EIA. The d~bate 
may well culminate in a contingency-based approach ( differ
ent combinations of processes to suit different classes of ac
tions and environments, adjusted for each proposed under-
taking). . 
• Many developments within EIA thought and practice 
offer the potential to further redefine the conceptual _basis 
for the field. Examples include: a greater emphasis on 
theoretical rigour (analysis over description); on synthes~s 
(reflected in cumulative impact assessment); on strategic 
planning (through, for example, scoping and screening); on 
impact management ( exemplified by an increased focus on 
monitoring and contingency planning); and on the evalua
tion of regional and indirect social and environmental im
pacts. Examples of the latter include future generational 
impacts, regional environmental considerations ( biod~ver
sity, for example), social equity concerns and perceived 
risks and impacts. 
• Application assumptions, generally characteristic of 
EIA, have also been increasingly challenged. The expecta
tion that knowledge and expertise are sufficient may be 
most dubious in situations characterized by emerging tech
nologies, poorly understood environments and complex 
interrelationships existing within and among proposed ac
tions and components of the environment. In view of un
certainties often associated with impact prediction and 
management, such considerations as the treatment of un
certainty, the role of the public in the planning process, the 
phasing of approvals and links to environmental manage
ment assume particular significance. 
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THEORY AND PRACTICE 

• EIA has long been criticized for the socially and politi
cally naive assumptions of unitary decision-makers and the 
expectation that a "rational" knowledge basis is sufficient 
to ensure implementation. Consequently, there has been an 
increasing shift toward more pluralistic, flexible and co
operative approaches to EIA that emphasize consensus
building, conflict resolution and on-going impact manage
ment. Consensus-building and conflict resolution may 
serve a positive role in reducing sources of acrimony. How
ever, not all environmental components may be repre
sented - or adequately represented - at the bargaining 
table (the natural environment, future generations, for ex
ample). There is, therefore, a danger that sensitive and 
significant aspects of the environment may be sacrificed in 
the search for common ground. 
• EIA has been implemented through a range of institu
tional arrangements in Canada and in other jurisdictions. 
These arrangements pertain to such matters as who pre
pares the EIA, the role of government regulators and re
viewers, the role of various publics, the use of mechanisms 
to mediate and adjudicate disputes, and monitoring and 
enforcement procedures. What is far from clear, however, 
is the relative efficiency and effectiveness of the available 
structures and procedures, or whether there may be alter
native approaches that are more appropriate than EIA for 
incorporating environmental concerns into public and pri
vate decision-making. 
• Although the direct and indirect EIA objectives are 
laudable, what is less immediately apparent is whether and 
to what extent those objectives are being realized. It is also 
unclear whether the realization of the direct EIA objectives 
is undermined by an excessive preoccupation with indirect 
objectives. As well, there may be instances where other 
instruments ( ecologically-based planning, resource and en
vironmental management, for example) may be more ap
propriate means of realizing EIA objectives. 

These issues suggest that EIA characteristics and objec
tives are far from being firmly entrenched and will evolve 
over time. If future refinements and adaptations are not to 
compound the problems already evident, more EIA theory 
building and testing and more reflective EIA practice will 
be needed. The outcome of such deliberations could well 
be significantly different EIA aims and characteristics. • 

DAVID P. LAWRENCE IS PRESIDENT OF LAWRENCE ENVIRONMENTAL, P.O. 
STATION A, BOX 3475, LANGLEY, B.C. V3A 4RB; (604) 532-9889; FAX: (604) 
534-9889; PHONE IN ONTARIO: (905) 886-3815 . 
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BIG COSTS, BIGGER SAVINGS . . . L. E. MILTON, MCIP 

SUMMARY 

TO DATE, ONTARIO HYDRO HAS CONDUCTED 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS ON 315 PROJECTS. 
THEY ARE COSTLY - THE COMPANY SPENDS THREE 
MILLION DOLLARS OR MORE AND FIVE YEARS ON A 
LARGE PROJECT EA-BUT AT ROUGHLY TWO 
PERCENT OF TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET, EAs FALL 
WELL WITHIN THE RANGE OF AFFORDABILITY. AND 
THEIR BENEFITS FAR OUTWEIGH THEIR COSTS. 

EAs ENSURE THAT POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND 
ALTERNATIVES ARE THOROUGHLY AND PUBLICLY 
REVIEWED, MAKING IT POSSIBLE (USING 
CONSTRAINT MAPPING) TO AVOID AT LEAST HALF 
OF THE MOST SENSITIVE IMPACTS. ALTHOUGH THE 
MARKET VALUE OF RESOURCES SAVED MIGHT NOT 
AMOUNT TO MUCH MORE THAN THE COST OF THE 
EA, THE REAL SAVINGS ARE REALIZED IN 
QUALITATIVE AND SOCIAL TERMS. 

RESUA1E 

A CE JOUR, ONTARIO HYDRO A MENE DES 
EVALUATIONS ENVIRONNEMENTALES SUR 315 
PRO JETS. LEUR COUT ELEVE (PLUS DE IROIS 
MILLIONS DE DOLLARS ET CINQ ANS D'ETUDES POUR 
UN PRO JET D'ENVERGURE), QUI NE CORRESPOND 
TOUTEFOIS QU'.A. ENVIRON DEUX POUR CENT DU 
BUDGET TOTAL DES PRO JETS, RESTE LARGEMENT 
DANS LES LIMITES TOLERABLES, ET LEURS 
AVANTAGES COMPENSENT DE LOIN CE COUT. 

CES ETUDES PERMETTENT UNE ANALYSE 
. APPROFONDIE ET PUBLIQUE DES INCIDENCES 

EVENTUELLES SUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT, ET 
ELIMINENT (GRACE A LA CARTOGRAPHIE 
THEMATIQUE) AU MO INS LA MOITIE DES 
CONSEQUENCES LES PLUS NUISIBLES D'UN PROJET. 
BIEN QUE LA VALEUR MARCHANDE DES RESSOURCES 
PRESERVEES NE SOIT PEUT-EIRE PAS BEAUCOUP 
PLUS ELEVEE QUE LE COUT DES ETUDES 

' ELLES-MEMES, LES ECONOMIES REELLES SE 
COMPTABILISENT EN TERMES QUALITATIFS ET 

· SOCIAUX. 

Plan Canada 

he Environmental Assessment Act of Ontario - to
gether with ministry guidelines and precedents 
established in a number of public hearings es

tablishes some of the most comprehensive and demanding 
environmental requirements in the world. Since the Act's 
proclamation in 1976, Ontario Hydro has had to conduct 
environmental assessments (EAs) on 315 transmission pro
jects, including transmission lines (TLs) of at least 115,000 
volts (115 kv), transformer stations (TSs) and distribution 
stations (DSs). 

By their very nature, transmission facilities pass 
through large areas of land and water and affect virtually 
every element of the environment. In most of these areas -
and proposed alternative locations - Ontario Hydro 
comes under a great deal of public scrutiny. As a result, the 
last 18 years have provided the company with considerable 
insight into the fiscal and environmental costs and benefits 
of project EAs. 

The assessment process used by Ontario Hydro -now 
one of the most active environmental mapping agencies in 
the world - is described in each EA submission, a generic 
report and two videos. In essence, it makes use of an overlay 
mapping process in which the "constraints" comprise up 
to 60 significant potential impacts weighted according to 
their perceived importance. Alternatives are plotted and 
evaluated against these and the more detrimental impacts 
eliminated. 

This kind of assessment requires a large study area and 
database. Typically, 30 percent of the data is readily availa
ble, 30 percent is available but in need of upgrading and 40 
percent must be generated by the company. 

COSTS AND APPROVALS 
Project EAs -which resemble comprehensive land use 

plans - are expensive in comparison to other types of 
planning studies. In an insensitive area, EA costs for a small 
DS (which might occupy an area the size of a gas station) 
might be as little as $30,000* and as much as $90,000. In 
sensitive areas such as the Niagara Peninsula, EA costs can 
run as high as $130,000. Assessments for projects of this 
magnitude can take three months to one year to complete. 

In insensitive areas, EA costs for medium-sized projects 
- 10 kms of power line or a TS serving part of a city and 
similar in size to a large factory or small mall, for example 

range from $100,000 to $300,000. In sensitive areas (city 
edges or the Niagara Peninsula), the price can be anywhere 
from $700,000 to $1,000,000 and take from six months to two 
years to complete. 

In insensitive environments (parts of northern Ontario, 
for example), typical EA costs for large projects - with 
several hundred kilometres of TL and a TS the size of a large 
shopping mall - range from $1.5 to $3 million and take two 
to five years to complete (the external government re-

*EA and total project costs have been figured in 1992 dollars. All 
results have been rounded out. 
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view/ approval process often taking longer than the study 
itself). There are exceptions, however. One Kingston-Ot
tawa-Cornwall link cost $8 million in its final iteration. And 
total EA costs for Ontario Hydro's most notorious TL study 
- the Second Line from Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 
- exceeded $9 million. The study period for each of these 
EAs in its final phase alone was two years. 

Prior to these studies, both the Ottawa and Bruce pro
jects were the subject of several incomplete approvals. The 
overall cost of the Bruce studies was 12 years and $19 
million. In part, these "worst-case" scenarios can be put 
down to initial uncertainty regarding EA requirements and 
the project approval process. During the 1980s a time- and 
cost-cutting initiative that used impact "screening" to limit 
the focus of minor project EAs achieved about a 50 percent 
reduction in costs. 

AFFORDABILITY 
EAs are expensive because the environment is com

plex, but the high cost of an assessment is partly a product 
of traditional accounting procedures. Project-based sys
tems accumulate interest on all activities. Thus, the longer 
a project takes to complete, the higher the accumulated 
interest on the initial stage - the EA. In large TL projects, 
which can take up to seven years to in-service, the book cost 
of an EA can be double its direct cost. Although the obvious 
solution would be to make EAs an overhead ( or cash flow) 
cost rather than a project ( or capital) cost, project structures 
are deeply entrenched worldwide, and such a shift would 
necessitate major organizational change. Small developers 
and developing countries with limited cash flows have no 
alternative but to pay for their EAs with borrowed capital, 
which cannot be repaid until the project receives approval, 
which in turn creates undue pressure for approval. 

The ratio of EA cost to total project cost must also be 
considered. For example, the overall cost of the Bruce pro
ject was more than $900 million; the total EA cost was only 
2.3 percent of that figure. For other large, less sensitive 
projects, the typical EA cost was 1.3 percent of the total 
project cost, but one was as low as 0.6 percent. For a group 
of typical, medium-sized projects, EA costs ranged from 0.7 
to 4.7 percent of total project cost (roughly $15 million). 
Smaller project EAs ranged from 1.4 to 9.7 percent of 
total project cost (between $1 million and $5 million). 
Since costs were halved during the 1980s for small- to 
medium-sized project EAs, a current estimate puts 
EA costs for small, medium and large trans
mission projects at 4, 2.5 and 1.2 percent, 
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respectively, with a variability multiplier of 0.5 to 2.0 for size 
and environmental sensitivity, and a weighted mean of 2 
percent or less. 

In the 1980s, public opinion polls consistently showed 
consumer willingness to pay a 5 to 10 percent premium on 
energy costs in support of environmental protection, which 
makes the 2 percent cost of an EA certainly affordable. Even 
when the costs of impact mitigation during construction are 
factored in for the "total environmental cost," this figure 
would still account for less than 5 percent of the total project 
cost for transmission facilities. 

VALUE 
Assuming that the ratio "EA cost: percentage of total 

project cost" is a positive one (and that the developer will 
still profit in spite of any incurred environmental expense), 
it is important to determine whether consumers - the ones 
who make the ultimate financial sacrifice - are getting 
value for their investment. How much environment is 
saved for every dollar spent? Is EA the most cost-effective 
way to preserve the environment? 

At the very least, EAs provide a public forum for the 
consideration of environmental issues and a statutory re
quirements compliance check. Additional benefits accrue 
when "judgemental" impacts identified by the EA process 
- and weighted or ranked in importance by the public -
are avoided. In the '70s, Ontario Hydro developed several 
semi-quantitative and graphical methods (which included 
baseline impacts that would occur without EA) to deter
mine the success of alternatives in avoiding the more sen
sitive impacts. Constraint mapping proved to be an effec
tive tool for minimizing impacts on the sensitive end of the 
environmental spectrum, with the final choices having less 
than half the impact of the baseline and many alternatives. 

As an order of magnitude of benefit per $1 million 
spent on EA, the sensitive impacts that were avoided over 
a number of southern Ontario projects are listed as follows: 
• most built-up areas (towns, villages); 
• proximity to sensitive facilities (airports, broadcasting 
towers); 
• demolition or relocation of several rural residences; 
• removal of a number of farm buildings and the shutdown 

of several 10s of ha of prime ag
ricultural land; 
• partial restriction of aerial 
spraying and spray irrigation on 
several hundred hectares of 
prime agricultural land along 
rights-of-way; 
• several provincially or region
ally significant natural areas 
and a number of newly iden

tified habitats for rare species; 
• roughly 10 historic buildings or sites (includ
ing known archeological sites) and many 10s of 
ha of high potential areas; 

• several oil/ gas wells and active extractive 
industries (sand, gravel, stone), plus 10s of 
ha of high potential areas; 
• 1 km of highly scenic rural terrain and 1 km 
of urban viewshed; 
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• two sensitive stream crossings and several to 10s of ha of 
primary wetlands; and 
• one forest seed orchard/ research area and 10s of ha of 
protection forest. 

If EA costs were proportioned between these, and com
pared with market and replacement costs for impacted 
resources, the cost/benefit ratio of EA would appear to be 
marginal. However, the qualitative social impacts of 
change and upheaval, which are difficult to quantify, must 
also be factored into the ratio. As well, some resources or 
land uses are extremely valuable, and replacement is much 
more costly than avoidance. 

The current Ontario Hydro process is largely qualita
tive, and resource value and risk assessment are significant 
factors in determining the importance of each impact. 
Many resource impacts, such as rare species and scenic 
viewsheds, cannot be valued in dollars and cents terms. 
Although public value responses to these impacts vary, 
they generally give them the same weight as economic 
resources in project decisions. As concern about quality of 
life and the environment continues to grow, these values 
are becomingly increasing significant and factor more 
heavily in the cost/benefit ratio. 

The obvious benefits of EA are probably enough to 
justify its expense. But because these benefits are only 
marginal in some cases and then rely heavily on intangible, 
qualitative values, it might be wise to look for other, more 
cost-effective approaches. 

COST-EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVES 
PUBLIC DATABASES 

Data collection - which can account for 10 to 30 per
cent of the total cost - is often the most expensive element 
of EA. This is because public databases are often inadequate 
and proponents are "forced" to create their own. 

With the advent of Geographic Information Systems 
(GISs ), much of the cost of an EA could be eliminated. Using 
a GIS to "bank" data in advance, the technical portion of an 
EA- even for a large project - could be completed in just 
a few months or even weeks. 

In Ontario, the move toward pro-active, comprehen
sive environmental plans that would provide this kind of 
public database is already under way. Until this kind of 
planning is the norm, however, should developers be 
forced to bear the burden of baseline data development 
without compensation? In answer to this question, a num
ber of innovative suggestions have been put forward: user 
fees; data sales to other developers; and even cost awards 
to developers for the creation of widely applicable data. A 
major policy debate on the sale or exchange of publicly 
required information is currently under way in the U.S. 

EFFECTIVE PLANNING 
Since the inception of EA in the early '70s, there has 

been concern about cumulative impacts. Because develop
ment around the world is divided into individual projects, 
the overall impact of global development is fragmented. In 
Ontario Hydro's EA experience, the impact of a single 
project is not usually unacceptable. Yet, serious impacts are 
occurring in Ontario and worldwide - impacts that could 
be prevented - and these tend to be cumulative. 

Plan Canada 
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Various techniques have been proposed for cumulative 
impact assessment, which can be used to examine the 
impact of a single activity on multiple environmental ele
ments; of multiple projects by a single proponent or in
dustry; or (rarely) for all changes combined. Other tech
niques such as environmental risk assessment are being 
developed to facilitate prioritization or summation and 
comparison of impacts. Even if more sophisticated impact 
assessment methods are enforced, however, a couple of 
fundamental questions will still have to be addressed: How 
much impact should we accept? And, that being decided, 
how can it be distributed equitably among developers? 

At present, an acceptable impact is one that is not 
effectively opposed. A number of natural resource sectors 
that were active before the rise of EA- soil conservation, 
for example - have developed well-documented guide
lines on acceptable loss or change rates, which usually boil 
down to "no net loss." These can be equally applied on a 
project or a broader basis. Until similar guidelines are pro
duced for all elements of the environment, EAs will remain 
a reactive or stop-gap measure and will not effectively meet 
the major needs of environmental planning and manage
ment. 

Once developed, these guidelines would allow us to 
determine how much of a resource we have now, how 
much we will need in the future and at what rate we can 
afford to lose it or must regenerate it. In effect, these guide
lines would provide us with the foundations of sustainable 
development and would reduce EA to a rapid screening 
process. 

ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP 
To find out what resources are currently available, it is 

necessary to have a complete environmental inventory. But 
few agencies have the resources to fully survey even a 
single sector of the environment, taking us right back to 
where we started: with developers doing the groundwork 
- and paying for it - by default. 

A managed environment is not possible without finan
cially committed, environmental planning leadership. The 
opportunity exists for the planning profession to step for
ward and develop proactive, comprehensive municipal 
and regional environmental plans in conjunction with or as 
an intrinsic part of the official planning process. This must 
be backed up by increased provincial commitment to the 
creation of baseline inventories and an affirmation of 
specific environmental guidelines. 

The new approach to planning in Ontario proposed by 
Ontario's Ministry of Municipal Affairs opens the door for 
the creation and management of planned environments. 
But is thorough, environmental planning affordable? Based 
on certain EA precedents, it could cost as little as 1 percent 
of total public revenues. Isn't sustainable environment 
worth it? • 

L. E. MILTON WAS MANAGER OF THE LAND USE AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT FOR ONTARIO HYDRO FOR 12 YEARS. PRESENTLY 
HE IS CHAIR OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE, 
CANADIAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION. MR. MILTON CAN BE CONTACTED 
AT: (416) 207-5405. 
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A section of a forum created by an African 
chief to discuss community issues. 

APPLYING CANADA'S 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT MODEL TO 
THE THIRD WORLD 
... SETH APPIAH-OPOKU 

SUMMARY 

WIIH ONE NOTABLE EXCEPTION, THE PROCEDURAL 
PLANNING THEORIES UNDERPINNING 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 
PRACTICE IN CANADA ARE NOT SUITED TO THE 
THIRD WORLD ENVIRONMENT. THE EXCEPTION IS 
"TRANSACTIVE IHEORY. 11 ALREADY PART OF THE 
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF INDIGENOUS 
INSTITUTIONS IN MOST THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES, 
TRANSACTIVE THEORY MAY FACILITATE THE 
ADAPTATION OF THE CANADIAN EIA MODEL TO THE 
THIRD WORLD SITUATION. 

THE IMPLICATION IS TIIATTHE BASIS FOR LEARNING 
AND ADAPTATION MIGHT BE IHE INTEGRATION OF 
INDIGENOUS INSTITUTIONS AND LOCAL 
EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE. 

RESUME 

AUNE EXCEPTION PRES, LES IHEORIES DE LA 
PLANIFICATION SUR LES PROCEDURES QUI 
SOUS-TENDENT LES ETUDES D'IMPACT SUR 
L'ENVIRONNEMENT (EIE) AU CANADA NE SONT PAS 
ADAPTEES AUX PAYS DU TIERS MONDE. LA «THE ORIE 
DE LA TRANSACTION» EST CETTE EXCEPTION. DEJA. 
PARTIE INTEGRANTE DU PROCESSUS DECISIONNEL 
DANS LES INSTITUTIONS DE LA PLUPART DES PAYS 
EN VOIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT, LA THEORIE DE LA 
TRANSACTION PEUT FACILITER L'ADAPTATION DU 
MODELE CANADIEN EN MATIERE D'EIE AU 
CONTEXTE DU TIERS MONDE. 

AINSI, LE FONDEMENT DE L'APPRENTISSAGE ET DE 
L'ADAPTATION POURRAIT ETRE L'INTEGRATION DES 
INSTITUTIONS AUTOCHTONES ET DU SAVOIR 
EXPERIMENTAL LOCAL. 
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Since the 1972 United Nations Conference on Human 
Environment, there has been a major shift in the 
attitudes and perceptions of developing countries 

and donor agencies to environmental issues and problems. 
Once a question of how to include environmental con
siderations in Third World development projects, it is now 
a matter of incorporating EIAin the planning, management 
and implementation of such projects. 

The focus of the 1983 Expert Group Meeting on En
vironmental Impact Assessment in Developing Countries, 
EIA is also a concern of donor agencies in the developed 
world. In March 1989 the World Bank issued an official en
vironmental policy affecting projects in the Third World. And 
Canada's Bill C-13 requires that all Overseas Development 
Aid (ODA) projects be subjected to EIA. In recognition of the 
foreign nature of these projects, the Bill provides for the use of 
alternate impact assessment procedures provided they meet 
the basic goals and objectives of Canadian environmental 
policy. In addition, as a result of pressure from donor countries 
and international financial institutions, EIA is gaining 
statutory status in an increasing number of Third World 
countries. If this trend is to continue, however, it will be driven 
by the internal forces concerned with sustainable develop
ment and the desire of Third World governments to mimic 
western approaches to development. 

Despite the interest of both donor agencies and develop
ing countries, however, the introduction of the western EIA 
model into Third World planning processes raises a number 
of fundamental questions: Which procedural planning theo
ries underpin western EIA models? Are western models ap
propriate for Third World countries? Should Third World 
countries "round the peg or square the hole?" 

BACKGROUND 
EIA has been defined as a systematic analysis of the 

potential environmental impacts of a development pro
posal and the ways in which these effects can be minimized 
prior to implementation. In this context, EIA is expected to 
provide an effective means of integrating environmental 
factors into the planning and decision-making processes in 
support of sustainable development. 
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It was the United States - with the enactment of the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969 - that first 
incorporated environmental concerns into standard planning 
and consent procedures. Canada and a number of other coun
tries quickly followed the American lead and today, EIA is 
standard practice for large-scale projects. 

Bill C-13-which was enacted in 1992 and is expected 
to come into full effect in the near future - will legally 
establish a Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA). 
Once proclaimed, the Act will make EIA procedures and 
conduct a federal responsibility. In the past, EIA was ad
ministered through Cabinet directives by the 1984 Guide
lines Order. 

Under the CEAA (Section 54[2]), the federal govern
ment will ensure that all foreign projects undertaken by 
federal authorities or the Government of Canada provide 
an EIA that is consistent with CEAA requirements. 

The Canadian International Development Agency has 
already responded to the CEAA by drafting regulations 
that will define the impact assessment procedures to be 
used for its Third World projects. These procedures are 
expected to meet the basic goals and objectives of Canada's 
environmental policies while at the same time providing 
for the timely design and delivery of cost-effective projects 
in promotion of Canada's foreign policy objectives. 

THEORETICAL ORIENTATION OF EIA IN CANADA 
In the sense that theory is a structured explanation of 

reality, the practice of EIA in Canada is implicitly based on 
procedural planning theories. 

• SYNOPTIC/RATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE THEORY 
Synoptic/Rational Comprehensive Theory is the domi

nant planning tradition and the point of departure for most 
planning approaches. Despite years of criticism, it continues 
to be an unyielding presence in the practice of environmental 
planning in Canada, enjoying wide use in the preparation of 
EIAs and especially in the prediction of socio-economic and 
environmental impacts of projects and programs. The trifold 
thrust of this approach can be identified as: 
• the objective and exhaustive analysis of environmental 
and socio-economic conditions; 
• the identification and formulation of alternative solu
tions to environmental problems; and 
• the selection of the solution that best meets objective 
scientific criteria. 
The theory relies heavily on quantitative techniques such 
as cost-benefit analysis, pre-project experiments, statistical 
techniques and trend extrapolations. 

This approach continues to receive wide support from 
ecologists, biologists, economists, urban and regional 
planners, political scientists and all those who believe that 
effective environmental solutions require holistic analysis, 
systematic generation of solutions, objective choice 
processes and co-ordination among relevant institutions 
and administrative bodies. 

What makes the Synoptic/Rational Comprehensive 
Theory unsuited to Third World applications is that it requires 
rigorous analytical capabilities, vast scientific knowledge, effi
cient institutions and reliable data and data processing instru
ments-all of which are lacking in most developing countries. 
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• INCREMENTAL THEORY 
Incremental Theory originates in Popper's "piecemeal 

engineering," "partisan mutual adjustment" and "dis
jointed incrementalism," in which policy decisions are bet
ter made and understood by established institutions -
accustomed as they are to the decentralized bargaining 
processes of free and democratic political economies. 

Rather than control an environmental problem in one 
unified policy, Incremental Theory seeks to find critical 
points of interventions. This is most apparent in the nego
tiation stages of Canadian EIA, and especially in cases 
where environmental problems receive attention only after 
they have reached crisis proportions. A good example is 
Alberta's Oldman River Dam where EIA was not even 
considered until construction was three-quarters complete. 
It was only after a federal court ruling found that fisheries, 
Indians and Indian lands might be affected by the dam and 
its reservoir that EIA was applied to the project. Similarly, 
the James Bay hydroelectric development was initiated 
without any environmental studies. The prevailing belief 
that "whatever the environmental costs, the economic 
benefits would be greater" was not shared by the Cree. 
Their resistance led to a number of extensive EIA studies -
but only after the project had received approval. 

The fact that under this theory, environmental crises are 
handled individually and isolated from their broader con
text might explain the inability of Canadian and other 
western world EIA practitioners to address cumulative 
impact issues adequately. With its limited vision of un
bounded environmental problems, incrementalism 
favours the status quo and, from an environmental per
spective, gambles with nature. If-as some have suggested 
-incrementalism should be modified to undertake studies 
and plans in an integrated way that examines the links 
between economic, social and environmental matters, this 
will represent a major departure from current practices, 
which tend to regard environmental concerns as separate 
and apart from the rest of a report. 

Because the practice of incrementalism must be con
fined to countries with efficient institutions, data integra
tion systems and co-ordination mechanisms, it too is un
suited to Third World countries. 

• TRANSACTIVE THEORY 
What makes Transactive Theory unique is its focus on 

human experience. Environmental impact assessment is 
not carried out with respect to an anonymous target com
munity, but through face-to-face contact with the people 
who will be affected by EIA decisions; it focusses less on 
field surveys and data analyses, and more on experiential 
learning, interpersonal dialogue and mutual learning. Me
diation and public participation in the EIA process -
through meetings and roundtable discussions (such as 
those held by the Berger Commission on the Mackenzie 
Valley Pipeline proposal) - are basic tenets of Transactive 
Theory. Not surprisingly, mediation is a formal option for 
public review of refereed projects under the CEAA, and the 
appointment and responsibilities of a mediator are 
specified in Sections 30 and 31. 
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Another key element of Transactive Theory is the de- · 
centralization of planning institutions, which leads to pub
lic empowerment and the ability of people to take increas
ing control over the social processes that govern their wel
fare. Plans (or EIAs and development projects) are eval
uated not only in terms of what they do for people through 
the delivery of goods and services, but also in terms of their 
impact on human dignity, capacity for growth, values and 
behaviour. In Canada, most EIAs address these issues 
through risk assessments and a determination of the socio
economic impact of projects and programs. 

Transactive Theory thrives in countries that feature 
participatory democratic institutions and efficient com
munication systems and protect such basic human rights 
as freedom of speech and assembly. Unfortunately, the 
formal institutions of most Third World countries - espe
cially those with dictators - do not support these condi
tions. Ironically, Transactive Theory is part of the decision
making process of informal indigenous institutions in most 
parts of the Third World, especially in Africa. 

• ADVOCACY THEORY 
Advocacy Theory is rooted in adversarial procedures 

that are modelled on the legal profession and is usually 
applied in defence of the interests of the poor and disen
franchised against the established powers of business and 
government. The "not-in-my-backyard" (NIMBY) syn
drome, landfill siting court cases and EIAstudies in Halton, 
Saskatchewan's Rafferty Alameda dam and Alberta's Old
man River dam are direct manifestations of Advocacy 
Theory. 

Having been through the court process, the advocacy 
approach has injected a strong dose of normative principles 
into EIA studies and has fostered a greater sensitivity to 
unintentional impacts. The growing requirement for EIA 
studies in Canadian development projects is, to a large 
extent, the result of advocacy. 

Advocacy Theory is best suited to countries with par
ticipatory democratic institutions, a high degree of toler
ance, a legal aid system and a truly independent judiciary 
- conditions that are not apparent in most Third World 
countries, especially those with dictators. 

APPLICATION TO THE THIRD WORLD 
Compared to the economic and socio-political climate 

of most developed countries, the Third World environment 
is more turbulent and less predictable. As a result, most of 
the conditions that favour the operation of procedural plan
ning theories are not present in the Third World. For ex
ample, while reliable data and data integration facilities are 
available in Canada, the same is not true for most Third 
World countries. Insufficient baseline environmental data 
and poor data collection capacities and integration facilities 
force planners to rely on intuition and value judgements in 
forecasting, modelling and cost-benefit analysis. Under 
these conditions, neither the Synoptic/Rational Compre
hensive nor the Incremental Theory provides a sound basis 
for adaptation of the Canadian EIA model. 

And because most Third World countries are ruled by 
dictators who suppress freedom of speech and criticism of 
government policies while promoting ethnic interests and 
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pervasive corruption, the Advocacy Theory cannot be 
safely applied either. In fact, ethnic interests - and the 
attitudes and perceptions of public officials-play a central 
role in the spatial distribution of development projects in 
the Third World. Given the prevailing conditions in most 
developing countries, it is not surprising that progress in 
adopting EIA as an environmental management tool has 
been extremely slow in the Third World. Perhaps as a result 
of the dearth of appropriate procedural planning theories 
on which to base an EIAsystem, only 19 of the 121 sovereign 
Third World countries have the necessary administrative, 
institutional and procedural frameworks for EIA im
plementation in place (Table 1). 

Table 1. 
The status of EIA in the Third World. 

Region Total Number of Countries with EIA 
Countries Systems 

Africa 52 -

Asia and Pacific 24 12 

Caribbean 11 -
Latin America 20 7 

Middle East 14 -

TOTAL 121 19 

Source: Ebiserniju, 1993 

In stressing the importance of theory, Leonardo de 
Vinci warned that "those who practise before they have 
learned the theory resemble sailors who go to sea without 
a rudder." And because most Third World countries with 
EIA systems do not have appropriate planning theories to 
guide them, they are drifting in an uncharted ocean. At the 
very least, those countries that are attempting to incor
porate environmental considerations into their planning 
process - Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Senegal, Sudan and 
Zimbabwe - are sailing in darkness. These six countries -
and others in the Third World-need appropriate planning 
theories to steer their EIA systems. In the absence of such 
theories, planners in the Third World may need to "in
digenize" western-oriented planning theories to suit local 
conditions. 

In this sense, Transactive Theory might be the key to 
the adaptation of the Canadian EIA model to the Third 
World. This could be especially true in Africa where the 
theory is already present in the concentual decision-making 
processes of many indigenous institutions. As Ghana's 
Head of State, recently observed, "Traditionally, decision
making in Africa is done by consensus. The chief and elders 
create a forum at which each member of the community can 
make his or her voice heard. As the discussion goes on and 
new ideas are generated, majority position emerges." 
Indeed, the very origins of Africa's democracy lay in ordi
nary oral discussion. The elders sat under a tree and talked 
until they reached agreement. 

Consensus-building is contingent on the participation 
of ordinary tribal members in the decision-making process, 
which means that community-level decisions require wide
spread agreement among community members. By allow-
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ing all adults to participate and 
have a voice in the deliberations 
of the traditional council of 
elders and to participate in the 
legislative process through at
tendance at village meetings, the 
indigenous African systems en
sured consensus. This in
digenous African political tradi
tion reflects the basic themes of 
transactive theory. 

11hus, of the four major 
rocedural planning theo

ries on which the EIA 
process in Canada is structured -
Synoptic/Rational Comprehen
sive, Incremental, Transactive and 
Advocacy - only Transactive 
Theory could be applied to much 
of the Third World since it is al
ready part of the decision-making 
processes of indigenous institu
tions in many developing coun
tries. To successfully adapt the 
Canadian EIA model to these 
countries, it may be necessary to 
use indigenous institutions and 
local experiential knowledge as 
the basis for learning and adapta
tion. Moving toward efficient com
munication systems, the restora
tion of participatory democratic in
stitutions and the guarantee of 
basic human rights will make the 
Canadian EIAmodel, with its pro
ced ural planning base, more 
readily adaptable to the Third 
World situation. • 
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MOVING TOWARD PLANNING FoR SUSTAINABILITY 
Integrating Environmental Assessment 

and Land Use Planning in Ontario 

. . . NIGEL RICHARDSON, MCIP 

SUJlflv/ARY 

THE SEPARATE EVOLUTION OF LAND USE PLANNING 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT IN ONTARI.O HAVE 
LEFT THE PROVINCE WITH TWO DISTINCT PROCESSES 
OF LAND USE REGULATION THAT ARE, IN A FORMAL 
SENSE, VIRTUALLY UNRELATED. IN THIS ARTICLE, THE 
AUTHOR OUTLINES A COMBINED PROCESS OF 
"ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING" THAT COULD GREATLY 
REDUCE, IF NOT ELIMINATE, THE RESULTING PROBLEMS 
AND DELAYS,AS WELL AS PRODUCE BETTER RESULTS. 
HOWEVER, AS THE AUTHOR ALSO POINTS OUT, THE 
NEW SYSTEM, IN ITSELF, WOULD STILL FALL SHORT OF A 
TRULY COMPREHENSIVE AND EFFECTIVE SYSTEM OF 
PLANNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY. SUCH A SYSTEM 
WOULD REQUIRE, AMONG OTHER THINGS, A PLANNING 
FRAMEWORK BASED ON "SUB-PROVINCIAL" OR 
GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS. 

RESUJlfE 

AVEC SES DEW( LOIS, L'UNE SUR L'AMENAGEMENT DU 
TERRITOIRE ET L'AUTRE SUR L'EVALUATION 
ENVIRONNEMENTALE, L'ONTARIO SE RETROUVE AVEC 
DEW( FA<;ONS DISTINCTES DE CONTROLER 
L'UTILISATION DU SOL QUI, SUR LE PLAN FORMEL, 
N'ONT RIEN EN COMMUN. DANS CET ARTICLE, 
L'AUTEUR PROPOSE UN PROCESSUS COMBINE DE 
«PLANIFICATION ENVIRONNEMENTALE» QUI POURRAIT 
REDUIRE LES PROBLEMES ET LES RETARDS, ET MEME 
LES ELIMINER DANS CERTAINS CAS, TOUT EN DONNANT 
DE MEILLEURS RESULTATS. TOUTEFOIS, DE L'AVEU 
MEME DE L'AUTEUR, CE NOUVEAU PROCESSUS NE 

CONSTITUE PAS ENCORE UN SYSTEME GLOBAL ET 
EFFICACE D'AMENAGEMENT VIABLE. UN TEL SYSTEME 
NECESSITERAIT, NOTAMMENT, UN CADRE LEGISLATIF 
TENANT COMPTE DES REGIONS GEOGRAPHIQUES. 

This article is based on a research project, funded by the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, carried out 
with Dr. Beth Savan of the Environmental Studies Program at 
Innis College, University of Toronto, and Professor R. B. Gibson 
of the Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Waterloo. 
Conclusions, opinions and recommendations in the article are, 
however, exclusively the responsibility of the writer. 
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AN UNEASY RELATIONSHIP 
The Planning Act of 1946 was the basis of modem 

municipal planning (the meaning of "planning" in this 
paper unless otherwise specified) in Ontario. This new Act 
was intended mainly to give municipalities a means of 
exercising some control over urban growth and change in 
the face of the enormous growth pressures that followed 
the Second World War. At the same time the Act was to 
retain strong provincial approval powers and an important 
appellate role for the Ontario Municipal Board (0MB). The 
Act's primary aim was to protect municipal finances. Most 
of today's environmental and conservation concerns were 
unknown or low on the public agenda, and certainly none 
(with the possible exception of agricultural land loss) was 
regarded as an important concern of municipal planning. 

A radical change in attitudes in the next 30 years 
brought about the Environmental Assessment Act of 1976. In 
a sense Ontario was following the lead of the federal 
government, which had in tum copied the example of the 
U.S. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. However, the 
Ontario government, under strong pressure from the now
influential environmental advocacy groups, went consid
erably further. It embodied the new regime in legislation, 
as the federal government did not until 1993; it defined both 
"environment" and "undertaking" (the matter to be 
assessed) to include, effectively, everything (although in 
practice it has never been applied generally to the private 
sector). The Act also provided for assessment, at least in 
theory, to be built into the planning of undertakings rather 
than being a purely retrospective or "after the fact" process. 

Unlike planning, environmental assessment (EA) was 
kept entirely in the hands of the provincial government, and 
it applies to much more than the kind of physical develop
ment or land use project that falls within the scope of munic
ipal planning. Nonetheless, both figuratively and literally, it 
does cover a great deal of the same ground - a fact not 
acknowledged by the new Act. Since EA was broadly mod
elled on federal government processes and initiated by a new 
ministry with few links to municipal government, this may 
not be surprising. It is also not surprising that the Comay 
Committee, which began a review of the Planning Act shortly 
after the enactment of the environmental assessment legisla
tion, expressed concerns about the broad scope of EA and the 
potential for conflict and duplication with municipal plan
ning. Although both of the responsible ministries appear to 
have ignored these concerns, they have proven substantially 
justified, as we willsee. 

Thus, Ontario found itself with two parallel but quite 
distinct and unrelated statutes and regulatory processes 
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dealing with land use. The exclusion of private land 
development, in general, from the application of the EA Act 
does eliminate the chief area of potential overlap: indeed, 
the present state of affairs is sometimes defended with the 
argument that the Planning Act (1983 model) regulates 
private land use while the EA Act regulates provincial and 
municipal activities. 

In reality, the situation is not so simple. Process dupli
cation sometimes creates long delays in arriving at final 
decisions, with very high attendant costs. For example, new 
development approved under planning procedures may be 
dependent on public works, which must pass through the 
quite separate EA process. (One of the recommendations of 
the Sewell Commission, discussed further on, is intended 
to address this particular issue [rec. 73].) Transportation 
projects - including environmentally friendly rapid tran
sit - that have emerged from an elaborate planning 
process may have to be scrutinized all over again, and held 
up accordingly. 

In addition to these overlaps, parties dissatisfied with 
municipal decisions on private-sector projects have 
adopted the tactic of requesting "designation" under the 
EA Act: in effect, an attempt to use the Minister of the 
Environment and Energy as a kind of court of appeal. Some 
cases of such action have been defensible from a purely 
environmental standpoint, but the use of a completely 
separate process under the jurisdiction of another minister 
to address the alleged failings of municipal planning is a 
distinctly anomalous procedure. 

Despite the duplication of process, both EA and munic
ipal planning have, in practice, serious limitations in ad
dressing effectively the degradation of the biophysical en
vironment. 

Several municipalities are making conscientious efforts 
to use the Planning Act for this purpose (some have even 
implemented local versions of environmental assessment, 
in most cases linked somehow to the planning process). The 
Crombie Royal Commission on the Future of the Toronto 
Waterfront has made the concept of "ecosystem-based 
planning" fashionable, if not necessarily well understood. 
However, municipal efforts are hampered by limitations of 
the Planning Act, by jurisdictional fragmentation (both geo
graphic and functional), by inappropriate municipal boun
daries, by inadequate information and by the general pub
lic and political belief in "development" and private prop
erty "rights." 

On the other hand, as already noted, the EA process is 
not at present applied generally to private undertakings. 
Although the Minister's Advisory Committee (EAAC) has 
recommended it should be, there would be serious practical 
problems involved in doing so without substantial modifi
cations to the system. The effectiveness of EA is limited in 
other ways. Because in practice it is normally reactive rather 
than anticipatory and is focussed on a single undertaking on 
a particular site, it is severely constrained with regard to, for 
example, addressing long-term cumulative impacts, taking 
account of overall land use relationships, balances and trade-
offs, or influencing external or prior decisions affecting the 
particular undertaking. 

As a result of these and other problems, several bodies 
have recommended that the provincial government should 
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undertake a comprehensive overhaul of land use and en
vironmental planning, resource management and related 
matters. Instead, the government initiated two parallel but 
separate reviews: of municipal planning by the Commis
sion on Planning and Development Reform (known as the 
Sewell Commission); and of the environmental assessment 
process by EAAC ( the Committee's review was actually the 
culmination of a long process carried out by the ministry 
itself). While improving the environmental quality of 
municipal planning is a principal theme of the Sewell Com
mission's report, it seems that neither the Commission nor 
the Committee believed it had a mandate to examine the 
relationship between the two statutes and the two 
processes in a fundamental way. Thus, the basic issue re
mains unaddressed. 

TOWARDS A UNIFIED LAND USE REGULATION 
SYSTEM 
APPROACHES TO INTEGRATION 

Procedurally and technically, planning and EA share 
much common ground, as David Lawrence has shown. 
And had the relationship been carefully thought out at the 
time the EA Act or the new Planning Act of 1983 was being 
drafted, it would have been quite possible to devise two 
systems that, while remaining legally and administratively 
quite distinct, were still closely co-ordinated and com
plementary. There are at least four points at which 
functional linkages could be systematically established: 
• A form of EA could be applied to some of the steps 
involved in preparing a municipal official plan (OP), such 
as defining goals and identifying and evaluating options. 
(This "integrated assessment" would be consistent with the 
application of EA, under the present Act, to the planning of 
undertakings.) 
• The draft OP itself, and amendments, could be subjected 
to EA prior to its approval as an effective legal instrument. 
(It has been contended that this is in fact required by the EA 
Act's definition of "undertaking," but it is not done in 
practice.) 
• Once the OP is formally approved, the assessment of 
undertakings within its scope might be required to take 
account of, or "have regard to," in some way, the provisions 
of the plan. 
• The actual process of carrying out an assessment could 
be integrated, if not combined, with the planning process 
of reviewing and approving proposals. This step at least 
would appear obvious; in rational terms it is difficult to 
defend a system in which the same project, or two closely 
linked projects, may be subjected to two separate and for
mally unrelated review processes. 

The combination of all four forms of linkage would create 
an integrated system of land use management that would be 
effective from an environmental point of view, without the 
need for an outright merger of the two processes. While the 
retention of two formally separate legal and administrative 
regimes would continue to present some problems that could 
probably not be entirely eliminated, these could be materially 
reduced in several ways: 
• Both regimes could be governed by the same policies or 
be subject to common political direction (for example, by a 
cabinet committee), or both. 
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• Procedural "cross-referencing" (as 
in requiring the assessment process to 
take account of the provisions of the 
OP) could be brought about by law or 
by administrative direction. 
• Statutory provision could be made 
for particular steps or aspects of the 
two processes to be combined where 
feasible - in particular, the review of 

"Seeking ways to better 
co-ordinate planning and EA is 
really an evasion of the simple 
fact that the two processes are 

plan and in its subsequent application 
through the regulation of land use activi
ties. The result should be a clearer, more 
systematic process (eliminating the some
what hit-or-miss character of EA as now 
applied) and, above all, a more effective 
process. Much of the need to apply a dis
tinct assessment process to individual pro-

entirely complementa,y." 

proposed projects or undertakings. .,.""111171111• _ _,._, .... "'ll\'l!l • (This is the only respect in which a 
formal link has actually been estab-
lished in Ontario, by providing for joint hearings of the 
0MB and the Environmental Assessment Board.) 
• Finally, a degree of co-ordination can be brought about 
through administrative linkages, such as the inter-ministry 
Committee on Land Use and Water Use, though as officials 
are bound by the statutes and by the interests and proce
dures of their departments, only a limited amount can be 
achieved by this means. 

Again, the greatest and most effective degree of inte
gration would be achieved by the adoption of all four types 
of measures. 

A UNIFIED SYSTEM 
Seeking ways to better co-ordinate planning and EA is, 

however, really an evasion of the simple fact that in principle 
the two processes are entirely complementary. Planning de
termines the purposes for which land can be used and on what 
terms, thus providing a framework and context for EA. 
Assessment, as a process for evaluating individual land use 
proposals ( among other matters), could perfectly well be used 
to apply the requirements of the plan as well as other criteria. 
Or, as expressed by one senior planner, planning should 
determine what, EA how. It therefore makes sense to consider 
complete integration of planning with the assessment of land 
use undertakings into a system that combines the essential 
attributes of both. 

In the following discussion, the word "environment" 
refers only to the biophysical environment. In principle, the 
schema could also be applied using the EA Act's much 
broader definition of environment. But to explore the 
specific modalities of doing so would go far beyond the 
feasible scope of this article. 

Building a new, integrated system of land use regula
tion on the basis of the present EA process would only 
produce a second, separate land use planning system in the 
hands of the Ministry of the Environment-hardly an ideal 
or even a rational arrangement. It makes more sense to 
consider how municipal planning could be adapted to 
achieve the aims of EA insofar as the two processes overlap, 
while retaining a distinct (but linked) EA procedure to deal 
with other types of undertakings. A strong argument in 
favour of this approach is that it would overcome, or per
haps more accurately circumvent, one of the great weak
nesses of the present EA regime: its failure to apply gener
ally to the private sector. 

An environmentally sound land use regime could be 
achieved by applying appropriate environmental stand
ards and criteria ( an "environmental code") throughout the 
"planning process": that is, both in the preparation of the 
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jects or undertakings would be eliminated, 
r •• uua ,_, and the procedure for the remainder made 

simpler and more expeditious, as the plan 
would function, in effect, as an EA screen

ing instrument. The aims of assessment would be more 
effectively achieved, while the EA process per se would be 
required to carry much less of the burden of achieving 
them. 

To make this possible, two key steps are required: the 
development of the "environmental code" itself, and of its 
application to the planning process. 

"Environmental code" is shorthand for a comprehen
sive and consistent set of environmental policies, standards 
and criteria (perhaps adopted as one of the provincial 
policies proposed by the Sewell Commission). The provi
sions of such a code should be based ultimately on broad 
goals, such as those of the World Conservation Strategy: the 
maintenance of essential ecological processes and life-sup
port systems, the preservation of ecological diversity and 
the sustainable use of species and ecosystems. These should 
be translated into working principles governing the use of 
land and changes in the "built environment": the present 
provincial Flood Plain Planning policy is a rough example. 
These in tum would become detailed requirements and 
standards, adapted as necessary to specific localities. 

As Audrey Armour has pointed out, we still lack a 
careful analysis of how such environmental aims and cri
teria can be incorporated systematically into the various 
stages of developing, applying and revising a plan, though 
considerable attention has been given to "strategic en
vironmental assessment" at the level of national and pro
vincial (or equivalent) policies and programs. The follow
ing is an outline of how the environmental code might be 
applied in a "generic" planning process. Note: 
• Each step in the process may in practice involve a fairly 
complex procedure. 
• The steps will not necessarily occur in precisely the 
sequence given, and indeed the process is to a great extent 
iterative and continuous rather than sequential. 
• Appropriate public involvement in the various stages of the 
process is assumed and is not explicitly referred to. 

STEP 1: IDENTIFYING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 
• Ensure that as far as possible all current and foreseeable 
environmental issues, including stresses and demands on 
the environment and their association with land use, are 
identified. 
• Identify appropriate environmental indicators. 

STEP 2: GATHERING INFORMATION 
• Ensure that this step includes all information needed to 
meet the requirements of the environmental code (" en
vironmental inventory"), including systems and processes. 
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• Initiate work programs to provide whatever necessary 
information is not currently available. 

STEP 3: ESTABLISHING GOALS 
• Ensure that the chosen goals for planning include the 
goals set out in the environmental code and appropriate 
area-specific goals. 

STEP 4: DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING OPTIONS; 
SELECTION OF PREFERRED OPTION 
• Ensure that environmental considerations and en
vironmental values (such as ecosystems and the considera
tion of cumulative impacts) are properly considered in the 
development of planning options, and that specific en
vironmental objectives, criteria and constraints are re
spected. 
• Ensure that environmental agencies, interest groups and 
the public are appropriately involved in the development 
and evaluation of options. 
• Ensure that the options receive proper scrutiny in en
vironmental terms. 
• Ensure that the political decision-makers are fully in
formed on all environmental aspects, including evaluation 
against environmental objectives and criteria, in selecting a 
preferred option. 

STEP 5: PREPARATION OF DRAFT PLAN; PLAN 
APPROVAL (POLITICAL) 
• Ensure that environmental considerations and values are 
fully considered in the development of a draft plan, and 
that specific environmental objectives, criteria and con
straints are respected. 
• Ensure that environmental agencies, interest groups and 
the public are appropriately involved in the refinement of 
the preferred option into a draft plan. 
• Ensure that the draft plan receives full scrutiny in en
vironmental terms. 
• Ensure that the political decision-makers are fully in
formed on all environmental aspects, including evaluation 
against environmental objectives and criteria, in approving 
a final plan. 

STEP 6: IMPLEMENTATION: PROGRAM 
CO-ORDINATION AND CONTROL OF LAND USE 
• Ensure that program co-ordination extends to environ
ment-related programs, such as conservation. 
• Ensure that defined environmental objectives, values and 
criteria are fully respected in plan-based decision-making 
on specific proposals and projects (undertakings). 
• In the case of applications falling into defined categories, 
apply an individual EA process that takes into account all 
relevant provisions of the plan. 

STEP 7: MONITORING, REVIEW AND REVISION 
• Ensure that environmental provisions are observed and 
environmental conditions enforced. 
• Ensure that environmental effects and changes are moni
tored, recorded and fed back into the plan review process. 
• Ensure that the plan's overall integrity is protected from 
erosion by case-by-case decisions. 
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• Ensure that the full sequence of actions is repeated to the 
extent necessary when the plan is revised. 

SOME FURTHER DETAILS 
In a relatively brief paper it is impossible to develop 

each of these steps in the necessary detail, but at least the 
last three stages -the preparation and approval of the draft 
plan, the implementation process, and monitoring and re
view call for a little elaboration in the Ontario context. 

ASSESSING THE PLAN 
Subjecting all the possible outcomes of a complete 

municipal OP to a full assessment process would probably 
not be feasible, nor would it be justified in the case of a plan 
that has undergone the full "integrated assessment" proce
dure outlined. An acceptable and more practical alternative 
would entail testing the provisions of the plan against the 
environmental code, considering the particular en
vironmental characteristics of the municipality. The evalua
tion should cover both the potential for cumulative impacts 
and the commitments to mitigative measures included in 
the plan. The outcome of the review should be, if appro
priate, mandatory requirements for changes. Subsequent 
project-specific OP amendments and the use of other plan
ning instruments, such as site plan agreements, could and 
should be subject to full assessment where appropriate. 

While an OP must be approved by the Minister of Munic
ipal Affairs or by the appropriate "upper-tier" municipality, 
many people would question the adequacy of this arrange
ment for ensuring that the plan fully meets environmental 
standards. In any case, it cannot provide the continuing 
scrutiny required during the "plan-making" process. A 
possible solution lies in giving formal responsibility to an 
independent local body (which might be the local en
vironmental and ecological advisory committee [EEAC]), per
haps formally constituted as a local panel of the provincial 
Environmental Assessment Board (EAB). It would require the 
authority to be able to report directly to the Minister or 
upper-tier council and to the Municipal Board. 

IMPLEMENTATION: PROGRAM CO-ORDINATION 
AND LAND USE REGULATION 

Broadly, the implementation of an OP has two aspects. 
One of these is observance of the plan in the carrying 

out of works ("undertakings") by the municipality and by 
other local public agencies. Most such undertakings are 
now subject to EA (usually through the "class assessment" 
procedure). In the new system, if the undertaking was 
consistent with the OP, as it must be, the need for it would 
not have to be demonstrated. It would, in effect, already 
have received "approval in principle" from an en
vironmental standpoint. Only impacts contingent on 
specific location (if not stipulated in the plan) and on details 
of design, construction and performance would need to be 
considered. In other words, the assessment would not be 
concerned with whether the undertaking should proceed, 
only with how. Thus, municipalities should have less rea
son for concern over the alleged costs and delays of the 
assessment process than they now do. 

The other major aspect of implementing an OP in
volves ensuring the conformity of private development 
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activities. Application of the en
vironmental code would require that 
individual proposals (including land 
division proposals) be examined for 
conformity as they are now examined 
in relation to the zoning by-law, the 
building by-law and other municipal 

"Plamzing for sustainability 
must be based on a 

parallel: the local building inspector is a 
municipal employee but responsible for 
administering a statutory code that is ef
fectively outside the control of the munic
ipal council. The local environmental 
panel suggested above could also have an 
important role in reviewing municipal ac-

comprehensive new set of 
authentic regions." 

regulatory instruments. ,. '°' .... , . 
In principle, the general formula 

for doing so seems fairly clear (which 
does not necessarily mean it would be 
simple to work out in detail): a system of "triage" into three 
categories quite similar to those now used for the purposes 
of EA. 
• Category 1 would comprise such common minor opera
tions, usually carried out by individual owners, as adding to 
an existing house. These would be subject only to an elemen
tary "checklist" type of environmental review, tied to the 
issuance of the building permit. However, this could lead to a 
"bump-up" to -
• Category 2, which would require more thorough 
scrutiny against the requirements of the environmental 
code and the environmental provisions of the OP. This 
category would include proposals of specified types and 
magnitudes; cases involving serious uncertainty; and all 
OP amendments, zoning by-laws, divisions of land, site 
plan agreements and the like. The review, essentially simi
lar to the present class assessment, could lead to refusal, to 
requirements for changes in the proposal, to the attachment 
of conditions or to a "bump-up" to -
• Category 3, which would include all proposals of a 
specified nature and/ or scale, being such that a significant 
environmental impact could reasonably be expected. This 
would include such undertakings as transportation, serv
icing and waste management plans, and any proposal with 
a potential impact outside the municipal boundary. All 
category 3 proposals would be subject to a full assessment 
procedure, though, as with public undertakings, this would 
be simplified if the proposal was consistent with the OP. 
The procedure might culminate in a referral to the EAB. 

At least two objections to this system can be foreseen. 
Many, if not most, municipalities would certainly argue 
that their resources were quite inadequate to implement 
their own environmental review process (although it 
would only expand the procedures already typically car
ried out by municipal planning and building departments). 
At least introductory financial and training support from 
the provincial government, and perhaps (pending substan
tial restructuring of municipal government) permanent 
provision of technical services, would be indispensable. 
(The EAAC has pointed out that the government in any 
case needs to provide substantially greater resources to the 
present system.) 

At the same time, some would question whether 
municipal councils - generally seen as "pro-develop
ment" and certainly heavily dependent on the real-prop
erty tax base - could be trusted to do the job conscien
tiously. Whether or not there are grounds for this scepti
cism, the answer lies in the clarity, firmness and legal force 
of the environmental code and the triage system, and on the 
incentives offered. The building code provides a rough 
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The new system would also certainly 
require reconsideration of the present 

roles of the Municipal and Environmental Assessment 
Boards. This too is not a subject that can be dealt with in 
detail here, but it would seem clearly anomalous to retain 
two separate boards in the context of a combined plan
ning/EA process. 

MONITORING, REVIEW AND REVISION 
It is widely recognized that a major weakness of the 

present environmental assessment regime in Ontario is the 
inability of an already overloaded provincial ministry to 
carry out adequate monitoring either of compliance or of 
effects. Setting aside the question of resources, a good case 
can be made that monitoring would be more efficiently and 
appropriately carried out by municipalities, using common 
indicators and standards set by the provincial government, 
than by a provincial agency. Municipal officials are close to 
and familiar with their territory in a way that would facili
tate effects monitoring, and inspection and enforcement 
functions are already routine for them. The often influential 
watchdog role of local environmental and residents' 
groups, and even of individuals, would tend to reinforce 
the effectiveness of local monitoring. 

PLANNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY 
SUSTAINABLE LAND MANAGEMENT 

A debate about the relationship between land use plan
ning and environmental assessment is really about the 
process(es) through which decisions on land use are made 
rather than the quality of the decisions. While the proposed 
reform should help to arrive at better decisions, the issue 
we should really be discussing is not the relationship be
tween two bureaucratic processes but how to design a total 
strategy for sustainability: a coherent and comprehensive 
policy, planning and management regime devoted to 
achieving the conservation and sustainable use of Ontario's 
land and biophysical environment in relation to the pro
vince's social and economic needs. 

Ted Manning has outlined the requirements for such a 
regime, compared with present procedures for resource use 
planning, assessment and management, as follows: 
• longer tenn - to be better able to anticipate problems and 
risk-reduce our decisions; 
• multi-sectoral - to include the full range of functions of 
the environments they manage; 
• ecosystem-based - to recognize the cumulative and syn
ergistic effects of their (and others') actions; 
• wider - to recognize the impacts of their actions on other 
sectors, regions and communities; 
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• deeper - to recognize that the causes and consequences 
of the problems they seek to solve may involve others and 
other institutions; and 
• full-ct;cle - considering the full context of resource use 
from extraction to processing, to end use, recover and 
re-use. 

The concrete application of these principles is being 
attempted in New Zealand. Under the 1991 Resource Man
agement Act, a single system now embraces all aspects of 
New Zealand's biophysical environment; its purpose is 
explicitly "to promote the sustainable management of nat
ural and physical resources." 

SUB-PROVINCIAL PLANNING 
Ontario, however, is too large and too varied for a 

single, "top-down" planning system centralized at Queen's 
Park to be practical, apart from the serious questions of 
principle involved. A common framework of provincial 
policy, as proposed by the Sewell Commission, is indis
pensable; but such policies must be interpreted and applied 
in relation to widely differing circumstances "on the 
ground" across the breadth of the province. 

On the other hand, to meet Manning's criteria, an 
environmental planning system must be based on geo
graphical units that permit both genuinely ecosystem
based planning and recognition of the geographical and 
ecological extent and complexity of large environmental 
impacts. The typical municipality, with its limited extent 
and usually arbitrarily geometrical, ecologically irrelevant 
boundaries, is simply incapable of planning in these terms. 
This is true even of some of the so-called "regional" munic
ipalities; indeed, only a few of them have any claim at all to 
be true regions, or even sub-regions, in any usual geo
graphical sense. Planning for sustainability must therefore 
be based on a comprehensive new set of authentic regions. 

The geographic region has long been recognized as the 
appropriate setting both for land use planning and for 
environmental management, and the framework within 
which they could be integrated. Several Canadian pro
vinces - notably Alberta and British Columbia estab
lished effective regional planning structures for their 
principal urban areas after the Second World War. Alberta's 
system has since been extended to the entire settled area of 
the province, while Quebec has adopted a somewhat sim
ilar system. 

Even in the realm of environmental assessment there is 
a counterpart of regional planning. "Area-wide en
vironmental impact assessment" as a formally recognized 
procedure was developed by the U.S. Department of Hous
ing and Urban Development in the '70s. Essentially it in
volves the comprehensive assessment of project impacts 
experienced over an extensive area, such as the corridor of 
a new expressway. The technique has never been formally 
adopted in Canada, but in practice some of the studies 
carried out under the federal Environmental Assessment 
and Review Process, especially in northern Canada, are 
actually area-wide assessments. 

1n the past 40 years the Ontario government has re
peatedly been compelled to recognize that, for one pur

pose or another, planning confined by municipal boundar-
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ies is impractical. The result has been a series of ad hoc 
sub-provincial initiatives under the aegis of different min
istries, with different aims and using quite different boun
daries, and generally lacking continuity or consistency. The 
issue has been further confused by the misuse of the word 
"region" to apply to new units of municipal government, 
which in most cases are no more than revamped counties. 
With the exception of the primarily economic and short
lived Regional Development Program of the late '60s and 
early '70s, Ontario has never been willing to embrace the 
principle of systematic planning on the basis of a consistent 
set of sub-provincial areas: instead, "ad hocery" continues 
to prevail, as witness the current "Greater Toronto Area" 
and Oak Ridges Moraine initiatives. No area-wide assess
ment, as such, has been carried out under Ontario's EA Act, 
but the class assessment of the Ministry of Natural Re
sources' Timber Management Plan could be regarded as 
such in effect - as could a number of other studies carried 
out in the past couple of decades. 

It is argued, quite correctly, that it would not be feasible 
to divide as geographically varied a jurisdiction as Ontario 
into useful regional units defined by a common set of 
criteria. But precisely because the province is so varied -
physically, economically, demographically and otherwise 

a set of regions defined by a common set of criteria would 
be largely irrelevant for practical planning purposes. What 
is needed is a set of sub-provincial planning areas defined 
according to their dominant characteristics and planning 
needs, whether these relate to soil and vegetation charac
teristics, drainage basins or "commutersheds." (The con
cept has a good deal in common with the "bioregion," 
though there are important differences.) 

Such a regional structure would provide a rational 
basis for developing sustainability strategies through: 
• integrating local land use plans with each other and with 
the various provincial and part-provincial programs con
cerned with land use and resource management, such as 
transportation, the Ministry of Natural Resources' plan
ning programs and the water management and conserva
tion programs of the conservation authorities; 
• integrating physical planning, in tum, with economic and 
social development planning; and 
• providing a consistent geographic framework for the 
environmental assessment of undertakings extending bey
ond municipal boundaries. 

However, the new entities should not be seen merely 
as a means of reconciling the diverse policies, plans and 
programs of the provincial and municipal levels of govern
ment. They would acknowledge a necessary, distinct level 
of land use planning that recognizes economic and other 
interests shared by, and functional linkages among, differ
ent local communities and embraces a variety of broad
scale considerations, which cannot adequately be dealt 
with by individual municipalities. Above all, they would 
provide the rational geographic basis for planning for sus
tainability, which is now lacking in Ontario. • 

NIGEL H. RICHARDSON OPERATES A CONSULTING PRACTICE, N.H. RO
CHARDSON CONSULTING. HE CAN BE REACHED AT 203 OLD ORCHARD 
GROVE, TORONTO, ONTARIO MSM 2E6; (416) 482-2713. 
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FACING SEA LEVEL RISE 
COMMUNITY-BASED PLANNING 
TO PROTECT COASTAL HABITATS 
... MARCELLE BELLIVEAU AND JILL GRANT, MCIP 

SUMMARY 

MANY SCIENTISTS PREDICT THAT GLOBAL 
TEMPERATURES WILL RISE DRAMATICALLY DURING 
THE NEXT CENTURY. AS A RESULT, COASTAL AREAS 
MAY EXPERIENCE FLOODING FROM RAPID SEA LEVEL 
RISE. COMMUNITIES NEED TO BEGIN PLANNING 
NOW TO PROTECT LOW-LYING HABITATS LIKE 
COASTAL WETLANDS FROM EXTINCTION. THIS PAPER 
PRESENTS OPTIONS FOR COMMUNITTES BEGINNING 
THE PROCESS OF COASTAL ZONE PLANNING. 

RESUME 

LA TEMPERATURE DE LA PLANETE DEVRAIT SE 
RECHAUFFER AU CO URS DU SIECLE PROCHAIN, 
SELON DE NOMBREUX SCIENTIFIQUES. EN 
CONSEQUENCE, LES ZONES C6TIERES RISQUENT 
D'ETRE INONDEES A LA SUITE DE L'ELEVATION 
RAPIDE DU NIVEAU DE LA MER ET LES 
COLLECTIVITES DOIVENT COMMENCER A PREVOIR 
DES MESURES DE PROTECTION DES HABITATS DU 
LITTORAL, COMME LES MARAIS C6TIERS. LE 
PRESENT ARTICLE PROPOSE DES CHOIX DE PRO JETS 
D'AMENAGEMENT, POUR LES COLLECTIVITES DES 
ZONES C6TIERES. 

h the 21st century approaching, communities 
find themselves facing uncertain futures. Global 
estructuring, economic recession, political re

alignments and the depletion of resources present signifi
cant dilemmas for small communities. As if such problems 
were not enough, coastal communities increasingly face an 
additional risk: rapid sea level rise. 

Most scientists agree that a significant increase in global 
warming will occur during the next century due to the 
amount of "greenhouse" gases released into the atmos
phere from human activities. These gases act like glass in a 
greenhouse, letting in shorter waves of sunlight but reflect
ing the re-radiated long waves of heat back to earth. The 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warned that 
unless governments rapidly reduce greenhouse gas emis
sions, global temperatures will increase between 0.2° and 
0.5°C per decade in the next century. Predicted effects of 
such an increase in temperatures include rising sea levels 
resulting from thermal expansion and melting of polar ice. 
Low-lying coastal areas can expect significant flooding, salt 
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water intrusion into water supplies and loss of habitat areas. 
Coastal regions with a history of sea level rise from natural 
processes might experience catastrophic increases in sea 
level. For example, estimates suggest the sea level off the 
coast of Nova Scotia could rise 1 m within the century. 

Rapid sea level rise could have devastating effects on 
Canada's 240,000 km of coastline. Especially at risk are areas 
such as coastal wetlands, which provide a vital habitat for 
various species of plants, insects, reptiles, mammals, 
crustacea, mollusca, fish and birds. After centuries of treat
ing wetlands as "waste" areas and dump sites, people have 
finally come to recognize the important ecological and 
physical functions wet areas perform in our landscapes. So 
many hectares of wetlands have disappeared to human 
development that we can ill-afford to lose more. Unfor
tunately, wetlands are highly susceptible to water level 
changes. To survive rising seas, coastal wetlands must mi
grate inland to expand at a rate that matches seaward loss. 
If development structures (such as buildings or roads) or 
natural features (such as steep slopes) impede wetland 
migration, wetlands may drown (Figure 1). 

Losing coastal habitats, especially salt marshes, could 
have significant impacts on both ocean resources and tradi
tional ways of life. Communities hoping to prevent further 
loss of wetland habitat need to begin coastal land use 
planning now to ensure that development does not impede 
habitat migration. 

While the complex scientific information required to 
predict changes to coastal areas is gradually becoming 
available, many small coastal communities lack the staff 
and resources to delegate the task of planning. As well, 
residents increasingly want to participate in making deci
sions about the future of their landscapes. In this paper a 
case is made for planning to protect coastal habitats in the 
face of sea level rise. A community-based approach that 
illustrates the choices available to communities is outlined 
and key elements that people should consider in making 
decisions about coastal environments are highlighted. 

WHY PROTECT COASTAL WETLANDS? 
Ecologists describe coastal wetlands as one of the most 

productive ecosystems on earth: they provide breeding and 
feeding grounds for many species in the complex marine 
food web. Many wetland species also offer important 
economic and cultural benefits to coastal communities by 
supporting hunting, trapping, fishing and observing activi
ties. Migratory waterfowl, such as geese and ducks, use 
wetlands for staging and feeding; resident waterfowl, such 
as gulls and herons, use marshes for nesting, rearing and 
feeding; small mammals frequent the upper reaches of the 
salt marsh in search of food; and many species of edible 
mollusca lay in the mud of the intertidal flats. 
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Coastal wetlands provide other important benefits as 
well. They purify water by absorbing, recycling and ex
porting nutrients. Some scientists consider the filtering 
capacity of coastal wetlands effective enough to replace 
expensive tertiary effluent treatment for municipal waste 
water. Because marsh soil can absorb many contaminants, 
coastal wetlands function as inexpensive yet effective buffer 
zones in instances of oil pollution. 

Many wetlands disappeared through the years as 
people dyked coastal lands for farming, filled marshes for 
building or dumped wastes into low-lying areas. Recre
ational development along the coasts, and the ever-expand
ing network of roads, also threaten coastal habitats. The loss 
of wetlands contributes to declining numbers of migratory 
bird species and threatens the survival of countless marine 
organisms. To protect species and ensure continued biologi
cal diversity, communities must act to safeguard ecosys
tems such as coastal wetlands. 

WHAT ROLE CAN PLANNING PLAY? 
Several critical factors must coincide for coastal wetlands 

to adapt to the predicted increase in sea level rise. First, geo
logical and oceanographic conditions must favour wetland 
development and promote inland migration. Second,no land
ward obstructions must prevent inland migration. 

Without appropriate local topography, marshes may 
not find appropriate conditions to colonize inland areas. 
Marsh growth depends on sediment flow to allow gradual 
soil build-up at the same rate as the sea level rises. If 
sea-walls or other obstructions prevent such build-up, ris
ing sea levels will swamp and drown coastal wetlands 
(Figure 1). 

-------------------------------

Top: Wetland drowns as sea level rises 

In temperate parts of Canada, development frequently 
abuts the coastline. Structures such as roads, buildings and 
railways located in the path of migrating wetlands act as 
barriers, preventing wetlands from moving inland. Land 
use planning decisions may therefore have an impact on the 
ability of coastal wetlands to adapt. The long-term survival 
of coastal wetlands depends on planning decisions that 
avoid problems in the future by accounting for potential sea 
level rise. To do so, communities must provide paths of 
undeveloped land for wetland migration. Unfortunately, 
experience has shown that municipal leaders do not often 
recognize the need for long-term planning in the coastal 
zone and might not co-operate with neighbouring jurisdic
tions to take a regional perspective. As a result, poorly 
planned developments have sometimes led to coastal pol
lution, shellfish contamination and erosion damage. One 
researcher has noted that many sceptics resist planning for 
sea level rise, preferring to wait for "proof." The long-term 
scenario of sea level rise creates difficulties for politicians 
elected to relatively short terms of office. Unfortunately, 
proof may come too late for action. 

WHAT IS COMMUNITY-BASED COASTAL 
PLANNING? 

The process of creating a group to generate a commu
nity plan for a coastal area will differ according to regional 
and local circumstances. Although some communities 
might have local planning staff to assist in the exercise, for 
many communities getting involved in coastal planning 
becomes a grassroots citizens' initiative. Some regions have 
programs in place to 'help communities: for example, the 
Atlantic Coastal Action Program (Environment Canada) 

1 mincrease 

helps Atlantic communities develop 
plans for their areas. Whatever strategy 
a community uses, the "planning 
group" should exhibit the following 
characteristics: 

Right: Steep slopes at the edge of a wetland may prevent grasses 

• Broadly based: The group should repre
sent a variety of "stakeholders" - citi
zens, elected community leaders, support 
staff (where available), local business 
people and technical experts - with an 
interest in the coast. All participants must 
enjoy equal status. The group must have 
the authority to take positions and consult 

Left: 
from establishing themselves 
Structures provide hard barriers that impede 
wetlands from moving inland 

Bottom: Wetland migrates inland as sea level rises 

Figure 1. 

Right: Wetlands may lose width as they migrate up moderate slopes 
Left: Migration occurs most readily on gradual slopes as wetland 

species colonize new areas 

11ie effects of sea level rise on coastal wetlands. 
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other community members. 
• Consensus-driven: The group should 
endeavour to reach consensus through 
adequate discussion, negotiation or 
compromise. Where consensus is not 
possible, the group employs appro
priate democratic procedures. 
• Open and responsive: The group must 
remain public, communicative and 
open to input. It acts for but does not sit 
apart from the community, and engages 
in dialogue with the community over 
approaches and options. 

The planning group will lead the 
community through a relatively simple 
planning process: consider the present 
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and possible future situation; assess goals and resources; 
and evaluate possible choices. Key questions will confront 
the community at each stage of the process. 

WHAT IS THE CURRENT SITUATION? 
Before adopting planning regulations or allocating re

sources to a coastal area, the community needs to consider 
the present situation of its coastal areas, including conduct
ing an environmental analysis of the habitat types and 
sensitive areas within the coastal zone. For assistance, the 
planning group could contact experts in provincial, federal 
or university departments such as environment, natural 
resources or fisheries. Some regions have compiled wet
lands atlases, which identify key wetland habitats. Mus
eums, environmental groups, fishing organizations, bird 
watchers and naturalists might also help to locate wetlands 
or other important coastal habitats. 

,...__,.,-· 
.,. 

An analysis should also document the coast's develop
ment characteristics: for example, do sensitive habitat areas 
abut development areas? Communities might find it useful 
to identify parts of the coast held by various levels of 
government as some recommendations will seem more 
appropriate for public than for private property. 

When determining options for specific sites, communi
ties should first consider the site's primary land use. What 
is its value, its availability and the nature of wetlands on 
the site? Because some options prove expensive to in
dividual landowners, communities should take measures 
to protect private investments and reduce individual costs. 
Communities must remain sensitive to the rights of prop
erty owners, not infringing unduly without compensation. 
The planning group might want to examine landownership 
maps for key areas before setting options. 

WHAT DOES THE COMMUNITY HOPE TO 
ACHIEVE? 

The planning group needs to develop a process for 
getting community members to agree on a vision. People 
have to understand the types of changes that could occur 
and then define their priorities for the coast. What kind of 
coastal environment do people want? How do they hope 
to use the coastal area? What do they see as the appropriate 
balance between development and habitat protection? De
bates about alternatives will help community members 
understand the tradeoffs they may have to make as they 
attempt to set realistic goals. 

A community plan reflects community values and re
alities. For example, in developed areas where people have 
invested abundant resources in the coastline, communities 
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might want to adopt policies that protect development. 
Then again, because wetlands in developed areas tend to 
be smaller and often suffer extensive damage due to human 
disturbance, communities might feel more comfortable in 
choosing not to protect them. In remote areas with little 
development, communities might elect to protect well
functioning wetlands valued by bird watchers and hunters. 

WHAT RESOURCES CAN THE COMMUNITY 
COMMIT? 

The planning group should help the community iden
tify the resources it has available in order to plan for its 
coastal environment. Those resources include various 
levels of government funding, business support and in
dividual contributions. People need to consider who will 
pay the costs of development or protection: what's the 
appropriate balance between public and private interests? 
Many initiatives to protect coastal developments, for ex
ample, prove expensive: who benefits and who pays? 

Population levels and assessment rates indicate the 
level oflocal public resources available for coastal planning. 
In densely populated areas with a strong tax base, com
munities can afford more expensive options than those 
available to small rural areas. Some communities may de
cide to seek help from other levels of government. 

Some initiatives involve minimal public expenditures but 
might infringe on the rights of private property owners. Do 
residents support such policies? Can local businesses or com
munity volunteers make a difference? Success in implementing 
any plan requires building consensus about the resources the 
community can and will commit, and then developing options 
that community members can implement. 

WHAT CHOICES CAN THE COMMUNITY 
CONSIDER? 

Once communities understand their present situation, 
their future possibilities and the resources available to 
them, they can select the most appropriate planning 
strategy. People need to consider the course of action that 
appears most feasible. 

When developing plans to cope with sea level rise, 
coastal communities can take one of three approaches to 
coastal planning: 
• No retreat. 'No retreat' policies and activities protect coastal 
developments from sea level rise. Such actions ''harden" nat
ural coastlines. Sea-walls and other protective measures will 
eventually destroy coastal ecosystems such as wetlands by 
preventing inland migration during sea level rise. 
• Retreat. 'Retreat' policies refer to strategies that abandon 
lowland coastal areas to sea level rise. They prevent develop
ment on land likely to be submerged in future. They prohibit 
the building of dykes, levees or sea-walls to hold back the sea. 
Such approaches promote coastal ecosystem protection. 
• Combined. Communities that choose to protect some 
developments while protecting sensitive habitat areas may 
employ strategies that combine elements of the "retreat" and 
"no retreat" approaches for different portions of the coast. 

For each coastal area or site, communities can deter
mine their priorities for protection. In setting priorities, the 
planning group would consider the site's present use(s), 
ownership, community goals, community resources and 
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Etes-vous satisfait des services offerts aux membres par le bureau national de l'ICU? 

0 Yes Oui O No Non Comments: Commentaires: 

Please fold in three, tape shut, and mail to us (no envelope or postage required) 
Veuillez plier en trois, sceller et retourner par la paste (aucune enveloppe ou frais de paste requis) 

CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF 
PLANNERS 
2ND FLOOR 
541 SUSSEX DR 
OTTAWA ON K1N 9Z9 

Ill 
111111111111111 II I I II I Ill II I Ill Ill llll I II II I IIIII I Ill I II II 111111111111111 

0122209099-K1 N626-BR01 

INSTITUT CANADIEN DES 
URBANISTES 
2IEME ETAGE 
541 RUE SUSSEX 
OTTAWA ON .K1N 9Z9 

MAIL>POSTE 
Canada Poat Corporation 

Sociiti canadianne du po1l11 
Postage paid Port paye 
~ maied in Canada si posh\ au Caneda 
Bu1in111 Roply Ripon11 d'aff1ir11 

0122209099 01 

~ 
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3. Strategic Plan Plan strategique 
The following are some of the objectives in CIP's strategic plan. Please rate their importance. 
Voici certains des objectifs enumeres dans le plan strategique de l'ICU. Veuillez les classer par ordre 
d' importance. 

Priority Priorite 
High f-- • Low External initiatives 
Elevee Fnib/e 

Initiatives externes 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Participate in projects consistent with CIP's Mission, e.g. Healthy Communities, 
CIDA-sponsored Latin-American forum, Active Transportation, Groundwater 
Task Force 
Pnrticiper ii des projets compatibles nvec In mission de /'ICU, par ex., Vil/es et Villages en 
snnte, /es transports nctifs, le groupe de travail sur /es enux souterraines, etc. 

Participate in public debate on issues related to planning 
Pnrticiper ii des debnts publics sur /es questions liees ii l'urbnnisme 

Participate in and support research that furthers planning knowledge 
Appuyer et pnrticiper ii des recherches qui permettent d'elnrgir /es connnissnnces en 
urbnnis111e 

Build coalitions with other professions and organizations 
Former des coalitions nvec d'nutres professions et orgnnismes 

Represent Canadian planning and planners in the global community 
Representer /'urbnnisme et /es urbnnistes cnnndiens ii l'echelle mondinle 

Internal initiatives Initiatives intemes 
Ensure consistent application of national membershiJ? standards 
Assurer /'application rmiforme des normes d'ndhesion nntwnnles 

Foster co-operative partnership with the affiliates 
Fnvoriser des pnrtennrints nvec /es associations nffiliees 

~stablish criteria for recognition of Canadian university planning programs 
Etnblir des criteres pour /'accreditation des programmes d'urbnnisme dnns /es 1111iversites 
cnnndiennes 

Promote student scholarship and other student initiatives 
Encourager /es programmes de bourses d'etudes et d'nutres initiatives etudinntes. 

Ensure opportunities for continuing education and professional development 
Prevoir des nctivites de formation co11t11111e et de pcrfectionnement professionnel 

Use Plan Canada and other media to stimulate dialogue among members of CIP 
Utiliser Pinn Canada et d'nutres moyens de co111111 unicntio11s en vue de fnvoriser le 
dialogue entre /es membres de /'ICU. 

Hold annual conference, with one affiliate acting as host 
Orrnniser rm con!(res nnm,e/ dont /'hote serait 1111e association a{filiee 

4. Plan Canada is one of our major services to our members . 
Plan Canada est l'un des principaux services que nous offrons a nos membre_s. 

4.1 When you receive Plan Canada do you (check one only): 

0 

0 

Lorsque vous recevez Plan Canada, est-ce que vous (n'indiquez qu'une seule reponse): 

read it cover-to-cover 
le lisez du debut ii la fin 

scan the issue and read some articles 
le feuilletez rapidement et lisez quelques articles 

0 

0 

just scan the issue 
ne Jaites que le feuilleter brievement 

not read it at all 
ne le lisez pas du tout 
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4.2 Please provide your views on Plan Canada. 4.3 How much emphasis should be put on the 
Veuillez nous indiquer ce que vous pensez de following components of Plan Canada: 
cette revue. Quelle importance devrions-nous accorder aux elements 

suivants de la revue : 
Very f- • Not More f- • Less 

Tres 
very 
Pas Plus Mains 
tres 

0 0 0 0 interesting 0 0 0 0 Editorials 
interessante Editoriaux 

0 0 0 0 well-designed 0 0 0 0 Letters 
bien coni,:ue Lettres 

0 0 0 0 well-written 0 0 0 0 Themes 
bien redigee Themes 

0 0 0 0 useful content 0 0 0 0 Headlines/Planning News 
ban contenu Manchettes/nouvelles 

d'urbanisme 
Comments: 0 0 0 0 Billboard/Institute News 
Commentaires: Babillard/nouvelles de l'Institut 

0 0 0 0 Books and Publications 
Livres et publications 

0 0 0 0 Timeline/Calendar of Events 
Calendrier des activites 

0 0 0 0 Other: 
Autre: 

0 0 0 0 Other: 
Autre : 

5. Continuing Professional Development Perfectionnement professionnel 
5.1 Following is a list of possible subject areas for continuing education. Check off the five (5) of most 

interest to you. 
Voici une liste de sujets possibles pour des cours de perfectionnement professionnel. Veuillez indiquer /es cinq 
(5) sujets qui vous interessent le plus. 

0 Accounting, business practices 
Comptabilite, pratiq11es commerciales 

0 Community development, including 
economic development 
Developpement communautaire, y 
compns le developpement economique 

0 Compute_r applicatior:is for planning 
Applicat10ns 111format1q11es en 
11rbanisme 

0 Cultural resources and management, 
e.g. historic preservation 
Gestion des resso11rces culturelles, par 
ex. preservation des batiments 
historiques 

0 Economics 
Economie 

0 Environmental auditing and 
monitoring 
Verification et controle 
env1ronne111enta11x 

0 Statutory land use 
planning 
Amenagement du territoire 

0 Interpersonal and communication O Tourism 
~~ ~~~ 
Aptit11des pour /es comm11nications 
interpersonnelles 

0 Management techniques 
Techmques de gestion 

0 Planning law and legislation 
Droit et lois relatives ii /'urbanisme 

0 Project analysis, e.g. feasibility 
analysis 
Analyses de projets, par ex. etudes de 
faisabilite 

0 Urban Design 
Design urbarn 

0 Other (please specify) 
A11tre (veuillez preciser) 

0 Other (please specify) 
Autre (veuillez preciser) 



5.2 Which time and length of course would 
you take? Check all appropriate 
alternatives. 
A quel moment preferez-vous suivre [es cours et 
quelle devrait etre leur duree ? 

0 evenings, over a regular term 
en soiree, eche/onnes sur un semestre 

0 weekdays 
[es fours de semaine 

0 weekends 
en fin de semaine 

0 single day courses 
une fournee 

0 2-day course offered before the annual 
conference 
seaiice intensive de deux fours avant le congres 
annuel 

0 3-day course 
seance intensive de trois fours 

0 2-3 week intensive session 
seance intensive de deux a trois semaines 

0 other (please specify) 
autre (veuil/ez preciser) 
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5.3 What style of course would you prefer? Check all 
appropriate alternatives. 
Que[ type de cours prefereriez-vous ? Indiquez toutes 
[es possibilites qui vous conviennent. 

0 lecture 
0 workshop 
0 charette 
0 other (please specify) 

0 oncampus 

cours magistral 
atelier 
charrette 
autre (veuillez preciser) 

dans 1111 etablissement d'enseignement 

0 in a private setting, e.g. hotel, resort 
dans un cadre pn've (par ex., im hotel, un centre de 
villegiature) 

0 distance education-TV 
tele-enseignement 

0 distance education-correspondence 
cours par correspondance 

0 other (please specify) 
autre (veuillez preciser) 

5.4 If the course is to be offered in a central location, please list which cities would be appropriate for 
courses offered: 

5.5 

0 

0 
5.7 

5.8 

Si le cours devait etre offert dans un endroit central, veuillez indiquer [es villes qui seraient appropriees pour 
offrir ce cours : 
a) in the evenings en soiree 
b) in one-day blocks en blocs d'une journee 
c) in 2-3 day blocks en blocs de 2-3 jours ______________ _ 
d) over a weekend en fin de semaine ________________ _ 

Are you prepared to pay: 5.6 Would your employer pay: 
Seriez-vous dispose a payer : Votre employeur paierait-il: 

$200 for a one-day course 
200 $ pour rm cours d'une fournee 0 $200 for a one-day course 

200 $ pour un cours d'une fournee 

$500 for a 2-3 day session 
500 $ pour une seance de 2-3 fours 0 $500 for a 2-3 day session 

500 $ pour une seance de 2-3 fours 

Would your employer give you paid time off 0 for a one-day course 

for: a un cours d'une journee 

Votre employeur vous accorderait-il un conge 0 for a 2-3 di- session 
remuneree pour participer : a seance de -3 fours 

Is it important to you to receive a certificate or some other form of recognition upon satisfactory 
completion of the course? 
Est-il important pour vous de recevoir un certificat ou une autre forme de reconnaissance apres avoir reussi le 
cours? 

0 Yes Oui 
Comments: 
Commentaires : 

0 No Non 



COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS ❖ REGIONS COTIERES 

physical dynamics. For example, before choosing salt 
marsh protection as a priority, the planning group would 
have to consider the dynamics of wetland formation in the 
area: can the wetland migrate inland in that location? The 
planning group may find it helpful to consult coastal geol
ogists about specific sites identified as priority areas. 

PLANNING OPTIONS FOR COASTAL AREAS 
APPROACH: NO RETREAT FROM COASTAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Communities with extensively developed coastal areas 
might decide that they cannot afford to abandon structures in 
areas subject to inundation, choosing instead not to retreat 
from their investments. In such cases, residents can expect to 
shoulder an expensive burden to fight off the sea (fable 1). 

Building sea-walls, levees and dykes hardens low
lying coastal areas so that the sea cannot advance and 
thereby threaten development. Filling and raising land 
along the coast might allow building in the coastal zone, 
but the public and private costs of such development are 
high. Communities with limited financial resources might 
find it impossible to build the infrastructure necessary to 
protect these coastal developments. 

Adopting development standards or project planning 
strategies allows communities to continue to approve 
coastal developments while keeping community costs at a 
reasonable level. Mechanisms such as performance stand
ards or setbacks put the onus on builders to prevent inun
dation. However, to function effectively, such mechanisms 
require competent monitoring . 

As part of a coastal planning exercise, communities 
might identify some portions of the coast to designate for 
future development. For example, rocky headlands will not 
face inundation from sea level rise, but erosion could in
crease in some areas. 

APPROACH: RETREAT FROM COASTAL 
DEVELOPMENT TO PROTECT HABITATS 

When a community decides its primary concern lies in 
protecting coastal habitats, it faces potential hostility from 
landowners who feel they could lose their development 
options. However, in largely rural areas with few wetlands, 
protecting the limited habitat areas available might well be 
worth the effort and cost. 

Strategies available to discourage building include 
economic disincentives, which increase the cost of coastal 
development (Table 2). High assessments on developed 
coastal properties, or policies to require builders to provide 
all infrastructure for coastal areas, might deter building. 
Local governments could also allow development on the 
condition that owners make no effort to save structures 
from future sea level rise. 

Some communities could adopt policies that ban 
development in designated areas or that prohibit filling of 
wetland areas. In some jurisdictions, communities have 
forbidden landowners from building sea-walls and other 
structures to protect property. At times, communities could 
decide to purchase vital habitat areas to protect them as 
public property. While prohibiting development causes 
hard feelings on the part of property owners, purchasing 
habitat areas hits the community in the pocket book 

Plan Canada 

Table 1. > 

'No Retr~at' Approach; . t'} 

Strategy Mechanisms Impacts 
Coastal hardening - sea-walls - high cost to 

- levees community 
- dykes - increases cost of 
- land raising development 

Development - building codes - increases cost of 
standards - regulations (for development 

exam(ole, setbacks) - high cost in staff 
- per ormance time to monitor 
standards 

Project planning - design guidelines - high cost in staff 
time to monitor 

Table 2. .·f·. 
'Retreat' ,Approach. ·• ... ... . .. 

Strategy Mechanisms Impacts 
Economic - tax penalties - increase cost to 
disincentives coastal landowners 
Prohibit - designate areas for - hilh cost to coastal 
development protection lan owners 

- prohibit protective - community cost to 
structures purchase land 
- prohibit filling of 
wetlands 
- purchase habitat 
areas 

Remove - expropriate land - high public cost to 
development -condemn purchase land 

structures - high cost to owner 
- relocate or 
abandon 
infrastructure 

The Crown owns large sections of Canada's coastline. 
For coastal protection to work, government departments 
will have to agree to respect the priorities placed on coastal 
areas by local communities. If communities designate areas 
for protection, then the federal government should respect 
local decisions. 

Perhaps the most extreme actions that communities 
can take to protect habitat areas involve removing develop
ment. Authorities can condemn or relocate structures, or 
require abandonment after certain criteria are met. Such 
policies allow communities to safeguard threatened habi
tats but exact high costs on landowners and the community. 

APPROACH: COMBINED TO ACCOMMODATE SOME 
DEVELOPMENT AND SOME HABITAT PROTECTION 

Communities could decide that they want to accommo
date some development while protecting vital habitat areas. 
Several strategies provide options to meet the resources on 
hand. Three strategies that fall between the 'retreat' and 'no 
retreat' options appear in Table 3. 

Communities could lose coastal wetlands if they promote 
'no retreat' policies. In the United States, environmental 
legislation requires "no net loss of wetlands." Continued 
coastal development there has led to an industry in creating 
artificial wetlands to replace those lost to development. The 
U.S. experience demonstrates, however, that artificial wet
lands do not show the diversity, productivity or quality of 
natural wetlands. 
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Communities with adequate resources could elect to 
offer financial or other incentives to projects that combine 
the dual goals of protecting habitats and development. 
Depending on the benefits given, however, the cost to the 
community may prove relatively high. The negative con
sequences of incentives include unequal distribution of the 
costs and benefits of development. Other mechanisms, 

Table 3. 
Combined Approach.. 

Strategy Mechanisms Impacts 

Creating wetland - dykes to control - high cost to 
habitat areas water levels construct 

- construct artificial - may not prove 
wetlands effective 

Incentives for good - tax breaks - high Eublic cost 
development - tax incentives - bene it to select 

- trade development few 
rights 

Land use planning - zone to control 
use over time 
-re~ations 
(set acks, size, 
contour changes) 
- designate areas 
for protection 
- buffer zones 
between uses 
- conditional use 
permits 
- control 
infrastructure 
development 

SlRAlEGY 

Coastal hardening 

Development standards 

Project planning 

Creattve wetlands 

lncenttves for development 

Land use planning 

Economic disincentives 

Prohibit development 

Remove development 

Figure 2. 

- community may 
resist 
- low public cost to 
implement 
- retires planning 
staf 
- proc1erty owners 
lose evelopment 
o~ortunities 
- ange in coastal 
use over time 

GOAL 
Protect 
development 

Protect 
habitat 

Continuum of strategies for coastal planning. 
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such as trading development rights (to allow building in 
high coastal areas while safeguarding wetland sites), pro
vide additional alternatives to encourage good develop
ment. 

Careful land use planning allows communities some 
flexibility for controlling use over time, but necessitates 
monitoring by permanent planning staff. Measures such as 
setback requirements and buffer zones can conserve wet
land areas. Plans can set out criteria for designating areas 
for protection: as coastal areas change over time, some 
might become eligible for protection while others remain 
available for development. Conditional use permits may 
encourage eventual transitions in use as sea levels rise. 
Performance standards can ensure that developments con
tinue to meet community requirements. 

Coastal areas that decide to develop a combined ap
proach have a wide array of strategies and mechanisms to 
consider, as they can draw on some elements of the 'retreat' 
and 'no retreat' approaches as well (Figure 2). In each case, 
the community planning group must carefully consider the 
options before developing a strategy suited to their aims 
and resources. 

A s communities go through the process of develop
ing a coastal plan, they face many dilemmas and 
debates. Decision-making involves tradeoffs be

tween individual and community interests and between 
development and habitat protection. Working together to 
articulate their goals for the future and to itemize the re
sources they can commit to achieving their vision, com
munities can begin to consider the options available to 
them. 

Since municipal powers differ across the nation, not all 
communities can employ all of the suggested mechanisms. 
For example, in som'7 provinces, municipalities have 
limited ability to use property taxes to influence develop
ment options. Some strategies - for example, the use of 
expropriation - will work better in certain communities. 
In each case, communities have to decide which impacts 
they can tolerate and which they will not accept. Each 
strategy has a different set of costs, problems and benefits. 
A community's commitment to coastal ecosystem protec
tion, its economic situation and stakeholders' willingness 
to help will all affect the final choice. 

Community-based planning requires that community 
residents understand the choices available to them and that 
they have opportunities to participate in the debate about 
options. By setting out a simple framework of some of the 
options in planning for coastal areas, we hope to assist 
communities going through the process. • 

MARCELLE BELUVEAU IS A GRADUATE STUDENT IN MARINE MANAGE
MENT AT DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY,AND A GRADUATE OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLANNING AT THE NOVA SCOTIA COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN. JILL GRANT 
IS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AT THE NOVA 
SCOTIA COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN, 5163 DUKE STREET, HAUFAX, NOVA 
SCOTIA B3/ 3/6. 
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MANAGING A REGION'S WASTE 
. . . RICHARD ZENKNER 

SUMMARY 

MACLAREN ENGINEERS, THE 
PRINCIPAL CONSULTANTS, 
RECEIVED AN AWARD OF MERIT 
FROM THE ASSOCIATION OF 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS OF 
CANADAAND CANADIAN 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
MAGAZINE FOR ITS INNOVATIVE 
WORK ON A WASTE 
MANAGEMENT MASTER PLAN FOR 
THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALI'IY OF 
WATERLOO. THEIR CREATIVE 
EFFORTS RESULTED IN A 
SUCCESSFUL INTERACTIVE 
PLANNING PROCESS TiiAT COULD 
BE CONSIDERED TO HAVE LAID 
THE FOUNDATION FOR CURRENT 
WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
METHODS AND ATTITUDES. 

RESUME 

L'ASSOCIATION DES 
INGENIEURS-CONSEILS DU 
CANADA ET LA REVUE CANADIAN 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS ONT 
DECERNE UN PRIX AU BUREAU 
D'ETUDES MACLAREN ENGINEERS 
POUR SON PLAN DIRECTEUR DE 
GESTION DES DECHETS REALISE 
POUR LAMUNICIPALITE 
REGIONAL£ DE WATERLOO. LEUR 
PRO JET D'AMENAGEMENT 
INTERACTIF EST INNOVATEUR ET 

. POURRAIT ETRE CONSIDERE 
COMME UN MODELE A SUIVRE 
DANS LA PLANIFICATION DE LA 
GESTION DES DECHETS. 

/:

n anticipation of a dwindling land
fill capacity, the Regional Munici
pality of Waterloo began making 

plans in 1983 to manage effectively the 
solid waste generated by its 380,000 
citizens. The Region's objective was 
achieved by adopting a comprehen
sive, ground-breaking waste manage
ment strategy - the first to follow the 
Province of Ontario's environmental 
assessment procedures and the first at-

Plan Canada 

tempt in Ontario to formulate a waste 
management master plan for a major 
urban area. The master plan had a 
tremendous impact on how the re
gion' s citizens handled waste and 
how other planners and engineers 
would develop their own waste man
agement plans and landfill facilities. 

Because of its ground-breaking sta
tus, there was considerable uncertainty 
about the expected four-year schedule. 
Under the terms of the Environmental 
Assessment Act, a public hearing was 
required, perhaps a two- to five-year 
process in itself. But thanks to a success
ful public relations process involving 
residents of Kitchener, Cambridge and 
Waterloo and the Townships of Wil
mot, Woolwich, Wellesley and North 
Dumfries - four newsletters, 17 open 
houses, 13 public meetings and an 
evolving public education program -
by 1991, the Region had opened a new 
waste management centre and re
ceived approval for landfill expansion 
without the need for an Environmental 
Assessment Board hearing. 

A steering committee comprising 
regional and Ministry of the Environ
ment staff and the project consultants 
began preparations for a three-stage 
master waste management plan: 
• Stage 1-assessingthe existing system 
and evaluating the terrain for the new 
landfill site; 
• Stage 2 - developing a new system 
and site alternatives; and 
• Stage3-formulatingthemasterplan. 

Stage 1 consisted of analyzing the 
existing waste composition and quan
tities being disposed of by the Region 
and estimating the population growth 
rate to the year 2005. The estimates 
were used to predict waste quantities 
and to identify the need for future 
waste disposal facilities. Because the 
stage 1 report contained no specific rec
ommendations other than the identifi
cation of broad candidate areas, it re
ceived little public response. 

The second stage of the master 
plan was divided into two com
ponents, with the first presenting op
tions and the second evaluating those 
options in detail, including com-

ments from the public and govern
ment agencies. 

The third stage, a description of 
the preferred alternatives, became the 
waste management master plan. An 
environmental assessment document 
was then prepared giving an over
view of the master plan process and 
rationale, describing the potentially 
affected environment, outlining the 
undertaking and alternatives, and 
analyzing the net effects. 

Approved by regional council the 
end of 1986, the waste management 
master plan brought to light significant 
elements that would help to define the 
waste planning process. For example, 
the process allowed publicly scrutinized 
criteria for selecting and evaluating al
ternative waste systems, disposal tech
nologies and sites. It defined quantifia
ble methods for examining the impact 
on public health and safety and on the 
natural, cultural and social environ
ments. It also ensured that decisions 
made during the planning stages were 
clearly documented and could with
stand the scrutiny of a full Environmen
tal Assessment Board hearing. 

Most of the public input received 
was in reaction to the 13 alternative 
sites and to the reports released at the 
end of each stage. Comments were in
corporated into a final version of the 
reports or included in a separate report 
documenting the public and govern
ment agency review process. A signifi
cant aspect affecting the level of public 
involvement resulted after a public re
view of the draft report on the second 
component of stage 2. Regional council 
resolved to restrict the stage 3 studies to 
the preferred alternatives, which in
cluded a major focus on the three Rs of 
waste management and the expansion 
of the Waterloo landfill site. Since the 
focus was now on one landfill location, 
the level of public interest decreased, 
with responses being essentially 
limited to nearby residents and special 
interest groups. 
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FAITES PART DE VOS REUSSITES EN MATIERE 
DE LOGEMENT AUTOCHTONE 

Les Prix d'excellence en habitation de 1994 de la Societe 

canadienne d'hypotheques et de logement recompensent 

les personnes, les groupes et les collectivites qui ont 

trouve des fa~ons innovatrices de repondre aux besoins 

de logement des autochtones. 

Vous etes invite a poser votre 

candidature dans l'une des cinq 

categories suivantes : 

• methodes et gestion; 

• financement et mode 

d'occupation; 

• technologie et production; 

• planification et reglementation; 

• creation et conception. 

A titre de laureat, vous aurez la 

possibilite de faire connaltre vos 

succes a un vaste auditoire par 

l'entremise des publications de 

la SCHL, ainsi que par les medias 

autochtones, nationaux et ceux 

du secteur du logement. En outre, 

vos reussites seront recompensees 

a ['occasion d'un symposium tenu 

a l'automne de 1994 ou vous 

recevrez votre prix. 

PARLEZ-NOUS DE VOS sucds 
Communiquez avec le bureau 

local de la Societe canadienne 

d'hypotheques et de logement. 

(Consultez la section «Gouvernement 

du Canada» dans les pages bleues 

de votre annuaire telephonique.) 

Si vous habitez a l'exterieur du 

secteur d'appel local du bureau 

de la SCHL le plus pres, composez 

le 1(800)465-6212. 

LES CANDIDATURES DOIVENT 

PARVENIR A LA S<.HL AVANT 

LE 15 JUIN 1994. 

~~ PRIX D'EXCELLENCE 
EN HABITATION 
1994 DE LA SCH L 

SCHLnCMHC 
Question habitation, comptez sur nous 

Canada 

Initially, justification for the 
study was a concern for the pub
lic since a study had already 
been conducted 10 years pre
viously. As well, there was the 
usual hostility toward the pro
spect of a new landfill site. To 
counteract these concerns, the 
public was informed that site 
selection methods had changed 
considerably (mostly due to en
vironmental assessment re
quirements) and that new tech
nology provided methods other 
than landfilling for handling 
waste. 

Both the public and the in
terest groups that had material
ized in opposition to the plan 
wanted to find ways to divert 
waste from the landfill. Eventu
ally agreement was obtained to 
expand the existing Waterloo 
landfill site and that waste di
version initiatives should be a 
major component of the waste 
management master plan. The 
Region's diversion rate of some 
19 percent (16 percent through 
the waste management centre) is 
testimony to the success of the 
planning process. 

The landfill site was ex
panded by 40 ha, and the hydro
electric power corridor traversing 
the proposed expansion area was 
relocated to provide continuity 
between the landfill's existing 
and expansion areas. As well, a 
waste management facility - to 
date, the only one of its kind in 
Ontario-was located on the site. 
A focus for the Region's waste 
diversion efforts, the facility con
tains a material recycling centre, 
small vehicle transfer station, 
composting area, administration 
building and tire, woodandmetal 
areas. • 

RICHARD ZENKNER IS AN ENVIRONMEN
TAL PLANNER WITH FENCO MACLAREN 
INC., A DIVISION OF SNC LAVALIN. HE HAS 
PROVIDED ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESS
MENT PLANNING PROCESS, LAND USE 
PLANNING AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
INPUT TO A NUMBER OF DOMESTIC AND 
INTERNATIONAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 
AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS. HE 
CAN BE CONTACTED AT: (519) 886-1920. 
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PPLYING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
PRINCIPLES TO RESIDENTIAL 
COMMUNITY PLANNING . . . STANLEY YIP, MCIP 

SUA1MARY 

PUBLIC CONCERN OVER THE POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF 
DEVELOPMENT ON TIIE ENVIRONMENT REPRESENTS 
BOTII A CHALLENGE TO CONVENTIONAL PLANNING 
APPROACHESANDANOPPORTUNITYFOR 
INNOVATION AND CREATNITY, SUCH AS THE 
ENVIRONMENTALLY INNOVATIVE APPROACH TAKEN 
FOR A RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY IN AURORA, 
ONTARIO. TIIE SITE IS LOCATED IN TIIE OAK RIDGES 
MORAINE AREA, RECOGNIZED BY TIIE PROVINCE OF 
ONTARIO AS HAVING SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
SIGNIFICANCE AND SENSITNITY. THE DEVELOPMENT 
CONCEPT DEMONSTRATES HOW ENVIRONMENTALLY 
RESPONSIBLE PLANNING IDEAS ARE INTERPRETED 
ON A SITE-SPECIFIC BASIS IN ORDER TO PROMOTE 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT WITHIN TIIE GREATER 
TORONTO AREA. 

RESUME 

LA PREOCCUPATION DU PUBLIC AU SUJET DES 
CONSEQUENCES ECOLOGIQUES D'UN PRO JET 
D'AMENAGEMENT PRESENTE A LAFOIS UN DEFI 
POUR L'URBANISME TRADITlONNEL ET UNE 
OUVERTURE A LA CREATNITE. C'EST CE QUE 
DEMONTRE LE PRO JET RESIDENTIEL TRES 
INNOVATEUR D'AURORA, EN ONTARIO, SITUE DANS 
LA REGION D'OAK RIDGES MORAINE, QUI EST 
CONSIDEREE PAR LA PROVINCE COMME UN MILIEU 
ECOLOGIQUE FRAGILE ET D'UNE GRANDE 
IMPORTANCE. LE CONCEPT D'AMENAGEMENT EST 
FONDE SUR L'ADAPTATION AU SITE DE PRINCIPES DE 
PLANIFICATJON RESPECTUEUX DE 
L'ENVIRONNEMENT, EN VUE DE PROMOUVOIR 
DEVELOPPEMENT DE VIABLE DANS LA REGION 

. METROPOLITAINE DE TORONTO. 

e World Commission of Environment and 
evelopment defined sustainable development in 
s Brundtland Report as" development which meets 

the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs." Interpreting 
this concept in terms of policies means addressing the 
issues of ecological conservation, landscape enhancement, 
energy efficiency, resources preservation and efficient land 
management. The Province of Ontario is in the process of 
preparing land use policies to protect the Oak Ridges 
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Moraine within the Greater Toronto area. While public and 
political support has been growing for the development of 
appropriate land use policies in pursuit of a sustainable 
society, the application of the concept to specific sites is 
relatively new to Canada's development industry and 
planning profession. The 200-unit community in the Oak 
Ridges Moraine is a fine illustration of sustainable develop
ment principles applied to a specific site. 

THE OAK RIDGES MORAINE AREA AND 
PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

The Oak Ridges Moraine is an environmentally sensi
tive area stretching across the northern parts of Greater 
Toronto. The 160 km long moraine extends from Trenton to 
the Niagara Escarpment, and within the Greater Toronto 
area, is approximately 90 km long and up to 13 km wide. It 
rises up to 230 m above the surrounding area and stretches 
across the regions of Durham, York and Peel. An important 
headwater ecosystem, the moraine plays a critical role in 
the maintenance of safe water resources and natural heri
tage for Greater Toronto, Canada's largest metropolitan 
area. 

The moraine is also one of the most significant physio
graphic features in southern Ontario and was formed as a 
band of glacial deposits located between two opposing ice 
sheets during glaciation. The moraine has an important 
hydrogeological function, acting as both a groundwater 
recharge and discharge area. Prior to major settlement, the 
moraine was characterized by a native vegetation cover of 
mixed deciduous and coniferous woodland. Throughout 
the past 200 years of human settlement, massive forest 
clearance for agriculture and the establishment of rural 
communities have shaped the traditional rural land use 
pattern within the moraine. This rural landscape has been 
characterized by natural vegetation remnants, regenerated 
woodlots, farm activities, the grid of concession roads, 
small towns and hamlets. 

Today the moraine is subject to intense development 
pressures, which have started to change the rural landscape 
dramatically and degrade its environmental qualities. Typi
cal developments include suburban residential subdivi
sions around communities, aggregate extraction, golf 
courses and commercial strips along the old concession 
roads. Having declared the moraine an area of provincial 
interest, the Province of Ontario issued The Implementation 
Guidelines - Provincial Interest on the Oak Ridges Moraine 
Area of the Greater Toronto Area in June 1991. The guidelines 
are for interim protection while the province undertakes a 
comprehensive study of the moraine. It is anticipated that 
a long-term land use strategy for the moraine's protection 
and management will be established in mid-1994. 
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The interim guidelines establish eight basic principles 
used to assess any proposed development activities in the 
moraine area: growth and settlement, ecological integrity, 
landform conservation, significant natural areas, wood
lands, watercourses and lakes, highly permeable soils and 
groundwater resources. 

To promote a sustainable development approach in 
land use planning for the moraine, the Oak Ridges Moraine 
Implementation Guidelines are applied, along with several 
other recent provincial planning initiatives, including Op
tions for a Greater Toronto Area Greenlands Strategy, the 
Royal Commission on the Future of the Toronto Waterfront 
and the Commission on Planning and Development Re
form in Ontario. 

INTERPRETING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
FOR A PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY IN 
THE TOWN OF AURORA 

The bulk of residential developments within the outly
ing suburban areas of the Greater Toronto area are typically 
subdivisions with single-detached freeholds with large 
frontages. Because this form of development normally re
quires large areas of land, it has a significant impact on the 
landscape. Such projects are serviced with standard munic
ipal roads (with a minimum 20 m or 66 ft wide right-of
way), have restrictive grading requirements and conven
tional storm water management facilities. While de
velopers, builders, market consultants, politicians, munic
ipal planners and engineers are familiar with this form of 
development - and most, if not all, have developed an 
established level of comfort in approving and delivering 
these residential projects - this development form is not 
efficient from an environmental perspective. Applying the 
principle of sustainable development to the planning of 
residential community demands a rethinking of the way 
development should happen within a site. 

A 200-unit residential development proposal in Aurora 
within the Oak Ridges Moraine area attempts to interpret 
the implementation guidelines and the principles of sus
tainable development on a site-specific basis. The 45 ha site 
is situated at the southwest comer of Bayview Avenue and 
Vandorf Sideroad. Part of the site falls within an en
vironmentally significant area as designated by the Lake 
Simcoe Region Conservation Authority. It is proposed that 
the project be serviced with full municipal water supply 
and sewage systems. The proposal demonstrates how en
vironmentally responsible planning ideas are applied to the 
site by the landowners and consultants. The fundamental, 
and most important, principle in this approach is the rec
ognition at the outset that the environment comes first in 
the decision-making process. 

THE PLANNING PROCESS - DECISION-MAKING 
THAT PUTS THE ENVIRONMENT FIRST 

A full understanding of the ecosystem and en
vironmental issues is made possible through the prepara
tion of a series of technical studies, including the documen
tation of all the natural resources information collected 
from available sources and directly from the field: a hy
drogeological study, surface water management study, 
fisheries/woodland/natural area management studies 
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and municipal servicing report. The planning process that 
led to the formulation of the development concept can be 
summarized in three steps: 
• a full understanding of the ecosystem and the interrela
tionship among the different environmental components; 
• establishment of an environmental enhancement strategy 
for the site; and 
• formulation of a sensible development approach, built 
forms and densities. 

THE SITE 
The 45 ha site includes a continuous wooded valley 

along the central part of the property, extending from north 
to south, which strategically is a major link between the 
White Rose West Forest Life Sciences Area of Natural and 
Scientific Interests (an ANSI defined by the Ministry of 
Natural Resources) south of the property and the wooded 
valley to the north. The valley bisects the site, and a branch 
of the Holland River headwater flows from south to north 
along the valley. The areas on both sides of the woodland 
are abandoned farmland with rolling relief and varied 
topography. The undulating landscape on the valley's 
western side has created two distinct ridges running in a 
north/ south direction. The Lake Simcoe Region Conserva
tion Authority has designated part of the site as an en
vironmentally significant area due to the function of the site 
as an aquifer and stream recharge zone. 

Past farming activities had disturbed the natural en
vironment significantly. Many of the existing features with
in the site reflect the impact of these agricultural activities 
on the natural environment: 
• straight, geometrically shaped woodland edges with re
stricted bio-diversity; 
• clearance of woodlands and vegetation along streams 
and watercourses; 
• disturbed fish habitat; 
• fragmented clusters of regenerated vegetation with no 
connecting corridors; 
• exposed watercourses and warming of the surface water; 
• high level of nitrate concentration in the ground; and 
• an old farm access lane cutting across the wooded valley 
and obstructing fish passage. 

AN ENVIRONMENTAL ENHANCEMENT 
STRATEGY FOR THE SITE: ASSIST NATURE TO 
RECLAIM 

An environmental enhancement strategy was de
veloped for the site. By adopting a sensible and responsible 
development form within the site, along with developing 
corrective measures to restore areas and features of en
vironmental degradation, it was hoped to improve and 
enhance the environmental quality and diversity of the 
ecosystem. The following basic planning principles repre
sent a departure from the conventional residential subdivi
sion planning approach: 
• Recognizing that past activities and abandonment have 
created situations of natural degradation within the site, 
development projects should be taken as opportunities to 
enhance the environmental qualities of the land by incor
porating positive measures to encourage natural regenera-
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tion and habitat restoration, promote habitat connectivity 
and assist nature to reclaim. 
• Cluster housing forms, non-freehold tenure and re
sponsible site planning criteria should be adopted to 
achieve a high level of environmental efficiency. A develop
ment density similar to conventional freehold subdivisions 
is attainable while existing landform and natural areas are 
conserved. 
• An environmentally friendly storm water management 
approach that encourages infiltration and enhancement of 
runoff quality should be adopted. Innovative storm water 
management practices should be incorporated to replace 
conventional runoff collection and concentration facilities. 
• A new residential community should include design 
elements that promote environmental education and inter
pretation. Neighbourhoods should be designed to maxi
mize opportunities to appreciate the interrelationship be
tween the human and natural environments. 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: SITE-SPECIFIC 
PLANNING AND DESIGN CRITERIA 

Based on an environmental enhancement strategy 
(Figure 1), the proposed residential development has 
adopted 19 site-specific planning criteria. These criteria 
include: 
• Protect ecological integrity 
• protect existing woodland as part of a greenway system 
• respect existing natural topography and features 
• Create new habitats and encourage natural regeneration 
• assist natural woodland edge regeneration 
• create woodland corridors and enhance habitat connec-

tivity 
• enhance riparian vegetation along watercourses 
• enhance existing wetland 
• protect fish passage 
• re-vegetate environmentally degraded areas 
• encourage natural rejuvenation of disturbed water-

courses 
• Conserve landform and natural significant areas 
• identify major ridgelines and slopes for protection 
• adopt cluster housing, condominium ownership and 

creative site planning standards 
• retain existing rural character 
• Preserve and enhance groundwater resources 
• adopt site-specific storm water drainage approaches to 

reflect local soil conditions 
• promote infiltration and replace curbs and gutters with 

roadside infiltration ditches and check dams 
• incorporate infiltration trenches within rear yards 
• respect natural topography in overflow design 
• Promote environmental education and interpretation 

. • provide direct trail connection to the town-wide trail 
network 

• develop the local park as a nature park based on ecologi-
cal principles 

• plant native species along streets and in amenity areas 

THREE TESTS FOR SUSTAINABLE SUBURBAN 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 

The proposed residential community in Aurora has 
received support from the Ministry of Natural Resources 
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Understand 
the Ecosystem 

and the Site 

Establish an 
Environmental Enhancement 

Strategy for the Site 

The Principles 

• Apply the Implementation Guidelines 
• Assist Nature to Reclaim the Land 
• Use Innovative Site Planning and Engineering Design Approaches 
• Promote Environmental Education: Nature at the Doorstep 

Figure 1. 

Adopt an Fnvironmentally 
Responsible 

Development Form 
for the Site 

The Environmental Enhancement Strategy: Its Principles. 

and the Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority be
cause of its perceived compatibility with the fundamental 
principles outlined in the implementation guidelines. The 
proposal has established site-specific planning and design 
criteria in accordance with sustainable development prin
ciples. In contrast to the widespread misconception that no 
development will ever be "approvable" in the moraine area 
under the guidelines, the development plan demonstrates 
that an alternative exists to the conventional suburban 
single-detached freehold subdivision. Nevertheless, there 
are three further tests beyond the Ministry endorsement: 
municipal land use policies, development control/ design 
performance standards and the market. 

MUNICIPAL LAND USE POLICIES 
Cluster housing forms (townhouses, courts, walk-up 

apartments) and non-freehold (condominium or lease
hold) ownership are commonly adopted by the develop
ment industry for urban projects. However, these are not 
traditional land uses commonly found in suburban fringe 
areas within the Greater Toronto area. An environmentally 
efficient development form can be achieved without sacri
ficing development densities based on non-conventional 
land uses and built forms. Interpreting this approach on a 
broader regional planning perspective suggests that there 
is a way to achieve a balance between the public objective 
to promote sustainable development and the accommoda
tion of settlement growth in urban fringes. 
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Figure 2. 
Creative cluster housing form and design minimize gracling 
and preserve the landform. 

On the other hand, cluster housing and condominium 
ownership on a significant scale are generally the least 
understood by residents, municipal politicians and munic
ipal staff. Most local official plans include specific policies 
for estate and suburban freehold residential developments, 
which specify densities, scale, minimum lot sizes and fron
tages. But they seldom include specific enabling policies to 
encourage the use of alternative built forms and ownership 
as the means to promote sustainable development. 

THE MARKET 
Developers are familiar with the notion that the typical 

suburban residential product in the Greater Toronto area is 
a two-storey, single-detached home with double garage 
and sited on a freehold lot. Is there a market for innovative 
condominium cluster housing in urban fringe areas? Re
cent market research indicates a strong current demand by 
empty nesters and young families for reasonably priced 
dwellings that are maintenance-free, close to small towns 
and located in an attractive environment. While some pro
jects currently planned to capture this specific market will 
tum out to be successful, the depth of this market is un
tested. 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL AND DESIGN 
STANDARDS 

The proposed residential development encompasses 
site-specific site planning criteria, innovative storm water 
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management practices, private access 
road standards, flexible site grading 
(Figure 2) and non-conventional 
municipal road cross-sections. Dis
cussions are being undertaken to re
quest the town to accept several mod
ifications, including replacement of 
the curbs and gutters by roadside 
ditches, to the existing municipal de
sign standard. 

The project adopts non-freehold 
tenure because this is currently the 
only way to achieve a higher level of 
flexibility in the planning and design 
of the site. A non-freehold ownership 
arrangement (such as leasehold and 
condominium development) allows 
the project to free itself from estab
lished municipal public right-of-way 
and grading design requirements. 
This flexibility in tum permits the pro
ject to achieve its environmental ob
jectives. It has been demonstrated that 
the adoption of a flexible engineering 
design approach and creative site 
planning criteria is necessary to ac
commodate settlement growth while 
protecting the natural environment. 
The draft Regional Municipality of York 

Official Plan has explicitly included site design policies to 
encourage innovative site planning practices. 

However, adopting alternative land ownership ap
proaches as the only means to achieve sustainable develop
ment objectives is restrictive. It is time for local municipali
ties to incorporate flexible site engineering, grading and 
road design criteria for areas of environmental significance, 
irrespective of the type of land ownership. 

SAVE WHAT NEEDS TO BE SAVED AND BUILD 
WHAT NEEDS TO BE BUILT 

The proposed residential community in Aurora il
lustrates how a specific development proposal practises the 
principles of sustainable development. While the success of 
this planning approach has yet to be tested, nevertheless 
the project demonstrates that "confrontational situations 
between town officials, developers and conservationists 
can be averted by a balanced approach that saves what 
needs to be saved and builds what needs to be built." • 

STANLEY YIP IS A PLANNER/URBAN DESIGNER AND AN ASSOCIATE WITH 
THE PLANNING DIVISION OF MARSHALL MACKLIN MONAGHAN LIMITED IN 
THORNHILL, ONTARIO. HE IS DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT MAN
AGEMENT AND PREPARATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT FOR THE 
PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY IN AURORA. THANKS ARE DUE TO 
ALL THE PARTICIPATING ENGINEERS, HYDROGEOLOGISTS, ECOLOGISTS, 
PLANNERS AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO 
THE PURSUIT OF AN INTEGRATED SOLUTION FOR THE PROJECT. MR. YIP 
CAN BE CONTACTED AT: (905) 882-1100. 
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THE MASTER PLAN: HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH? 
... PATRICIA A. MALONEY, MCIP 

SUMA1ARY 

IN ALBERTA, TIIE MASTER PLAN -A LONG-RANGE 
LAND USE PLANNING TOOL- IS AN UNCLEAR, 
UNDEFINED, NON-STATUTORY DOCUMENT USED TO 
GIVE LONG-TERM DIRECTION TO LARGE PRIVATE AND 
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. CONSIDERING THE FANTASTIC 
RATE OF CHANGE TIIE PLANNING PROFESSION IS NOW 
EXPERIENCING, IS TIIE MASTER PLAN TIIE 
APPROPRIATE TOOL TO USE TO GUIDE AND FACILITATE 
DEVELOPMENT OVER TifE LONG TERM? USING AN 
ALBERTA CASE STUDY, THE AUTIIOR PROVIDES A SERIES 
OF ISSUES THAT MIGHT LEAD READERS TO SURMISE 
TIIAT MASTER PLANNING IS NOT ALWAYS TIIE ANSWER. 

RESUJt!IE 

EN ALBERTA, LE PLAN DIRECTEUR- UN DUTIL DE 

PLANIFICATION A LONG TERME EN MATIERE 
D'OCCUPATION DU SOL- EST UN DOCUMENT VAGUE, 

MAL DEFINI ET NON LEGISLATIF QUI SERT A DONNER UNE 

ORIENTATION A LONG TERME AD'AUTRES GRANDS 

DOCUMENTS PRIVES ET PUBLICS. COMPTE TENU DE 

L'EVOLUTION RAPIDE DE NOTRE PROFESSION, LE PLAN 
DIRECTEUR EST-IL UN OUTILAPPROPRIE POUR GUIDER 

ET FACILITER LE DEVELOPPEMENT A LONG TERME? 

D'APRES UNE ETUDE DE CAS EN ALBERTA, L'AUTEURE 

PRESENTE UN ENSEMBLE DE QUESTIONS QUI 

POURRAIENT MENER LES LECTEURS A CONCLURE QUE LE 

PLAN DIRECTEUR N'EST PAS TOUJOURS LA SOLUTION. 

Since its rise to popularity in the 1970s, the master 
plan has been used to provide comprehensive, long
range land use guidance on a regional, municipal 

and individual project basis. Today, we are reaping the 
benefits of the seeds sown during 20 years of master plan
ning. Considering this rich history, it is probably blas
phemous for a planner to suggest that as a profession we 
are planning too much. But the master planning tool is not 
without its flaws, and considering the current development 
climate, the statement is not an unfair one. 

Successful planning involves a variety of stakeholders, 
perspectives and belief systems. But how much is too 
much? How much process is appropriate? How compre
hensive should our planning processes be? Is the master 
plan too much? There are no definitive answers. Examining 
the role of master planning in one Alberta project, a number 
of factors indicate that this planning tool might not be the 
most appropriate. 

WHAT IS A MASTER PLAN? 
A master plan is a comprehensive planning document 

that outlines proposed development for a large area of land. 
Because the master plan is a non-statutory document in 
Alberta and is not identified in any legislation, there are no 
guidelines to suggest what should- and should not - be 
included in the master planning process. To be truly com
prehensive, however, it should at least include such issues 
as land use, environmental and socio-economic concerns 
and municipal finance. 

A master plan is often prepared by a province, region 
or municipality to stimulate growth and steer developers 

THE MASTER PLANMNG DEBATE 

1. Because the master plan is not a 
statutory document in Alberta, there are 
no guarantees or assurances the plan will 
be followed - by developers or politici
ans. The preparation of these documents 
requires considerable time, money and 
effort, yet there are no legislative meas
ures to enforce the master planning 
process. 
2. There is no direction as to who is re
sponsible for preparing a master plan. 
While the master plan in the Three Sisters 
case study was developer-driven, most 
master planning exercises are owned by the 
public sector. Since the process can be in
itiated and undertaken by the public or 
private sector, who is responsible for long
term policy direction and the determina
tion of social goals? 
3. How can we continue to use this type 
of long-range planning process when our 
frame of reference is changing so rapidly? 
Because it takes so long to prepare a 
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master plan ( due to lengthy approval 
processes and involved public consult
ation programs), significant technologi
cal, social, economic and environmental 
changes occur during the course of 
master plan preparation. 
4. Politicians must appease a number of 
interests. Often long-term commitment 
suffers as a result of short-term pressure. 
5. Long-range planning is threatened by 
"market-driven" forces. In uncertain 
economies, the market is a critical element. 
Developers determine what land will be 
developed based on what lots will sell. 
6. The level of detail required for a master 
plan is not clear. Out of necessity, one 
would expect a comprehensive long
range plan would be limited to general 
policies and directions. In the case of the 
Three Sisters master plan, however, the 
plan was very detailed. This can be both 
positive and negative. The upside is that 
each master plan can be tailor-made. The 

downside is the uncertainty of the 
process for everyone involved - pro
ponents, politicians and the public. 
7. The traditional land use focus of master 
planning must be expanded to include 
such issues as socio-economic develop
ment (the economic implications of a 
balanced tax base, effective use of capital 
investment on infrastructure, employment 
and soft service projections). 
8. Public consultation is a critical element 
of any long-range plan. People must be 
involved in the definition of their com
munities. This can put developers in a 
"Catch-22" situation, as evidenced in the 
Three Sisters development. Everyone in
volved wanted to use the master plan
ning process to make future projections 
and examine potential environmental 
impacts. But community members were 
overwhelmed by the details of the plan, 
the 40-year timeframe telescoped down 
to tomorrow - and they panicked. 
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towards appropriate development lands. In this case study, 
the developer took the initiative, beginning the master 
planning process well in advance of government interest. 

WHY PREPARE A MASTER PLAN? 
There were two main reasons for the developer's inter

est in the master planning process. First, master planning 
had been considered "good planning practice" for the past 
two decades, and both the developer and the municipality 
felt it demonstrated a responsible attitude toward the pro
posed development of a vast, highly visible and environ
mentally sensitive area. Second, the developer believed a 
master plan would clearly illustrate the project and provide 
him with a convincing marketing tool. 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 
Situated on 2,500 acres - the largest privately owned 

piece of land on the eastern slopes of the Rockies - the 
Three Sisters Golf Resort development is located in the 
Canmore Corridor, west of Calgary and immediately east 
of Banff National Park 

Once the site of a coal mining operation, the property 
was sold in the late '70s to a private developer who had 
visions of a residential and tourism development. Due to 
the recession, these plans were put on hold and in 1989, the 
land was sold to Three Sisters Resorts Incorporated. The 
consortium planned to build a world-class tourism facility 
on the property: 2,200 hotel rooms, four golf courses, 6,000 
residential units, and supporting staff accommodation and 
commercial activity. Adjacent to but outside of Canmore, 
the land was annexed to the town midway through the 
master planning process. 

❖ LE PLAN DIRECTEUR 

Because the property incorporated and abutted a num
ber of environmentally sensitive areas, the developer 
quickly contacted the Province of Alberta to suggest a land 
exchange. In essence the swap would put critical wildlife 
areas in the custodial hands of the province in exchange for 
more suitable development lands. After lengthy negotia
tions, the developer agreed to a 1.5:1 acreage exchange. The 
Three Sisters gave up 1,800 acres of critical wildlife habitat 
in the Wind Valley and on Wind Ridge (most of which was 
prime development land) and received 1,200 acres of land 
along the valley floor (most of which was undermined by 
abandoned coal extraction facilities. 

As a result of the development constraints associated 
with the land - steep slopes, wildlife habitats and cor
ridors, past mining operations - it is not yet clear how 
much of the land has development potential. How much of 
the land is eventually developed will depend on the market 
demand and the cost of mitigating any associated en
vironmental impacts. 

The exchange complete, the developer approached En
vironment Alberta to request an environmental impact 
assessment (EIA). At the time of this request, the province 
had never undertaken an EIA for a non-resource-related 
project. It took six months - and a detailed project descrip
tion from the developer outlining the proposed develop
ment in terms of land use, population, transportation, den
sity, access, servicing and community facilities - for pro
vincial staff to agree finally on the terms of reference for the 
assessment. Consultants for the developer were busy col
lecting data, executing constraint mapping, developing 
land uses and designing transportation networks. This was 
significant work since what the government was really 

INTEGRATING THE PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES 

ltis the age-old question with a twist: 
What should come first, the chicken or the 
egg? (In this case, the land use plan or the 
environmental assessment?) Developers 
would argue that in order to know what 
impacts have to be assessed, the planning 
process and preliminary approvals must 
come first. Environmentalists, on the 
other hand, would argue that the en
vironmental assessment must come first 
in order to determine if development 
should take place at all. 

In Alberta, the two processes are not 
connected by legislation. Environmental 
impact assessment (EIA), which is 
legislated under the Environmental Protec
tion and Enhancement Act (EPEA), is a tool 
for reviewing specific development with 
a view to minimizing or eliminating ad
verse impacts, while the Land Use Plan, 
legislated under the Planning Act, is a 
site-specific planning document used to 
identify land uses, the sequence of 
development, population density and the 
general location of major transportation 
routes and public utilities. 
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Among those who would like to see 
the two processes linked, there are two 
camps: one that would run the two 
processes consecutively; and the other 
that would run them concurrently. Cer
tainly there is a data overlap. Much of the 
information needed for the EIA is also 
required by the developer in the initial 
planning stages. 

The bone of contention is how much 
information is required at what stage of the 
development process and in how much 
detail. All of the project EIAs prepared 
under the EPEA have had comprehensive 
terms of reference and have required 
complete information on everything from 
municipal infrastructure of the proposed 
development, to biophysics, to visual im
pact, to socio-economics and job creation. 
Although the level of detail required by the 
terms of reference would provide the 
developer with more marketing tools and 
better information, the conceptual planning 
stage- the master plan -does not usually 
require specific site and impact informa
tion. Referred to as the project description 

of the EIA, it outlines proposed densities, 
sewage treatment facilities and the 
general transportation network. Once the 
initial concept receives first reading, the 
developer is granted an approval in prin
ciple from an approving authority. He or 
she can then go ahead and conduct a 
project EIA. After this is prepared and 
approved, the master plan can be revised 
to accommodate approved mitigation 
strategies. 

Public participation and consult
ation at the local level would be a key 
element of both the planning and EIA 
processes. Before an EIA is approved, 
developers might have to change their 
servicing methods or proposed densi
ties for certain areas, eliminate other 
areas from development altogether or 
alter any number of other development 
practices. Once the EIAis approved and 
the plan modified, it is subjected to the 
final public hearing/by-law approval 
process. Although EIA approval does 
not necessarily imply municipal ap
proval, refusal prohibits it. 
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looking for in the "project description" was a 
master plan for the entire 2,500 acres. 

The development of a site-wide master plan 
would serve a number of purposes: 
• provide a base for cumulative impact assess

ment; 
• allow for the consideration of comprehensive 

servicing for the entire corridor; and 
• provide a clear picture of the developer's 

ultimate plans for the land. 
In the meantime, the developer prepared a 

comprehensive public consultation program to 
foster healthy community relations and solicit pub
lic input. This program featured a number of public 
consultation steering committees, a monthly news
letter, open houses, one-on-one interviews with 
major stakeholders, agencies and organizations, 
and on-going dialogue with elected officials and 
municipal staff. 

The strategy backfired. Armed with informa
tion, a number of community-based special inter
est groups coalesced to oppose the development. 
The groups complained the development was too 
large and had too many associated impacts, and 
would change the character and nature of their 
community. Interestingly, most of those opposed 
to the development were new to the area, and 
their criticism arose despite the fact that the 
amount of land to be developed had not yet been 
determined and that any identified adverse im
pacts would be mitigated. 

The EIA process was lengthy and costly. The 
final outcome - after 18 months of data collec
tion and six weeks of hearings - was that an 
additional 525 acres of land near Wind Valley 
could not be developed. This is not to be confused 
with approval. Every stage of the development 
and subdivision will still have to go through the 
appropriate municipal and provincial agencies. 

l part because of application of the master 
planning process, the Three Sisters Resort 
development was the first non-industrial 

project in Alberta to be required to prepare an 
EIA. Although the province still makes no formal 
recognition of the master plan, the Three Sisters 
development has triggered the creation of new 
legislation and standard processes designed to 
deal with this kind of development situation. 

Almost five years and several million study dol
lars later, Three Sisters Resorts Inc. has been allowed 
to subdivide 50 acres of land. Was it worth it? • 

PATRICIA MALONEY, A GRADUATE OF RYERSON POLYTECHNI
CAL INSTITUTE, HAS WORKED IN ALBERTA'S PRIVATE AND PUB
LIC SECTORS FOR THE PAST 17 YEARS. SHE CAN BE REACHED 
AT. URBAN SYSTEMS LTD., 140-2723 37TH AVE. N.E., CALGARY, 
ALBERTA TlY 3R8; (403) 291-1193. 
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des universites 

canadiennes 

et des universites 

francophones 

en Amerique, 

l'Universite Laval 

appuie le progres 

et I' ouverlure 

de la societe en 

allianl formation 

de qualite 

et developpement 

du savoir. 

LE SAVOIR DU MONDE 
PASSE PAR ICI 

PROFESSEURE • PROFESSEUR 
REGULIER 
TA.CHES 

Nous cherchons une ou un specialiste dans le domaine 
de I' environnement et de I' amenagement pour 
enseigner dans le cadre d'un programme 
interdisciplinaire de maitrise en amenagement du 
territoire et developpement regional (Programme 
ATDR) offert par le Departement d'amenagement. 
La personne choisie enseignera aussi dans le cadre 
d'un eventuel programme de doctorat offert par ce 
departement. Ses cours porteront sur l'environnement 
et l'amenagement ainsi que sur des sujets connexes, 
elle dirigera !es recherches des etudiantes et etudiants 
au niveau de la maitrise et eventuellement au doctorat, 
sollicitera des subventions de recherche et publiera ses 
resultats. La personne devra eventuellement assumer la 
direction du departement et du programme. 

QUALIFICATIONS REQUISES: 

La personne interessee: 

detient preferablement un doctorat en 
amenagement du territoire ou dans un domaine 
connexe, 

a deja acquis une experience pratique dans le 
domaine de l'amenagement du territoire, 

a deja demontre son potentiel en recherche 
tel que reconnu par !es pairs, 

- a deja demontre des habiletes de leadership. 

De plus, la personne a ou acquerra dans un delai 
raisonnable une connaissance fonctionnelle de la 
langue frarn;aise. 

AUTRES INFORMATIONS 

Les candidatures devront etre accompagnees d'un 
curriculum vitae et des noms et coordonnees de trois 
repondantes ou repondants. Les candidates et candidats 
sont egalement invites a soumettre des copies d'articles 
de revue, de rapports de recherche ou de tout autre 
document pouvant temoigner de leur capacite pour la 
recherche. 

Les candidatures seront envoyees avant le 9 mai 1994 a: 

Prof. Martin Lee-Gosselin 
Directeur, Departement d'amenagement 
1624, Pavilion Felix-Antoine-Savard 
Universite Laval 
Quebec (Quebec) Canada 
GlK 7P4 

Date prevue d'entree en fonction: le 1er septembre 1994 

Faculte d'architecture 
et d'amenagement 

Departement 
d' amenagement 

L'Universite Laval applique un programme d'acces a l'egalite en 
emploi. En accord avec les exigences du Ministere de I 'Immigration 
du Canada, cette offre est destinee en priorite aux citoyennes et 
citoyens canadiens et aux residentes et residents permanents du 
Canada. 
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25 Years of Planning 
at Ryerson 
Mitchell Kosny and Harvey Low, 
MCIP 

Ryerson's School of Urban 
and Regional Planning has seen 
many changes since it emerged 
from a planning program 
within the Department of Archi
tectural Science and Technology. 
Its first full academic year began 
in September 1969 in Toronto's 
Old City Hall annex building on 
Bay Street. Michael Kusner was 
the program director and only 
full-time faculty member, enrol
ment was a mere 18 students 
and the annual tuition was $320! 

By 1974, the school had con
solidated its location onto the 
main campus and was officially 
established as an independent de
partment within the Faculty of 
Community Services. Recogni
tion from CIPhad been granted in 
1973. Today the school boasts one 
of the largest professional under
graduate degree programs in 
North America. 

Curriculum 
The curriculum offers a combi

nation of professional, profession
ally-related and liberal arts studies 
courses. Recent interdisciplinary 
initiatives in public administra
tion, environmental management 
and health promotion have 
further enhanced the school's ap
proach to planning education. 

Practical experiences, field 
trips and camps, work place-

a: a m 

ments and exchanges with uni
versities around the world en
hance classroom studies. 

Partnerships forged outside 
the mainstream curriculum are 
also growing. The school offers 
courses with the Urban 
Development Institute and the 
Economic Development Coun
cil of Ontario. This year marks 
the first professional develop
ment course between Ryerson 
and the Ontario Professional 
Planners Institute. The result of 
the "theory plus practice" ap
proach is a richer, more compre
hensive educational milieu. 

As Ryerson expands its man
date as a university, the School 
of Urban and Regional Planning 
is looking at graduate degrees, 
an enhanced research role, in
creasing international activities, 
collaborative ventures with the 
public and private sectors and 
continuing professional devel
opment opportunities. 

Plans for the 25th anniversary 
(May 13-14) include a reception, 
address by the Honourable David 
Crombie, display of photos and 
memorabilia, alumni association 
meeting, discussion on planning 
education'sfutureatRyersonand 
a celebration dinner. • 

MITCHELL KOSNY IS DIRECTOR OF RY
ERSON'S SCHOOL OF URBAN AND RE
GIONAL PLANNING. HARVEY LOW 
(CLASS OF '85) IS A PLANNER WITH THE 
METRO TORONTO PLANNING DEPART
MENT. FOR INFORMATION ON THE 
EVENT, CALL THE SCHOOL AT: (416) 979-

5165; FAX: (416) 979-5357. 

-· ,VS,,, Ltftt1 

The Neighbourhoods of Sandalwood Garner an Award of 
Excellence 
Jury members for the City of Mississauga recently bestowed the highest award 
for urban design to Guthrie Muscovitch Architects. They had this to say about 
the project: It has a comfortable scale and the pedestrian user is not overpowered by the 
built form. The courtt;ard concept has a pleasing sense of arrival and creates useable 
spaces that are not determined by the automobile. The parking structure and common 
walkways with open sides is an innovative idea providing a naturally safe environment. 
Equally creative is the vi$ifor parking and multiple entrances from Bristol Road, which 
help reduce the expanse of vehicular routes common with similar developments. • 
For more information, contact Arthur Muscovitch at: (416) 252-5679. 
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MANCHETfES 
UN CONDENSE DES NOUVELLES 
EN URBANISME 

L'Ecole d'urbanisme 
de Ryerson celebre 
son 25e anniversaire 

Mitchell Kosny et Harvey Low, 
MICU 

L'Ecole d'urbanisme de Ryer
son a fait beaucoup de chemin 
depuis l' epoque ou le programme 
relevait du Departement des 
sciences et de la technologie de l' ar
chitecture. En premiere annee 
scolaire complete a debute en sep
tembre 1969 dans !'annexe de l'an
den hotel de ville de Toronto, sur la 
rue Bay. Michael Kusner etait le 
directeur du programme et le seul 
membre du corps professoral; 
seulementdix-huitetudiantsetaient 
inscrits et les £rais de scolarite an
nuels s' elevaient a 320 $ ! 

En 1974, l'ecole fut relogee 
dans le campus principal et 
devint un departement auto
nome au sein de la Faculte des 
services communautaires. L'ICU 
a reconnu offidellement le pro
gramme en 1973. Aujourd'hui, 
l'ecole est fiere d'offrir l'un des 
programmes professionnels de 
premier cycle les plus diversifies 
en Amerique du Nord. 

Programme d' etudes 
Le programme offre des cours 

en urbanisme et dans des 
domaines connexes ainsi qu'une 
formation generale. De recentes 
initiatives interdisciplinaires en 
administration publique, en ges
tion de l' environnement et en pro
motion de la sante ont apporte de 
nouvelles ameliorations a la 
methode d' enseignement. 

Des experiences pratiques, des 
travaux sur le terrain, des camps, 
des stages et des echanges avec 

des universites du monde en tier 
completent la formation offerte 
enclasse. 

Les partenariats etablis a l'ex
terieur du programme principal 
sont aussi de plus en plus nom
breux. L' ecole offre des cours en 
collaboration avec l'Institut 
d' amenagement urbain et avec le 
Conseil de developpement 
economique de !'Ontario. Cette 
annee, Ryerson et la Ontario Pro
fessional Planners Institute offrent 
conjointement leur premier cours 
de perfectionnement profession
nel. L'approche allie la theorie a la 
pratique et, ainsi, offre une forma
tion complete. 

A mesure que le mandat uni
v1;rsitaire de Ryerson s'elargit, 
l'Ecoled'urbanismeetudiela possi
bilite d'offrir des programmes 
menant a l' obtention de diplomes 
superieurs, d'accentuer son role 
dans le domaine de la recherche, 
d'accroitre ses activites intematio
nales, d' entreprendre des projets 
conjoints avec Jes secteurs public et 
prive et d' offrir des programmes 
d' education continue. 

Le 25e anniversaire (Jes 13 et 14 
mai) sera celebre par une recep
tion, un discours de !'honorable 
David Crombie, une exposition 
de photos et de souvenirs, une 
reunion de !'association des di
plomes, un debat sur l'avenir de 
I' enseignement a Ryerson et un 
banquet. • 

MITCHELL KOSNY EST DIRECTEUR DE 
L'ECOLE D'URBANISME DE RYERSON. 
HARVEY LOW EST URBANISTE AU SER
VICE D'URBANISME DE LA COMMU
NAUTE URBAINE DE TORONTO. POUR DE 
PLUS AMPLES RENSEIGNEMENTS AU 
SUJET DE CE 25' ANNIVERSAIRE, VEUIL
LEZ COMMUNIQUER AVEC L'ECOLE EN 
COMPOSANT LE (416) 979-5165 OU, PAR 
TELECOPIEUR, AU (416) 979-5357. 

Le quartier de Sandalwood obtient un prix d' excellence 
Recemment, Jes membres du jury de la Ville de Mississauga ont deceme le prix le 
plus prestigieux en design urbain a la firme d'architectes Guthrie Muscovitch. Void 
leur appreciation du projet: Ses dimensions son/ raisonnables et le pie/on ne se sent pas 
ecrase par /es dimensions des imme11bles. L'arrivee dans Ia cour est agreable et celle-ci 
compor/e des espaces fonctionnels qui ne sont pas detennines par /'automobile. La struchire 
abritant le stationnement, avec des voies pietonnieres communes, a acci!s ouvert, constihte 
une idee innovatrice et offr.e zme sec11rite naturelle. Tout a11ssi novateurs, le stationnement 
des visiteurs et /es m11lt1ples voies d'acces a la nte Bristol contrib11ent ii red11ire le resea11 
ro11tier des caracteristiq11es de ce genre de projet. • 
Pour de plus amples renseignements, veuillez communiquer avec Arthur 
Muscovitch, au (416) 252-5679. 
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Redefining Planning 
in New Brunswick 
Daniel Savard 

In 1992 the Government of 
New Brunswick established 
the Commission on Land 

Use and Rural Environment 
(CLURE) to study the state of 
the province with respect to 
land use and rural environmen
tal issues. CLURE released its 
final report in April 1993, with 
the Government accepting the 
majority of its recommenda
tions. Since then the govern
ment has begun steps to refine 
the role of community planning. 

The proposals in the CLURE 
submission centre on five areas: 
settlement issues; resource is
sues; environmental issues; 
decision-making; and structure 
and process for planning. The 
government's response in
cludes a set of provincial priori
ties. 

Analysis 
The planning structure for 

New Brunswick envisions three 
planning levels: province, plan
ning district and community. 
These three levels vary in terms 
of planning tools, responsibili
ties, area covered, administra
tion and mechanisms ofconsult
a tion. 

• Provincial Level 
Planning at the provincial 

level would be substantially 
modified. Regional planning is 
not well adapted to the provin
cial context; therefore, CLURE 
and the government propose to 
go with provincialland use poli
cies. These policies would direct 
planning at the district or local 
level, the present provincial reg
ulations being inadequate to 
reach this objective. 

The Community Planning Act 
(1973) considers regional plans 
as a co-ordination tool with local 
planning. "The division of the 
province into seven planning re
gions envisages the preparation 
and adoption of regional 
development plans for the pur
pose of co-ordinating planning, 
which is to occur within munic
ipalities in the region and the 
unincorporated areas therein." 
Up to now, no regional plan has 
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been adopted in the province. 
Current provincial regulations 
apply to buildings, in predeter
mined areas; to subdivisions, in 
villages without zoning by-laws 
or to lots that do not abut a pub
lic street in unincorporated 
areas; to setbacks, in villages 
without a zoning by-law or out
side an arterial or collector high
way in unincorporated areas; to 
the regulation of mobile home 
parks and sites, in unincor
porated areas only. 

Thirteen provincial policies 
were proposed by CLURE; 
however, in order to start the 
process with the most pressing 
planning policies, the Govern
ment proposed the implementa
tion of four provincial policies: 
settlement pa ttems; commercial 
and industrial siting; coastal 
zone planning; and floodplains. 
An interdepartmental planning 
committee of deputy ministers 
"would review and co-ordinate 
all land use and rural develop
ment issues and policies and 
make recommendations to the 
Policy and Priorities Committee 
of Cabinet." Recommendations 
to Cabinet would be sent after 
consultation with an advisory 
committee of people and groups 
directly affected by the im
p lemen ta tion of a specific 
policy. 

The responsibilities of the 
Land Use Planning Branch 
would change radically, to in
clude, but not be limited to, a 
provincial land use policy 
development process, district 
land use planning, and research 
and education relating to land 
use planning and development. 
Finally, the Community Planning 
Act would be amended accord
ingly. 

• District Level 
At the district level, the nine 

planning commissions would 
be replaced with 15 to 20 new 
district planning commissions, 
which would cover the entire 
province. The responsibilities of 
the commissions would be ex
panded. The preparation and 
implementation of district plans 
would be conducted by the 
commissions once a certain 
number of provincial policies 
are adopted. The Minister of 
Municipalities, Culture and 
Housing could extend to district 

Redefinir la 
planification au 
Nouveau-Brunswick 
Daniel Savard 

En 1992, le gouvernement 
du Nouveau-Brunswick 
mandata la Commission 

sur l'utilisation des terres et l' en
vironnement rural (CUTER), 
pour etudier la situation qui 
prevaut en matiere d'utilisation 
du sol et d' environnement rural 
clans la province. En acceptant la 
majorite des principes suggeres 
par la CUTER, le gouvernement 
signale qu'un virage important 
risque de s'amorcer en 1994 
clans le domaine de l' amenage-
ment du territoire au Nouveau
Brunswick. 

Les propositions sournises par 
la CUTER concement cinq sec
teurs principaux : amenagement 
des collectivites; ressources na
turelles; environnement; proces
sus de prise de decision; et struc
ture et processus d' amenagement. 
La reponse gouvernementale 
souligne les priorites de la pro
vince. 

Analyse 
La province, le district 

d' amenagement et la collectivite 
seront les trois niveaux d'ame-
nagement abordes clans le pro
cess us de planification. Le 
traitement de ces trois territoires 
varie en ce qui a trait aux instru
ments de planification, a l'at
tribution des responsabilites, au 
territoire affecte, a son adminis
tration et aux mecanismes de 
consultation. 

• Echelon provincial 
La planification a l'echelle de 

la province serait modifiee subs
tantiellement. D'une planifica
tion regionale peu adaptee au 
contexte provincial, la CUTER et 
le gouvernement proposent de 
se diriger vers la formulation de 
politiques provinciales, qui ser
viraient d'encadrement a l'ame-
nagement a l'echelle du district 
ou locale, les reglements pro
vinciaux actuels etant incapables 
d' atteindre cet objectif. 

La Loi sur l'urbanisme (1973) 
considere les plans regionaux 
comme un outil de coordination 
avec l'amenagement local: «La 
division de la province en sept 

regions d' amenagement repose 
sur l'etablissement et !'adop
tion de plans regionaux 
d' amenagement en vue de coor
donner les operations d' ame
nagement clans les municipa
lites et clans les secteurs non
constitues en municipalites». 
Jusqu'a present aucun plan re
gional n' a ete adopte par la pro
vince. Les reglements provin
ciaux deja adoptes s'appliquent: 
a la construction, clans des zones 
d'amenagement predetermi
nees; au lotissement, clans les 
villages sans reglements de 
zonage ou aux lots ne dormant 
pas sur une rue publique clans 
les territoires non incorpores; a 
la marge de recul clans les vil
lages sans reglements de zonage 
ou a l'exterieur des routes col
lectrices clans les territoires non 
incorpores; et aux pares et em
placements de maisons mobiles, 
mais clans les territoires non in
corpores seulement. 

Treize politiques provin
ciales ant ete proposees par la 
CUTER. Toutefois, de fac;on a 
debuter le processus avec les 
politiques provinciales les 
plus pressantes, le Gouverne
ment propose de rediger les 
quatre politiques provinciales 
suivantes : amenagement des 
collectivites, choix des sites 
commerciaux et industriels; 
amenagement de la zone cotie
re; et amenagement des plaines 
inondables. Un cornite interrni
nisteriel sur la planification et le 
developpement serait cree en 
vue «d'assurer la coordination 
entre les ministeres en tout ce 
qui a trait a la politique sur !'uti
lisation des terres». Ce cornite 
recommanderait au Cabinet les 
nouvelles politiques provin
ciales a pres avoir consulte, pour 
chacune des politiques specifi
ques, un comite consultatif 
forme des principaux interesses. 

La vocation de la direction 
provinciale de l'amenagement 
du territoire serait profonde
ment transformee. Ses res
ponsabilites comprendraient, 
sans toutefois s'y limiter, la 
formulation de politiques pro
vinciales sur l' amenagement du 
territoire, la planification de 
!'utilisation du sol clans les dis
tricts, la recherche et la forma
tion en matiere d'amenagement 
du territoire. Finalement, la Loi 
sur l'urbanisme serait modifiee 
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planning commissions the re
sponsibility at the district level. 

As an interim measure, it is 
proposed the present planning 
commissions and a temporary 
government agency administer 
planning in the communities. In 
the long term, it is proposed that 
the temporary rural planning 
agency be phased out as new 
district planning commissions 
are established. 

• Local Level 
At the local level, the creation 

of a "rural community" would 
fill the needs expressed by cer
tain communities to take charge 
of their own affairs with respect 
to planning as mentioned by 
certain Local Service Districts 
(LSD). The Government pro
poses that members of the rural 
community be elected in the 
same fashion as current munici
pal councillors. 

The process for adoption of 
municipal plans or basic plan
ning statements for municipali
ties works fairly well. The pro
vince is proposing that munici
palities have the option to be 
only regulated through a district 
plan and provincial policies. 

In 1993, 111 of the province's 
118 municipalities had a munic
ipal plan or basic planning state
ments. Currently, the majority of 
unincorporated areas (outside 
municipalities) have no plan
ning instruments. Only 25 to 30 
LSDs out of 291 have planning 
regulations in place. A partial 
explanation can be attributed to 
an unwillingness for certain 
LSDs to take charge of their own 
affairs. This, combined with a 
lack of resources, monetary or 
human, to prepare and facilitate 

the process of adopting regula
tions and when started, the 
length of time required to apply 
such documents contribute to a 
lack of local planning. In order 
to resolve this situation, the pro
vincial government proposes 
that a rural plan be adopted by 
ministerial order or by the 
elected committee for the rural 
community. 

Conclusion 
A legislative committee is 

currently holding public hear
ings to define the mechanisms 
that will best reach the objec
tives outlined in the govern
ment's response to CLURE. Im
plementation based on recom
mendations from the consult
ation process should follow. All 
the necessary infrastructure for 
implementing the changes 
should be in place by the end of 
1998. 

Important structural changes 
in planninghappenonlyevery20 
years. Thus, it is important to 
prepare the implementation pe
riod well. As the transition pe
riod will be difficult, the 
Government will be promoting 
public and continuing educa
tion for planners and others 
working in a planning environ
ment in order to lower re
sistance to change. • 

DANIEL SAVARD IS WITH THE LAND USE 
PLANNING BRANCH, OF THE NEW 
BRUNSWICK DEPARTMENT OF MUNICI
PALITIES, CULTURE AND HOUSING. 
FOR A COMPLETE UPDATE, READERS 
MAY CONTACT HIMAT: (506) 453-2171. A 
FOLLOW-UP ARTICLE WILL FEATURE 
THE OFFICIAL RESPONSE OF THE PRO
VINCIAL GOVERNMENT. THANKS TO 
KENTON E. KINNEY FOR HELP WITH 
THE TRANSLATION. 

CLARIFICATION/ CORRECTION 
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Editor's Note: In the January issue of Plan Canada the 
price of the Model Land Use By-law was quoted as $10. This 
price is not correct. The cost is $12.84 (GST and postage 
included). 

N.D.L.R. : Dans la livraison de janvier de Plan Canada, 
le prix indique pour le Reglement type en matiere d' occupa
tion du sol etait 10 $. Ce prix est incorrect. Le cout est de 
12, 84 $ (TPS et frais de poste compris). 

en vue de refleter les objectifs a 
atteindre. 

• Echelon du district 
A l'echelle du district, les 

neuf commissions d'urbanisme 
actuelles passeraient a 15 ou 20 
et s'etendraient a toute la pro
vince. Les nouvelles commis
sions de district verraient leurs 
responsabilites accrues. Le gou
vernemen t propose que ces 
commissions soient aussi res
ponsables de la preparation et 
de la mise en oeuvre du plan de 
district, lorsque certaines poli
tiques provinciales auront ete 
elaborees. Le ministere des 
Municipalites, de la Culture et 
de !'Habitation pourrait ac
corder a ces commissions une 
telle responsabilite. 

Comme mesure interimaire, 
il est propose que les presentes 
commissions d'urbanisme de 
meme qu'une agence gouver
nementale provisoire gerent les 
questions d'urbanisme dans les 
collectivites. L'agence gouver
nementale serait progressive
ment eliminee avec la creation 
de nouvelles commissions d'ur
banisme. 

• Echelon local 
A l'echelle de la collectivite, 

la creation d'une nouvelle en
tite, la communaute rurale, re
pondrait a un besoin de prise en 
charge en matiere d'amenage
ment par la communaute, ex
prime par certains Districts de 
services locaux (DSL). Le Gou
vemement propose que les re
presentants de la communaute 
rurale soient elus de la meme 
maniere que les conseillers 
municipaux. 

Le processus d'adoption de 
plans ou de Declaration des 
perspectives d'urbanisme pour 
les municipalites fonctionne 
relativement bien. Selon la pro
position gouvemementale, une 
municipalite aurait la possibilite 
de n'etre reglementee que par 
un plan de district et des poli
tiques provinciales. 

En 1993, 111 municipalites 
sur 118 avaient un plan ou une 
«Declaration des perspectives 
d'urbanisme». De fac;:on gene
rale, le milieu non incorpore fait 
figured' enfant pauvre en ce qui 
concerne l'urbanisme. Seule
ment 25 a 30 DSLs sur 291 ont un 
reglement a cet egard. Les 

principales raisons motivant ce 
bas taux d' amenagement sont la 
faible implication de certains 
DSL a la prise en charge de leurs 
propres affaires, le manque de 
ressources, monetaires et hu
maines, pour adoption de re
glements et la longue periode 
d' attente avant que le document 
ne puisse etre applique. Dans le 
but de regler ce probleme, le 
gouvernement provincial pro
pose qu'un plan rural soit 
adopte par ordre ministeriel OU 

par le comite elu de la collec
tivite rurale. 

Conclusion 
La consultation publique se 

poursuit afin de definir les mo
yens d'atteindre les objectifs 
proposes. La mise en oeuvre 
devrait prendre en compte les 
recommandations issues des 
consultations publiques. L'in
frastructure necessaire a la mise 
en oeuvre des changements pre
conises devrait etre mise en 
place d'ici la fin de 1998. 

Des changements d'ordre 
structure! aussi importants ne 
s'operent habituellement que 
tousles 20 ans. 11 est done impor
tant de bien preparer cette perio
de demise en oeuvre. La periode 
interimaire pourrait s'averer 
difficile a franchir. Le gouveme
ment devrait developper des 
programmes d'education de la 
population neo-brunswickoise 
en matiere de planification com
munautaire et de formation con
tinue des urbanistes en vue d'at
tenuer la resistance au change
ment. • 

DANIEL SAVARD EST A L'EMPLOI DE LA 
PLANIFICATION DE L'UTILISATION DES 
TERRES, MINISTERE DES MUNICIPA
LITES, DE LA CULTURE ET DE L'HABITA
TION DU NOUVEAU-BRUNSWICK. 
POUR INFORMATION : (506) 453-2171. 
DANS UN PROCHAIN ARTICLE IL SERA 
PRESENT£ LA REPONSE OFFICIELLE DU 
GOUVERNEMENT PROVINCIAL. RE
MERCIEMENT A KENTON E. KINNEY 
POUR L'AIDE EN TRADUCTION. 
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CROSS-COUNTRY CHECKUP/AUX QUATRE COINS DU PAYS 
NOV A SCOTIA/ 
NOUVELLE-ECOSSE 

The Nova Scotia Government 
has set April 2, 1995, as the target 
date for municipal reform. Part of 
the reform package includes a re
allocation of services. 

For the most part, there is 
agreement on what responsi
bilities belong to the province 
and what belong to municipali
ties. The province will take over 
the full costs of social services, 
justice and health, while munic
ipal governments will take over 
police and some local roads, and 
contribute to the cost of other 
local roads. Municipalities will 
continue to share in the cost of 
corrections. Most shared-cost 
programs will end. The general 
operating grant and emergency 
funding for municipal units that 
have difficulty making ends 
meet will also help pay for the 
shift in responsibilities. 

A new government com
mittee is to meet periodically to 
discuss issues and progress 
toward an agreement on pro
vincial/ municipal service ex
change. As well, several work
ing committees involving pro
vincial and municipal staff will 
be established ti) ensure munic
ipal participation in the 
development of implementa
tion plans. 

For copies of Provincial
Municipal Service Exchange, con
tact Cathy McPhee, Nova Scotia 
Department of Municipal Af
fairs; (902) 424-6759. 

Le Gouvernement de la Nou
velle-Ecosse a fixe au 2 avril 1995 
la date cible de la reforrne munici
pale, qui prevoit notamment une 
nouvelle repartition des services. 

En general, la province et les 
municipalites s' entendent sur leurs 
responsabilites respectives. La pro
vince assumera le coat comp/et des 
services sociaux, de la justice et de 
la sante, tandis que les administra
tions municipales prendront en 
charge le coat des services de police 
et de certaines routes locales, con
tribuant en partie aux coats des 
mttres routes locales. Les munici
palites continueront d' assumer une 
part du coat des services correc
tion ne ls. La plupart des pro-
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grammes a coats partages pren
dront fin. La subvention de fonc
tionnement generale et I' aide finan
ciere d'urgence accordee aux 
municipalites qui ant de la diffi
culte a joindre les deux bouts aider
ant egalement a absorber le coat du 
changernent de responsabilites. 

Un nouveau comite gouver
nemental doit se reunir periodique
rnent pour discuter des difficultes et 
des progres en vue d' en arriver a un 
accord sur un echange de services 
entre le gouvernernent provincial et 
les municipalites. En outre, plu
sieurs comites de travail formes de 
representants de la province et des 
municipalites seront constitues 
pour assurer la participation 
municipale a I' elaboration des mo
dalites de mise en oeuvre de la re
forme. 

Pour obtenir un exemplaire du 
document Provincial-Municipal 
Service Exchange, veuillez com
muniquer avec Cathy McPhee, au 
ministere des Affajres municipales 
de la Nouvelle-Ecosse, en com
posant le (902) 424-6759. 

NEW BRUNSWICK/ 
NOUVEAU-BRUNSWICK 

After its election in 1987, 
Frank McKenna' s Liberal 
government published Towards 
the Year 2000: An Economic 
Development Strategy for New 
Bnmswick, which states that the 
government is committed to 
helping the regions define their 
development objectives and 
priori ties. 

Provincial planners and 
planning boards made repre
sentations to the government, 
which brought the Environ
ment Minister and the Minister 
of Municipalities, Culture and 
Housing to announce in 
January 1992, at the beginning 
of the second Liberal mandate, 
the establishment of the Com
mission on Land Use and Rural 
Environment (CLURE). After 
more than a year of discussions 
with interest groups and re
gional public consultations, 
CLURE submitted its brief in 
April 1993. 

The Government's Response of 
November 1993, which is the re
sult of public hearings held in 
February 1994 by an ad hoc 

legislative committee, recom
mends a number of measures, 
including: the development of 
provincial planning policies, a 
new Planning Act, the estab
lishment province-wide of rural 
communities with legislative 
authority for planning, as well 
as new responsibilities and in
creased resources for planning 
boards. 

Apres son election en 1987, le 
gouvernement liberal de Frank 
McKenna a publie Vers l'an 2000, 
Une Strategie de developpe
ment economique pour le Nou
veau-Brunswick dans lequel ii est 
indique que le gouvernernent s'en
gage a assumer le role de catalyseur 
pour aider les regions a definir leurs 
objectifs et priorites en matiere de 
developpement. 

Les urbanistes et les Commis
sions d'aminagernent de la province 
ant fait des representations aupres du 
gouvernernent qui ant arnenes les 
Ministres de /'Environnement et de 
Municipalites, Culture et Habita
tion, en janvier 1992, des les premiers 
mois du deuxierne mandat liberal, a 
annoncer la creation de la Commis
sion sur /'utilisation des terres et I' en
vironnernent rural (CUTER). Apres 
plus d'un an de discussions avec des 
groupes d'interet et des seances de 
consultations publiques, en region, la 
CUTER presentait son mernoire en 
avril 1993. 

La Reponse du gouvemement 
de novembre 1993, qui a ete l'objet 
d'audiences publiques par un cornite 
special de I' assemblee legislative, en 
fevrier 1994, prevoit, entre autres : 
I' etablissernent de politiques provin
ciales en matiere d'arnenagement, 
une nouvelle Loi sur l'urbanisme, 
la creation de communautes rurales 
avec pouooirs legislatife en matiere 
d' amenagernentpour englober tout le 
territoire provincial ainsi que de nou
velles responsabilites et plus de res
sources pour les commissions 
d' amenagernent. 

ONTARIO I ONTARIO 
Responding to the final re

port of the Sewell Commission, 
Ontario's Minister of Municipal 
Affairs, Ed Philip, has an
nounced his intention to reform 
Ontario's land use planning 
system. A major focus of the 

proposed reforms is the articu
lation of a provincial vision, in 
the form of provincial policy 
statements, that will guide or 
direct land use decision
making. 

Provincial policy statements 
- statements on flood plain 
planning, mineral aggregate re
sources, housing and wetlands 
are currently in force - are not 
new in Ontario. What is new, 
however, is Ontario's intention 
to adopt a comprehensive set of 
statements grouped under 
seven headings: natural heri
tage, environmental protection 
and hazard policies; commu
nity development and infra
structure; housing; agricultural 
land; conservation; mineral and 
petroleum resources; and inter
pretation and implementation. 
With the exception of housing 
(which it wants to strengthen) 
the government does not intend 
to change the substance of ex
isting policy statements. 

What might be affected, 
however, is the language of the 
Planning Act, requiring that 
land use decisions by munici
palities and the Ontario Munic
ipal Board (0MB) "be consistent 
with" (as opposed to "shall 
have regard to") the provincial 
policy statements. There will in
evitably be conflicts between 
competing policies. However, 
the province suggests that in 
some cases the wording of the 
statements will make it obvious 
how to resolve them. 

By adopting a comprehen
sive set of policies, the province 
hopes "to remove uncertainty 
so that those involved in 
making planning decisions and 
those making planning applica
tions will know what is accept
able under provincial policy." 
Within this context, "munici
palities will make development 
decisions and the 0MB will re
solve disputes." 

Copies of A New Approach to 
Land Use Planning are available 
from the Communications 
Branch, Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs, 17th Fl., 777 Bay St., 
Toronto, Ont. MSG 2E5; (416) 
585--7041; (416) 585-6227. 
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En reponse au rapport final de 
la Commission Sewell, le ministre 
des Affaires municipales de /'On
tario, M. Ed Philip, a annonce son 
intention de reformer le S1Jsteme de 
planification de /'occupation du sol 
en Ontario. Un aspect important 
des modifications proposees est I' ar
ticulation d'une vision, sous la 
forme d'enonces de principes pro
vinciaux, qui guidera la prise de 
decisions relatives a I' occupation 
du sol. 

Les €nonces de principes pro
vinciaux ne constituent pas un ele
ment nouveau en Ontario. En effet, 
certaines portent deja sur la plani
fication des plaines inondables, /es 
reserves de granulats mineraux, le 
logement et /es terres humides. Ce
pendant, ce qui est nouveau, c' est 
/'intention manifestee par /'On
tario d' adopter 1111 ensemble 
comp let d' €nonces regroupes sous 
sept rubriques : le patrimoine na
tu rel et la protection de l'en
vironnement; le developpement 
communautaire et les infrastn1c
tures urbaines; le logement; /es 
terres arables; la conservation; les 
reserves de mineraux et de petrole; 
!'interpretation et la mise en 
oeuvre. Le gouvernement n'a pas 
!'intention de modifier fondamen
talement les €nonces de principes 
actuels, a I' exception de celui qui 
porte sur le logement, qu'il desire 
renforcer. 

Toutefois, ce qui pourrait etre 
touche, c' est le libelle de la Loi sur 
l'amenagement du ten'itoire, selon 
lequel les decisions en matiere d' oc
cupation du sol prises par les 
municipalites et par la Commission 
des affaires municipales de /'On
tario doivent maintenant «etre 
compatibles avec» les €nonces de 
principes provinciaux (au lieu de 
«doivent tenir compte» de ceux-ci). 
II y aura inevitablement des co1iflits 
entre les politiques concurrentes. 
Cependant, la province estime que, 
dans certains cas, le libelle en ren
dra la resolution evidente. 

En adoptant un ensemble 
comp/et d'enonces de principes, la 
province espere «eliminer /'incerti
tude, afin que ceux qui prennent 
part a la prise de decisions en mat
iere d'urbanisme et ceux qui /es ap
pliquent saclient ce qui est accep
table en vertu de la politique pro
vinciale». Dans ce contexte, «/es 
municipalites prendront des deci
sions en matiere d'amenagement et 
la Commission des affaires munici-
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pales de /'Ontario resoudra /es con
flits». 

On peut se procurer un exem
plaire du document A New Ap
proach to Land Use Planning en 
s' adressant a la Direction des com
munications, ministere desAffaires 
municipales, 1r etage, 777 rue 
Bay, Toronto (Ontario) MSG 2E5; 
(416) 585-7041; (416) 585-6227. 

*** 
IPCF Properties Inc., Lo

blaws' and Costco Wholesale 
Corporation's property man
agement group, was ordered by 
the 0MB to pay a $350,000 com
pensatory cash award to the 
City of Brampton and First Gulf 
Management Inc. IPCF Proper
ties objected to Brampton's 
plans to develop a site owned by 
First Gulf Management for a 
112,000 ft2 Costco Retail Ware
house Club. Satisfied the city 
had acted reasonably and pro
fessionally in amending its 
planning documents, the 0MB 
felt the city deserved compensa
tion. The Board was also of the 
opinion that the 110-day hear
ing was an unreasonable length 
of time for an appeal and that 
the conduct of IPCF and Costco 
made the hearing an expensive, 
time-consuming one. Costs 
were awarded at a daily rate of 
$2,500 for each day beyond the 
reasonable timeframe of 40 
days, with IPCF having to pay 
$245,000 (70 percent ofthe costs) 
and Costco the remaining 
$105,000. The award is to be 
shared equally between the city 
and First Gulf Management. 

La Commission des affaires 
municipales de /'Ontario a ordonne 
a IPCF Properties Inc., a Loblaws' 
et au groupe de gestion immobiliere 
de Costco Wholesale Corporation 
de verser une compensation de 350 
000 $ en especes a la Ville de 
Brampton et a First Gulf Manage
ment Inc. IPCF Properties s'etait 
opposee a /'intention manifestee par 
la Ville de Brampton d'amenager 
un terrain detenu par First Gulf 
Management pour y construire wi 
magasin grande suiface Costco de 
112 000 pieds carres. Apres avoir 
juge que la Ville avait agi de fa9011 
raisonnable et professionnelle 
lorsqu'elle a modifie ses documents 
d'urbanisme, la Commission des af
faires municipales de /'Ontario a 

decide qu'elle meritait une indem
nite. La commission etait egale
ment d'avis que /es 110 jours qu'a 
dure I' audience constituaient wi 
delai deraisonnable pour 1111 appel 
et que ce delai et /es couts eleves 
qu'il a entrafnes etaient attribua
bles a la conduite d'IPCF et de 
Costco. Elle a condamne /es parties 
aux depens de 2 500 $ pour chaque 
jour additionnel excedant le delai 
raisonnable de 40 jours, l'IPCF 
devant verser 245 000 $ (70 pour 
cent des depens) et Costco, /es 
105 000 $ restants. Le montant ad
juge doit etre partage egalement 
entre la Ville et First Gulf Manage
ment. 

MANITOBA I MANITOBA 
As a result of close co-opera

tion between the Department of 
City Planning and the Manitoba 
Association of the Canadian In
stitute of Planners, an intem
shi p program has been 
developed for masters students 
in the city planning program. Its 
purpose is to provide oppor
tunities for students to assist the 
transition from school to pro
fessional planner, by trans
planting knowledge into effec
tive action, through a field 
placement. The internship pro
gram is an integral component 
of urban development, which is 
the final required course of the 
Masters of City Planning pro
gram. 

The internship component of 
the course lasts six weeks, with 
the student working full-time, 
withoutpay, under the direction 
of a field supervisor. MACIP's 
role is to identify and confirm 
placement opportunities and 
field supervisors. 

Response from supervisors 
and students alike to the pro
gram - now in its third year -
has been positive. 

Grace a une etroite collabora
tion entre le departement d'ur
banisme et la MACIP, wi pro
gramme de stages en entreprise a 
ete mis en surpied a /'intention des 
etudiants a la maftrise en ur
banisme. Ce programme vise a 
faciliter la transition de l'universite 
a la pratique de l'urbanisme, en per
mettant aux etudiants d' appliquer 
efficacement leurs connaissances. 
Le programme de stages en entre
prise fait partie integrante du cours 

d'amenagement urbain, qui est le 
dernier cours obligatoire de la 
maftrise en urbanisme. 

Au cours du stage en entreprise, 
qui dure six semaines, l'etudiant 
travaille a plein temps sans re
muneration, sous la direction d'un 
superviseur. Le role de la MACIP 
consiste a trouver et a confirmer /es 
possibilites d'emploi et a attester la 
participation des superviseurs. 

La reaction des superviseurs et 
des etudiants au programme, qui en 
est maintenant a sa troisieme 
annee, a ete positive. 

ALBERTA/ ALBERTA 
The Alberta Association, CIP 

(AACIP) membership met with 
the Minister of Municipal Af
fairs in February about changes 
in planning in Alberta. Provin
cial budget restraints and 
changing priori ties are affecting 
existing planning structures. 
The Association's role as a key 
stakeholder in the review 
process for Alberta's Planning 
Act was confirmed. 

En Jevrier, des membres de 
l'AACIP ont rencontre le ministre 
des Affaires municipales pour dis
cuter de I' evolution de I' urbanisme 
en Alberta. Les restrictions 
budgetaires provinciales et le 
changement des priorites touchent 
/es structures actuelles de I' ur
banisme. L'importance du role que 
doit jouer /'Association dans lepro
cessus de refonte de la Loi sur 
l'amenagement du territoire de 
/'Alberta a ete confinnee. • 

Note: Short news items 
summarizing planning is
sues that may be of interest 
nationally are welcome, as 
are short items about late 
developments in affiliates. 
Please fax your items to 
Heather Lang-Runtz, Plan 
Canada: (613) 623-5179. 

Remarque : Nous vous invi
tons a nous faire parvenir de 
breves nouvelles d'interet 
national ainsi que de brefs arti
cles sur /es activites des associa
tions affiliees. Veuillez envoyer 
VOS articles par telecopieur a 
Heather Lang-Runtz, Plan 
Canada, (613) 623-5179. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS AND NEWS 

FROM THE INSTITUTE 
ANNONCES ET NOUVELLES DE 
L'INSTITUT 

CIP's Strategic and 
Business Plan: 
Highlights 

Last year CIP adopted a 
strategic and business 
plan, which is to be re

vised at every National Council 
meeting. The top nine priorities 
highlighted by Council for 
1993-94 are: 
• prepare and publicize position 
papers on current issues; 
• develop a continuing pro
fessional development program; 
• use Plan Canada and other 
media to inform and stimulate 
dialogue among members; 
• develop and implement a 
communications strategy; 
• promote CIP' s 75th anniversary; 
• review the Statement of Values 
and Code of Professional Conduct; 
• complete discussion of written 
exam and the portfolio option; 
• work with affiliates to main
tain consistent membership 
standards and MCIP portabil
ity; and 
• promote a stronger relation
ship and membership drive 
with the Corporation profes
sionelle des urbanistes du Que
bec (CPUQ). 

Many of the activities are 
well under way. You will be 
hearing about others as time 
passes. A copy of the plan (full 
text in English; summary in 
French) is available from the 
national office. 

Latin American 
Collaborative Forum, 
May 9-June 3 

This CIP-sponsored forum 
brings together 10 planners, 
three from Canada and seven 
from Latin America. They will 
work through three modules: 
democratization, citizen in
volvement in planning and 
development; planning and 
development of the inner city 
for poverty alleviation; and en
vironmental sustainability and 

Plan Canada 

the development of metropoli
tan regions. 

The program is funded by 
the CIDA Management for 
Change Program and is 
delivered through the Univer
sity of British Columbia's 
Centre for Human Settlements. 
For further information, contact 
Dave Witty, MCIP, at CHS: (604) 
822-2568. 

New Visions in 
Urban 
Transportation, April 
24-26 

This working symposium 
will' create an Agenda for Ac
tion: a set of strategies to achieve 
a new transportation vision 
within the realities of shrinking 

Plan strategique de 
l'ICU : faits saillants 

L'an dernier, !'ICU a 
adopte un plan stra
tegique d' entreprise, qui 

sera remis a I' etude a chaque 
reunion du Conseil national. 
Void !es neuf sujets auxquels le 
Conseil veut donner la priorite 
pour l'annee 1993-1994: 
• preparation et publicite des 
enonces d' opinion sur des sujets 
d'actualite; 
• elaboration d'un programme 
de developpement profession
nel continu; 
• distribution d'information et 
stimulation du dialogue entre 
!es membres, par l'intermedi
aire de Plan Canada et d'autres 
medias; 

-CANA~OP 
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• elaboration et mise en oeuvre 
d' une strategie de communica
tion; 
• promotion du 75e anniversaire 
de !'ICU; 
• revision de l'Enonce des valeurs 
morales et du Code de deontologie; 
• poursuite de l'etude sur l'exa
men ecrit et !'option de port
folio; 
• collaboration avec !es associa
tions affiliees, destinee a main
tenir des normes d'adhesion 
uniformes et la transferabilite 
des membres; 
• renforcement des liens avec la 
Corporation professionnelle des 
urbanistes du Quebec (CPUQ) 
et promotion de !'adhesion de 
nouveaux membres. 

La p lupart de ces projets sont 
deja bien lances. Vous serez 
tenus au courant des autres au 
fur et a mesure. Vous pouvez 
vous procurer un exemplaire du 
plan (texte en anglais et resumes 
en frarn;ais) aupres du bureau 
national. 

Forum de 
collaboration avec 
I' Amerique latine, du 
9 mai au 3 juin 

Ce forum parraine par !'ICU 
reunit 10 urbanistes, dont trois 
sont originaires du Canada et sept 
d' Amerique la tine. Les themes 
des differents modules sont : la 
democratisation, la participation 
des citoyens a l'amenagement et 
a la planification; l'amenagement 
et le developpement du centre
ville pour le soulagement de la 
pauvrete; et la viabilite de l'en
vironnement et le developpe
ment des regions metropoli
taines. 

Le projet est finance par le 
Programme de promotion de la 
gestion de I' ACDI et realise par 
l'intermediaire du Center for 
Human Settlements de l'univer
site de Colombie-Britannique. 
Pour de plus amples renseigne
ments, communiquer avec 
Dave Witty, MICU, au CHS 
(604) 822-2568. 
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budgets. It will bring together 
mayors and regional chairs, 
councillors, senior planning and 
transportation professionals, 
provincial and federal govern
ment representatives, transit 
operators, motorists and park
ing operators, couriers and 
truckers, real estate developers 
and alternative transportation 
experts. 

CIP is co-sponsoring this 
symposium with the Transpor
tation Association of Canada 
and the Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities. Further infor
mation is available from John 
Hartman, Transportation Asso
ciation of Canada, 2323 St. 
Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, Ontario 
KlG 4K6; (613) 736---1350. 

News From Your 
Student 
Representative 

An e-mail directory of plan
ners in Canada is being compiled. 
To be included, contact Jenny 
Beran at beranjm@tuns.ca. 

Information about work
ing in Britain and the U.S. 
was collected from the Royal 
Town Planning Institute and 
American Institute of Cer
tified Planners. For more in
formation, contact Jenny 
Beran at (902) 425-1565 or 
#18-5161 South Street, Hali
fax, N.S. B3J 1A2. • 

Sylvia Franke 
Executive Director 

1994 A ~VARDS FOR PLANNING 
EXCELLENCE 

New application forms are available from 
CIP. Call 1-800-207-2138. 

Submission deadline: June 15, 1994 

PRIX D'EXCELLENCE EN URBANISJJfE 
1994 

V ous pouvez vous procurer les nouveaux 
formulaire en appelant !'ICU au numero 
1-800-207-2138. 

Date limite: le 15 juin 1994 

Nouvelles visions 
dans le transport 
urbain : 24 au 26 
avl'il 

Ce symposium a pour objet 
de mettre sur pied un plan d'ac
tion, d 'elaborer des strategies re
pondan ta une nouvelle vision 
du transport, compte tenu des 
restrictions budgetaires gener
ali sees. Il rassemblera des 
maires et des responsables re
gionaux, des conseillers munici
paux, des urbanistes et des spe
cialistes chevronnes du trans
port, des representants des gou
vemements federal et provinci
aux, des representants des auto
mobilistes et des proprietaires 
de stationnements, de mes
sageries et d' entreprises de 
camionnage, des promoteurs 
immobiliers et des specialistes 
de transports alternatifs. 

L'ICU parraine ce symposium 
conjointement avec !'Association 
des transports du Canada et la 
Federation canadienne des 
municipalites. Pour de plus 
amples renseignements, com
muniquez avec John Hartman, 

Association des transports du 
Canada, 2323 boul. Saint
Laurent, Ottawa (Ontario), KlG 
4K6; (613) 736---1350. 

Nouvelles de votre 
representante 
etudiante 

Un repertoire electronique 
des urbanistes canadiens est en 
cours de compilation. Si vous 
voulez y etre inscrit, com
muniquez avec Jenny Beran au 
beranj@tuns.ca. · 

Nous avons reuni de !'infor
mation sur !es possibilites de 
travail en Grande-Bretagne et aux 
Etats-Unis, fournie par le Royal 
Town Planning Institute et 
!' American Institute of Certified 
Planners. Communiquez avec 
Jenny Beran au (902) 425-1565 ou 
n° 18-5161 South Street, Halifax, 
N.-E. B3J 1A2. • 

Sylvia Franke 
Directrice generale 

800 Number/ Numero 800 
CIP now has an 800 number (1-800-207-2138), 
which will provide easier nationwide access to 

the national office. 

Le bureau national de l'ICU est maintenant 
facilement accessible par un numero 800 

(1-800-207-2138). 

We welcome the following new Full and Provisional Members to the Institute: 
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Nous souhaitons la bienvenue au sein de l'Institut aux nouveaux membres et membres provisoires suivants: 

Members/Membres 
Clos, Astrid J., Guelph, ON 

Fletcher, Greg, Prince Rupert, BC 
Grant, Judith L., Brampton, ON 

Greene, Jeffrey, Grande Prairie, AB 
Gourley, Connie, Edmonton, AB 

Guzzi, Joseph, Markham, ON 
Kaye, C. Bradley, Cayuga, ON 
Korman, Clifford, Toronto, ON 

Lintem, Gregg James, Toronto, ON 

Piombini, Marino, Burnaby, BC 
Popovich, Nicholas, Bracebridge, ON 
Sellars, Gary R., Richmond Hill, ON 

Straka, Alena, Vancouver, BC 
Yanchula, James Allen, Toronto, ON 

Provisional members/Membres provisoires 
Abbs, James R., Wasaga Beach, ON 
Dobrindt, Ian C., St. Catherines, ON 

Hugo, Walter A., Toronto, ON 

•:• 

Kitzelmann, Mark R., Downs view, ON 
Lam, Sai-Man, North York, ON 

Main, Catherine J ., Dartmouth, NS 
Pounder, Kathryn E., Brampton, ON 

Rawlinson, David W., Mississauga, ON 
Richichi, Omelia, North York, ON 

Skelton, Ian M., Waterloo, ON 
Wong,Joannes, Winnipeg,MB 
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FOLIO 
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS IN 
THE U.S.: SUSTAINING 
UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT 

by Willem van Vliet, Centre 
for Urban and Community 
Studies, University of 
Toronto, 1991, 81 pp., $6. 

Reviewed by Steve Patrinick 

Mostplannersareawareof 
assertions that current 
development patterns 

are environmentally unsustain
able. Most planners are also aware 
that in the U.S., the benefits of 
development are distributed un
evenly among social and econ
omic classes. (Arguably, the same 
statements could apply to 
Canada.) In Human Settlements in 
the U.S.: Sustaining Uneven 
Development, Willem van Vliet at
tempts to demonstrate how these 
two issues are linked to each other 
and to the political and economic 
characteristics that define the U.S. 
as a nation. 

Van Vliet conceptualizes 
human settlements as "involv
ing interactions between three 
systems formed by, respectively, 
human organization, built en
vironment and natural environ
ment." It is the author's stated 
intention to discuss the intersec
tion of the three systems (pp. 3-4). 

Van Vliet's analysis of the 
U.S. situation consists of several, 
often disconnected, arguments. 
In the introduction, he discusses 
how statistics have been used 
selectively to promote the view 
that the human settlements of 
the U.S. have a high quality of 
life. This view is then contrasted 
with statistics that show increas
ing polarization between rich 
and poor in the U.S. 

Van Vliet summarizes the 
history of human settlement in 
the U.S. He documents the man
ner in which historical develop
ments were shaped by the na
tion's economic and transporta
tion systems. He discusses mi
gration to the nation's suburbs 
and "sunbelt" areas, as well as 
demographic trends, such as ra-
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cial composition, aging and 
changing household types. 

A discussion of global 
warming begins with "dooms
day" scenarios and concludes 
with an analysis of the as
sociated equity questions. For 
example, if changes in climate 
from the greenhouse effect 
benefit some regions and harm 
others, should there be com
pensation? This reviewer im
agines that if and when global 
doomsday arrives, govern
ments will have more impor
tant things to worry about. 

The next section discusses 
pressure points that confront U.S. 
settlements, including housing 
affordability and discrimination, 
automobile dependency and 
waste disposal. The author's ar
guments are well supported by 
comparative statistics and histori
cal summaries. 

The author then attempts to 
connect all of these problems to 
the U.S. political and economic 
systems, characterized by 
market capitalism, commodifi
cation and fragmentation of 
government authority. Current 
trends to privatization and de
centralization are portrayed as 
contributing to a worsening of 
these problems. Van Vliet cor
rectly asserts that the U.S. politi
cal/ economic culture is more re
ceptive to environmental con
cerns than to concerns of equity 
("uneven development"). 

The conclusion consists of 
four sets of observations. First, 
having failed to prove whether 
"uneven" development can or 
cannot be sustained, the author 
narrows his definition of sus
tainable development to that 
which" should be sustained" (p. 
53). Thus, the central question 
posed by the title of this work 
remains unanswered. Further
more, having admitted the 
American people's distaste for 
overturning market outcomes, 
Van Vliet has in effect stated that 
his preference for what "should 
be sustained" takes precedence 
over theirs. 

LECTURES 
LIVRES ET PUBLICATIONS 

Following the author's line 
of reasoning, when planners 
determine that they do (or do 
not) like something, they may 
conveniently incorporate it into 
criteria for sustainability! Never 
mind that feudalism sustained 
itself for centuries (and the rea
sons for its failure were not eco
logical) while egalitarian social
ism collapsed after just 75 years 
(leaving behind much en
vironmental damage). 

While insisting that "in
equities undermine sustain
able development" (p. 53), the 
author acknowledges that 
policies intended to improve 
or preserve the environment 
can have regressive effects. 
Van Vliet resolves this contra
diction by concluding "proper 
consideration of distributive 
consequences is a frequently 
overlooked but essential part 
of sustainable development" 
(pp. 53-54). 

The second set of observations 
concerns the "cross-national per
spective." The author admits out
comes of inequality and unsus
tainable practices are charac
teristic of other societies, includ
ing those with political and social 
systems quite different from the 
U.S. Third, the author calls for in
ternational co-operation to solve 
environmental problems and re
duce inequalities between na
tions. Van Vliet's final conclusion 
is that further research is required 
to reduce the level of uncertainty 
about threats to sustainability. 

This book is not recom
mended for most planners, who 
are largely familiar with the ar
guments and information it pre
sents. Had the link between sus
tainability and equity been con
vincingly made, my recommen
dation would have been differ
ent. Any planner who chooses to 
define sustainability according 
to what "should be sustained" 
should use extreme caution. The 
planner's role in society is to 
present clear policy alternatives 
and give the best possible advice 
about the consequences of these 

alternatives. In promoting the 
goal of an ecologically sustain
able planet, planners must not 
become social arbiters of good 
and evil. • 

STEVE PATRINICK, B.SC.£., MURP, IS A 
PH.D. CANDIDATE AT THE SCHOOL OF 
COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLAN
NING, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUM
BIA. HIS PRIMARY RESEARCH INTEREST 
IS IN DEVELOPING FRAMEWORKS FOR 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL CO-OPERATION. 

TORONTO PLACES: A 
CONTEXT FOR URBAN 
DESIGN 

ed. by Marc Baraness and 
Larry Richards, University 
of Toronto Press, 1992, 107 
pp., $50. 

Reviewed by Melanie Hare 

A s the title suggests, 
Toronto Places is a com
p end i um of notable 

urban design sites in Toronto. In 
a city of this size, that should not 
in itself be a difficult feat. How
ever, this compendium is signif
icant because it tells a story of 
the concommitance of past and 
present in good physical form. 
Significant because it demon
strates a critical spectrum of 
minor and major spaces and 
differing typologies. Significant 
in its contribution to under
standing the integrity in the 
boldness of plans that far too 
often become lost in implemen
tation. Significant in the debates 
it encourages. And, significant 
in the depiction of places: a col
lage of prose, photographs and 
sketches allow an interpretation 
of place to be communicated in 
a minimalistic manner. 

Toronto Places is the product 
of the City of Toronto's Urban 
Design Awards Program. In 
developing the awards, the ad
visory committee initiated a 
study to identify existing ex
amples of urban design excel
lence as a benchmark from 
which to judge future awards. 
Outreach to Torontonians re
sulted in hundreds of nomina-
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tions for outstanding places in 
the city, of which 25 were 
selected by an international jury. 
This book allows the reader the 
insight of the jury's comments 
on each of the chosen 25 sites. 

Photographs, texts, draw
ings and personal reflections il
lustrate the information pro
vided for each site. This collage 
of information succinctly and 
elegantly expresses the qualities 
of place. Editors Larry Richards 
and Marc Baraness bring to the 
task architectural backgrounds 
with a strong urban design 
focus. Sparsely interwoven 
colour photos by Steven Evans 
accent the integrity of Geoffrey 
James' black-and-white images. 
Complementing these images 
are personal reflections by five 
Toronto authors. The combina
tion is a creative profession of 
loved places, expressing the aes
thetic and experiential beauty of 
the city that is often absent in 
planning discussions. 

But most of all, Toronto 
Places is a documentary of the 
selected sites. The nomina
tions were organized into five 
categories: streets, small pro
jects, large projects, elements 
and theoretical projects. One 
of the more startling of the 
jury's assessments is the lack 
of "superb" contenders in the 
streets category. If one is to ac
cept this assessment and 
chooses to respond to the im
plicit challenge, surely efforts 
of reurbanization - in partic
ular the Main Street initiative 
- have some role to play. As 
some would argue, streets are 
a city's lifeline, and therefore 
how healthy is our city if its 
lifelines are unextraordinary? 

One other category was 
devoid of a jury's selection: the 
theoretical project. Where is the 
vision and theoretical founda
tion in our profession when 
neither planning practice nor 
planning schools have pro
duced an exemplary theoretical 
project? In fairness, the jury in
cluded an additional category 
during the selection process; the 
jury's selection could very well 
have been the theoretical. The 
two projects selected in this cate
gory were the site plan for the St. 
Lawrence neighbourhood and 
the development framework for 
Harbourfront. The jury com-
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mented that both develop
ments, while experiencing ele
ments of success, failed to 
achieve the bold vision of their 
plans, thereby rendering the 

original plans to the status of 
theoretical projects. 

In other categories Toronto 
can pride itself on having a 
number of significant spaces. 

Recently Received/Nouvelles publications 

The following books and publications have been received and 
are available for review. Individuals interested in reviewing any 
of these books are invited to contact Heather Lang-Runtz, The 
HLR Publishing Group, 51 Ottawa St., Arnprior, Ont. K7S 1 W9; 
(613) 623-6975. • Voici la liste des publications et des ouvrages que 
nous avons re9us recemment. Les personnes interessees a faire le compte 
rendu de l'un ou l'autre de ces ouvrages sont invitees a communiquer 
avec Heather Lang-Runtz, The HLR Publishing Group, 51, rue Ot
tawa, Arnpn'or (Ont.) K7S 1W9; (613) 623-6975. 

The Canadian Home: From Cave to Electronic Cocoon, by Marc 
Denhez, Dundurn Press Ltd., 1994, 350 pp., $39.99 (cloth). 

Boundaries of the City: The Architecture of Western Urbanism, by 
Alan Waterhouse, University of Toronto Press, 1993, 342 pp. 
incl. index, $75. 

Boundaries of Home: Mapping for Local Empowerment, edited by 
Doug Aberley, New Society Publishers, 1993, 138 pp., $11.95. 

The Language of Planning: Essays on the Origins and Ends of American 
Planning 11wught, by Albert Guttenberg, University of Illinois Press, 
1993, 266 pp., incl. index, $39.95 (cloth), $16.95 (paper). 

Saint John: The Making of a Colonial Urban Community, by T. W. A. 
Acheson, University of Toronto Press, 1993, 314 pp. incl. index, 
$24.95 (paper). 

Les services superieurs dans la region metropolitaine de Montreal, 
1981-1989, par William Coffey et Rejean Drolet avec Rene 
Bergeron, INRS-Urbanisation, 1993, 138 pp. 

Model Land Use Bylaw, Nova Scotia Department of Municipal 
Affairs, 1993, 236 pp. 

The Future of Aboriginal Urbanization in Prairie Cities: Select Anno
tated Bibliography and Literature Review on Urban Aboriginal Issues 
in the Prairie Provinces, by Wade Kastes, Institute of Urban Stu
dies, 1993, 135 pp. 

The Prairie Urban Countryside: Urban/Rural Fringe Development in 
Prairie Regional Cities, by Jeffrey Patterson, Institute of Urban 
Studies, 1993, 112 pp. 

Sustainable Uses of Urban Open Space: A Guide to the Literature, by 
Mary Ann Beavis, and Sustainable Development, Urbanization, and 
Environmental Impact Assessment, by Dianna Colnett, Institute of 
Urban Studies, 1993, 56 pp. 

Visions for the Metropolitan Toronto Wateifront, I: Toward Comprehensive 
Planning, 1852-1935 (#27), 109 pp.; II: Forging a Regional Identity, 
1913-68 (#28), 145 pp., by Wayne Reeves, Centre for Urban and 
Community Studies, University of Toronto, 1993, $10 ea. 

Back to the Future: Re-Designing Our Landscapes with Form, Place, & 
Density, Urban Development Institute Pacific Region, 1993, 95 pp. 

Some of those chosen are long
standing and well-known: the 
Bloor Street viaduct, Union Sta
tion and the Eaton Centre Gal
leria. Others possess greater 
anonymity: the Royal York 
rooftop, the Gooderham Worts 
site and the O'Keefe Centre 
canopy. 

Toronto Places superbly docu
ments places in the city that con
tribute significantly to the urban 
experience. One puzzling item, 
however, is found in Larry Ri
chards' opening. Toronto's 
ravines are described as the 
city's strongest "inherited struc
tures." Yet, no mention is made 
of a ravine space being nomi
nated as an extraordinary place. 
Have we neglected our ravine 
land so badly? Has the defini
tion of urban design been 
limited to built space? Or is this 
simply a direction for an immi
nent marriage between design 
and environmental awareness? 

This compendium does not 
attempt to be an intense analyti
cal discussion of urban design in 
Toronto. Rather, it offers a sam
pling of sites that illustrates the 
integrity of places large and 
small, demonstrates the 
successes and some failures of 
existing design, illustrates the 
disparity that can occur be
tween the stages of plan and 
development, and recognizes 
the potential ofunderdeveloped 
sites. By doing so, Toronto Places 
provides us with many lessons 
and a critical stimulus for debat
ing the issues that challenge 
contemporary urban design. • 

MELANIE HARE IS A RECENT GRA
DUATE OF THE MASTER OF URBAN AND 
RURAL PLANNING PROGRAM, TECHNI
CAL UNIVERSI1Y OF NOVA SCOTIA. SHE 
IS CURRENTLY DOING CONTRACT 
WORK IN TORONTO. 

ON A HUMAN SCALE: A 
LIFE IN CITY DESIGN 

by Gordon Stephenson, ed. by 
Christina DeMarco, Fremantle 
Arts Centre Press, 1992. 

Reviewed by Matthew Lawson 

During the Second World 
War, the British govern
ment launched a bold 

exercise in planning. The war 
was raging, there was wide
spread destruction and many 
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people were living in miserable 
conditions. To give them hope 
for a better life to come, plans 
were prepared and publicized, 
and after the war, action was 
taken to implement these. Gor
don Stephenson was one of 
those who made a significant 
contribution. Besides being re
sponsible for developing the 
government's planning tech
niques, policies and standards, 
he participated in the prepara
tion and implementation of 
several significant plans. Sub
sequently he occupied several 
influential academic positions 
and was simultaneously in
volved in numerous creative 
planning studies in Britain, 
Australia and Canada, besides 
participating in on-going dis
cussions about planning and de
sign principles. 

Now - 85 and still active -
he has written an impressive ac
count of his life. Clear, straight
forward and well-written, it 
helps to shed light on the many 
issues in which he was involved. 
He discusses planning prin
ciples and writes about fellow 
colleagues and illustrious 
people he knew. Indeed, his 
book reads like a personal 
memoir. But On a Human Scale 
is also a thoughtful assessment 
of planning in the years follow
ing the war. Stephenson's pas
sion for good planning and de
sign shines through. 

Born into a Liverpool work
ing-class family, Stephenson 
soon developed a life-long em
pathy for his neighbours. 
Money was hard to come by, 
but his family gave him all the 
support they could. His teach
ers, recognizing his talents, in
telligence and industry, helped 
him along. An early interest in 
drawing led to architecture and 
civic design, and a series of 
scholarships enabled him to 
graduate from the University of 
Liverpool in architecture and 
then from the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology in city 
planning. 

The desire to be at the centre 
of current thought and action 
made him persevere until he 
was taken into Le Corbusier's 
Paris atelier in its heyday. In 
1942 he was invited to join the 
team set up by the British 
government to work out plans 
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for post-war Britain. He stayed 
six years, where he was in 
charge of developing the plan
ning techniques, principles, 
standards and criteria that were 
to be applied. He also spentpart 
of his time working with Pa trick 
Abercrombie on the Greater 
London plan and preparing the 
plan for Stevenage, the first of 
the new towns. His description 
of these activities is a vivid por
trayal of how they happened 
and the reasoning behind them. 

In 1948 Stephenson assumed 
the chair of Lever Professor of 
Civic Design at the University of 
Liverpool and set about or
ganizing full-time post-gra
duate education. He also agreed 
to design a demonstration low
cost housing project for Wrex
ham and achieved a good-look
ing development for £720 to 
£1,237 per unit at a time when 
the government estimated the 
average would be £1,400. 

In 1953 Stephenson moved 
to western Australia, where he 
prepared a metropolitan plan 
for Perth to accommodate its 
growth from 400,000 to 
1,400,000 people. The plan be
came the focus of a great deal of 
the work he has done since then. 
But that was not his intention at 
the time. He had agreed to go to 
the University of California as a 
visiting professor for the 1954-
55 session and then assume the 
position of professor of city and 
regional planning at MIT. But 
that was in the McCarthy era, 
and he was denied a visa to live 
in the U.S. This event would 
radically change the course of 
his life. 

The University of Toronto 
was looking for a new planning 
department head at the time. 
Stephenson got the job. During 
this five-year period he organized 
the department, recruited staff, 
acted as a consultant and during 
the summers carried out success
ful urban renewal studies of Hali
fax and Kingston. In the ensuing 
years he acted as advisor to the 
City of Toronto Planning Board, 
in which capacity I worked 
closely with him. He was in
volved in the City Hall competi
tion, Eaton Centre, residential 
zoning revisions, the natural 
parklands proposals, urban re
newal, the downtown plan and 

other district plans - and com
ments on them all. 

In 1959 the University of West
ern Australia prevailed on 
Stephenson to return to Perth to 
head up a new architecture de
partment and oversee the im
plementation of the university 
plan he had prepared five years 
earlier. Perth has been his home 
ever since. Being energetic and 
creative, he was soon involved in 
other undertakings, including the 
design of the centre of Canberra 
and parts of Sydney and 
Christchurch. But his major ef
forts were in Perth, where he pre
pared the design for central Perth 
and a plan for a new regional 
centre for 350,000 people in the 
northern suburb of Joondalup. 

Throughout the book, Ste
phenson explains how things 
actually happened. He makes 
his philosophy clear, particu
larly in the text of two state
ments, one setting out his views 
on education and the other a 
tribute to such individuals as 
Lewis Mumford and Clarence 
Stein. This thought-provoking 
book deserves consideration by 
those concerned with planning 
and civic design. • 

MATTHEW LAWSON IS THE PRINCIPAL 
OF MATTHEWB. M. LAWSON PLANNING 
CONSULTANTS LTD., 52 CASTLE FRANK 
CRES., TORONTO, ONT. M4W 3A3; (416) 
920--2256; FAX: (416) 920--2194. 

THE SHAPE OF THE CITY: 
TORONTO STRUGGLES 
WITH MODERN PLANNING 

by John Sewell, foreword by 
Jane Jacobs, University of 
Toronto Press, 1993, 252 pp., 
$18.95 paper. 

Reviewed by Gerald Daly, MCIP 

John Sewell, a former coun
cillor and mayor of Tor
onto, was chair of the Com

mission on Planning and Devel
opment Reform in Ontario 
(1992-93). In his words, this 
book is "about the coming of 
modern planning ideas to 
Canada and their influence on 
urban form in Toronto" (p. xiii). 
In reality, however, this volume 
focusses as much on suburban 
development as on the city itself. 
While the purpose of the book is 
not entirely clear, its unequivo
cal tone is set in the foreword by 

Jane Jacobs: "Not to mince 
words, planners and their work
ing colleagues did not know 
what they were doing. Their re
medies for slums, congestion 
and other maladies were 
frauds" (p. x). 

The first chapter of The Shape 
of the City is an historical review 
of urban and anti-urban notions 
from Britain, the U.S. and 
Canada prior to the Second 
World War. While attempting to 
set the stage for a critique of 
modem city planning, Sewell 
offers a selective and, to some 
extent, inaccurate view of his
tory. He dates the start of plan
ning and sanitary reform in 
England from the Public Health 
Act of 1875 (p. 10). In fact, signif
icant public health legislation 
was enacted in 1848, and plan
ning acts were passed in 1851 
(with respect to lodging houses) 
and in the 1860s and 1870s (reg
ulating urban renewal). Later, 
Sewell declares the first public 
housing project in the U.S. "was 
built in Cleveland in the early 
1930s" (p. 66). In fact, a consid
erable amount of public hous
ing was constructed around 
shipyards and munitions plants 
during the First World War. 

Sewell is on somewhat 
firmer ground in discussing 
"city building in the modern 
style," concentrating on plan
ning and urban development or 
redevelopment in Toronto (as 
well as in a curious mix of other 
Canadian cities, resource towns, 
and suburbs) prior to the 1950s. 
This is followed by a discussion 
of Don Mills and other develop
ments that "share common de
sign characteristics that defined 
the modernist style of the new 
city" (p. 102). In chapter 4 
(" After Don Mills") the author 
deals with the application of 
modern planning concepts 
during the 1950s and 1960s to a 
disparate array of public hous
ing, commercial office build
ings, shopping centres, public 
buildings and the York Univer
sity campus. In chapter 5 he de
scribes the "rejection of modern 
planning" during the 1960s and 
early 1970s when redevelop
ment proposals for the Old City 
Hall, Commerce Court, Metro 
Centre and Trefann Court were 
turned down. In the next section, 
"Creating an Alternative to Mod-
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ernism," he examines the ten
sion between urban dwellers 
and suburbanites, which was 
manifest in the battle over the 
Spadina Expressway. He also re
counts the development of 
several projects in the 1970s, in
cluding the St. Lawrence Neigh
bourhood and Frankel-Lam
bert. In the penultimate chapter, 
"The Suburbs Ascendant," 
Sewell returns to the urban/ 
suburban split, as revealed in 
planning studies by the provin
cial, Metro Toronto and munici
pal governments. The final sec
tion delineates redesign schemes 
for public housing and suburban 
residential projects. 

While he covers considerable 
ground, the author's arguments 
are sometimes difficult to fol
low. His biases, however, are 
clear. Echoing Jane Jacobs' mes
sages (in The Death and Life of 
Great American Cities, 1961), 
Sewell traces the origin of mod
ern planning theory to Clarence 
Stein's "call to demolish the ex
isting city" (p. 179) and to the 
anti-urban plans of Ebenezer 
Howard and Frank Lloyd 
Wright. In Toronto and its sub
urbs during the post-war years, 
he sees evidence of these notions 
in developments characterized 
by low densities, limited-access 
streets, segregated uses and con
siderable green space. He 
equates these concepts with 
"the new planning precepts of 
demolition and replacement," 
which were at the heart of re
newal schemes for Union Sta
tion, the Old City Hall and 
various city neighbourhoods. 
All of these initiatives are at
tributed directly to planners. No 
attempt is made to differentiate 
between architecture and plan
ning, and there is only passing 
mention (p. 141) of the climate in 
which these plans were created 
not just by planners, but by poli
ticians, housing officials, land
owners, developers, boosters, 
architects and lawyers. 

Obviously, many abuses 
were committed by planners 
and others in the name of urban 
renewal. But much has hap
pened in the intervening de
cades, and these should be ex
amined and analyzed in contex
tual terms. As Sewell the politi
cian is aware, context is central 
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to planning; to ignore context is 
to depolitize planning. 

In addition to being dated, 
some of Sewell's conclusions 
detract from the value of the 
text. He states, for example, that 
"the new planning philosophy 
... called for remaking the city in 
a radical fashion, starting with 
wholesale demolition and 
ending with the construction of 
parking lots for the cars that 
used them. .. . Suburbanites 
thought it entirely reasonable 
that the existing city be 
demolished to make way for the 
new city" (p. 178). Blanket 
generalizations of this sort 
hardly seem to justify Jane Ja
cobs' reading of the text as a 
"meticulous and admirably 
calm account" (p. x). 

According to Sewell, plan
ners choose to do their work be
hind closed doors, avoiding cit
izen involvement. He notes that, 
in Frankel-Lambert, "the plan
ner was fettered by a committee 
and was unable to exercise a free 
hand" while the committee 
"eschewed professional plan
ning advice and prized ordinary 
citizen input" (p. 194). He neg
lects to mention the established 
concept of citizens' working 
committees, which oversee the 
evolution of plans for major 
developments in Toronto. 

The achievements of the 
1970s are explained either by the 
process of "fettering" planners 
through citizen participation or 
by "the new planning approach 
taken by the Reform Council," 
which he believes was re
sponsible for planning the St. 
Lawrence community (p. 191). 
He concludes "there was no 
mistaking the intention or the 
result of the reform wave that 
gained a foothold in the city in 
the early 1970s: the day of de
stroying the existing city to re
place it with a new Jerusalem 
was over in Toronto" (p. 198). 

This points to one of the 
major problems in this volume. 
The period since the late 1970s is 
neglected, with no mention 
made of the p Janning controver
sies surrounding Harbourfront, 
the railway lands, Cityplan '91 
(or '93), Ataratiri, the Greater 
Toronto area or such residential 
intensification initiatives as 
Main Street. Yet Sewell con
cludes "the culture of modern 

planning" dominating urban 
development in the post-war 
decades continues to be domi
nant (p. 224). He refers to sprawl 
and low-density, single-use 
development as modern plan
ning ideas, yet planners in the 
large cities have for some time 
been advocating compact de
velopment, intensification and 
mixed use to make cities livable 
and to reduce the social, 
economic and environmental 
costs of sprawl. 

It is disappointing the 
author seems to be stuck in a 
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time warp, continuing to fight 
the battles of the '70s. Moreover, 
it is difficult to understand the 
logic or consistency of his argu
ments given in his conclusion 
(in New Planning for Ontario (p. 
4)) that the Sewell Commission 
"believes the basic components 
of the current planning system 
are generally sound." • 

GERALD DALY IS A MEMBER OF THE 
FACULTY OF ENVIRONMENTAL STU
DIES AT YORK UNIVERSITY, 4700 KEELE 
STREET, NORTH YORK, ONTARIO M3J 
1P3; (416) 736-5252; FAX: (416) 736-5679. 

PEOPLE IN THE NEWS 
J. Jay Simons, MCIP, has re
cently accepted the position of 
Administrator for the Regional 
District of Bulkley-Nechako, 
British Columbia, where he pre
viously held the title of Director 
of Planning. 

Previously employed as Vice
President, HMD Consulting 
Group and Senior Environmental 
Planner, Delcan Corporation, N. 
Ronald Morrison, MCIP, recently 
assumed the position of Manager, 
National Capital Region for 
AGRA Earth & Environmental. 
Mr. Morrison brings over 15 years 
of experience in environmental 
planning and assessment, project 

management and business 
development to this appoint
ment. 

In September 1993, Dr. Mary
Ellen Tyler joined the Univer
sity of Manitoba's Department 
of City Planning as associate 
professor. Dr. Tyler holds a B.Sc. 
from the University of Brandon 
and a Masters in environmental 
design and a Ph.D. from the 
University of Calgary. She has 
worked for the federal depart
ment of Indian and Northern 
Affairs, has practised as an en
vironmental planning consult
ant and recently taught at the 
University of Waterloo. • 

LES GENS QUI FONT LES 
MANCHETTES 

J. Jay Simons, MICU, a recem
ment ete nomme administra
teur du District regional de 
Bulkley-Nechako, en Colombie
Britannique, ou il assumait au
paravant les fonctions de direc
teur du Service d'urbanisme. 

Auparavant vice-president du 
HMD Consulting Group et ur
baniste environnemental princi
pal a la Delcan Corporation, M. 
N. Ronald Morrison, MICU, a 
recemment ete nomme direc
teur, region de la Capitale 
nationale, de la firme AGRA 
Earth & Environmental. M. 
Morrison compte quinze annees 
d' experience clans les domaines 
de l'urbanisme et des evalua
tions environnementales, de la 

gestion de projets et de l'expan
sion economique. 

En septembre 1993, le or Mary
Ellen Tyler a joint les rangs du 
Departement d'urbanisme de 
l'Universite du Manitoba a titre 
de professeure agregee. Mme 
Tyler detient un baccalaureat de 
l'Universite de Brandon, une 
mattrise en amenagement du 
cadre de vie et un doctorat de 
l'Universite de Calgary. Elle a 
ete a l'emploi du ministere fed
eral des Affaires indiennes et du 
Nord canadien, experte-con
seils en planification environ
nementale et a recemment en
seigne a l'Universite de Water
loo. • 
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CONSULTANT DIRECTORY ❖ REPERTOIRE DES CONSULTANTS 

II 
7900 Canadian Drive 
~~is"/alls, Ontario 

Telephone (905) 357-6424 
Facsimile (905) 357-6447 

[ Land Use and Environmental Planning } 

Paul E. Chapman, MA, MCIP 
Vice President, Planning 

II 
Planning Development Design 

111 Queen Street Eas( 
Suite 200, 
Toronto, Canada MSC 152 
416-363-9004 
Fax. 363-7467 

Berridge Lewinberg Greenberg Ltd. 

• • • 

Ill 
DELCAN 

We are a total quality management firm with 
offices in Canada, the U.S.A. and abroad. 

• Land use and urban planning 
• Socio-economic studies 
• Sensitivity analyses 
• Environmental impact statements 

[4'16) 44'1-4'1'1'1 

KEITH DRIVER AND ASSOCIATES LTD. 
9251 SlralhHtn Drive, Edmonlon, Alberta T6C -4E1 (-403) -465·58-43 

• urban and regional land use analysis and plannmg, 
• downtown revit11ization, 
• urban design studies, 
• subdivision design, detailed design briefs, 
• General Mun1c1pal Plans, 
• instructional programs for specific planning audiences, 
• consultation and advisory plannng services 

IJRIAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING CONSULTANTS 

Plan Canada 

II 
Land Use Planning and Housing Design 

Eric Grove, M.C.I.P. 
Consultant 

188 Buckingham Drive, Hamilton, Ont. L9C 2G7 (905) 389-4272 

II 
HARDY 
STEVENSON 
AND ASSCX:IATES 

3016A Danforth Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario M4C 1M7 
Telephone (416)693-6115 
Fax (416)693-6117 

Soclo-&onomic Impact Assessment 
Public Consultation & Facilitation 
Energy, Forestry, Waste Management, 
Transportation, Housing, Social Services 
Environmental Planning, Analysis and Approvals 

II 
IBI 
CRour 

professional ,onsidtillg 

• Planning • Transportation/Systems • Design 

additio11al urvius i,ultufe: 

• Land Use Planning • Market Research and Real Estate Economics 
• Traffic and Transit Planning • Urban Design 

• Landscape Architecture • Municipal Engineering 

230RkhmoMStr«tW~'15lh 000rToron10M5\' !\'6Td(4l6)596-.l930 FAX(416)596-0644 

0th" t1j/iu1 in :Olt4wa, 1~n,oiirn; Cafg,4,y. Edmunton, Winnipeg, J.funtrlAI. H.,!if.u, 
Nrw )Ori, /r..-ine Cali.forni4 

II 
Macaulay &hiomi Howson Ltd. 

Urban, Rural and Development 
Planning Services 

293 EGLINTON AVENUE EAST 
TORONTO, ONTARIO M4P 1L3 TEL: (416) 487-4101 

II 
Gerald Pisarzowski Associates 

"Providi,ig strategic solutions to difficult problems" 

Consulting services in: 

• Strategic Planning • Market Assessment • Opportunity Identification 
• Community Economic Development 

Gerald Pisarzowski M.C.I.P. and Sandy el Baroudi Ph.D. 

84 Elmbrook Crescent 
Etobicoke , Ontario M9C 5E2 

Tel: (416) 620-5736 
Fax: (416) 626-2288 

II 
RAYMOND, WALTON, HUNTER 

Professional Planning Consultants 

J. Ross Raymond, P.Eng., MCIP 
Margaret Walton, M,PI., MCIP 

Richard Hunter, MCIP 

GRAVENHURST: 
180 John Street North, 
Gravenhurst, Ontario PIP 1H2 
(705) 687-3183 
FAX: (705) 687-2000 

BRACEBRIDGE: 
58 McMurray Streel, Box 244, 
Bracebridge, Ontario PlL 1S4 

(705) 645-1556 
FAX: (705) 687-2000 

II 
Walker, Nott, Dragicevic 
Associates Limited 
Planning Consultants 

172 SI. George Street 
Toronto, Ontario M5R 2M7 
Tel: 416/968-3511 
Fax: 416 / 960-0172 

SERVICES INCLUDE: 
• Urban and Reg10na! Planrnng 
• Commerc1a!, lndustnaL 

Reslden!lal Studies 
• Site Development and 

Redevelopment AnalyslS 
• Ontano Municipal 

Board HeanrlQS 
• Land Compensation / 

Expropr1al!on 
• Environmental Assessments 
• SubdNtSIOfl and Site Design 
• Lease Arbrtratton 
• Urban Design 
• CADO and G\S Applications 

CIP members or companies employing 
members of the Institute are invited to 
advertise in Plan Canada. For information on 
rates and deadline for materials: The HLR 
Publishing Group, 51 Ottawa St., Arnprior, 
Ont. K7S 1W9; (613) 623-6975 or 623-8326; 
fax: (613) 623-5179. 

Nous invitons Jes membres de l'ICU ou Jes 
firmes qui emploient des membres de l'Insti
tut a offrir leurs services clans Plan Canada. 
Pour connaitre Jes tarifs et Jes dates limites 
pour presenter le materiel : The HLR Pub
lishing Group, 51, rue Ottawa, Arnprior 
(Ont.) K7S 1 W9; (613) 623-6975 ou 623-8326; 
telecopieur: (613) 623-5179. 
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TIMELINE 
A CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

March/mars 
"Environmental Stewardship: 
History, Theory and Practice," 
March 10-12, University of Win
nipeg. Contact: Nancy Ito, Insti
tute of Urban Studies, University 
of Winnipeg, 515 Portage Ave., 
Winnipeg, Man. R3B 2E9; (204) 
786-9409; fax: (204) 786-1834. 

April/ avril 
"Regions and Cities: Merged 
Destinies," APA's national con
ference, April 16-20, San Fran
cisco. Contact: Tania Nelson, 
APA, 1776 Massachusetts Ave., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036; 
(202) 872-0611. 

"New Visions in Urban Transpor
tation," sponsored by CIP, Trans
portation Association of Canada 
and Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities, April 24-26. Con
tact: John Hartman, TAC, 2323 St. 
Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, Ont. KlG 
4K6; (613) 736-1350. 

May/rnai 
25th anniversary celebration for 
graduates of the School of Urban 
and Regional Planning, Ryerson 
Polytechnical University, May 13-
14. Contact: School of Urban and 
Regional Planning, Ryerson Poly
technical University, 350 Victoria 
St., Toronto, Ont. MSB 2K3; (416) 
979-5165; fax: (416) 979-5357. 

"Housing to the Year 2000," 
Canadian Housing and Renewal 
Association's annual congress, 
May 18-20, Calgary, Alta. Con
tact: CHRA, 304-251 Laurier Ave. 
W., Ottawa, Ont. KlP 5J6; (613) 
594-3007; fax: (613) 594-9596. 

June/juin 
"New /Nouvelles Altitudes," 
Learned Societies Conference, 
June 3-18, University of Cal
gary. Contact: 1994 Learned 
Societies Conference Registrar, 
University of Calgary, EDT 106, 
2500 University Dr. N.W., Cal
gary, Alta. T2N 1N4; (403) 220-
8094; fax: (403) 289--4338. 
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"GIS: A Shared Vision," 6th 
Canadian Conference on Geo
graphic Information Systems; 
and "Systems for Data Pro
cessing, Analysis and Repre
senta tion," the International 
Society for Photogrammetry and 
Remote Sensing Commission II, 
June 6-10, Ottawa. Contact: Dr. 
Mosaad Allam, GIS 1994 Confer
ence and ISPRS II Symposium, 
615 Booth St., 7th Fl., Ottawa, Ont. 
KlA 0E9; (613) 996-2812; fax: 
(613) 952-0916. 

"Challenge and Change: Rural 
Communities Preparing for the 
21st Century," international con
ference by the Rural and Small 
Town Research and Studies Pro
gramme, Mount Allison Univer
sity, June 14-17, St. Andrew's, 
N.B. Contact: Conference Co
ordinator, Rural and Small Town 
Research and Studies Pro
gramme, Mount Allison Univer
sity, Sackville, N.B. E0A3CO; (506) 
364-2393; fax: (506) 364-2601. 

Septernher/septernhre 
"Building a Sustainable World 
Through Tourism," 2nd Global 
Conference of the International 
Institute for Peace Through 
Tourism, Sept. 12-16, Montreal. 
Contact: L. J. D' Amore, Chair
man, Second Global Confer
ence, 3680 rue de la Montagne, 
Montreal, P.Q. H3G 2A8; (514) 
281-1822;fax: (514) 848-1099. 

"Habitat 94," joint congress of 
IFHP and CIP, Sept. 18-23, Ed
monton. Call for Papers: hous
ing/ settlement needs of indi
genous peoples; the problem of 
affordable housing; planning for 
an aging population; innovations 
in residential design and housing 
technology; the need for sustain
able development; public- and 
private-sector roles in urban 
development. Contact: Brenda 
Pefferman, Planning and Devel
opment Dept., City of Edmonton, 
10310-102 Ave., Edmonton, Alta. 
TSJ 2X6; fax: ( 403) 428-4665. 

AL'AGENDA 
CALENDRIER DES A CTIVITES 

October/ octohre 
"Sharing Solutions," 1994 con
ference of Partners in Protection, 
Oct. 2-5, Kananaskis, Alta. Con
tact: Partners in Protection, c/ o 
Box 7040, Stn. M, Edmonton, 
Alta. TSE 5S9; (403) 427-6807. 

«Les vestiges archeologiques : 
La conservation in situ», Col
loque international ICAHM 
Montreal 1994, 11-15 octobre, 
Montreal. Pour information : 
Secretariat Colloque ICAHM 
Montreal 1994, Rita Rachele 
Dandavino, Service de !'habita
tion et du developpement ur
bain, Ville de Montreal, 303, 
rue Notre-Dame est, 5e etage, 
Montreal (Quebec) H2Y 3Y8; 
(514) 872-7531; telecopieur : 
(514) 872-0024. 

"PMI '94: Leadership in a World 
of Change," Project Manage
ment Institute conference, Oct. 

17-19, Vancouver, B.C. Call for 
Papers: Leadership in the man
agement of projects/programs 
in urban planning, develop
ment and construction; energy; 
transportation. Contact: PMI '94 
Communications, c/ o Sand well 
Inc, 1190HombySt., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 2H6; (604) 684-9311; 
fax: (604) 688-5913. 

Novernher/novernhre 
"Quality Management in 
Urban Tourism: Balancing Bus
iness and Environment," 
School of Business, University 
of Victoria, Nov.10-12, Victoria. 
Contact: Dr. Peter Murphy, 
Tourism Management Pro
gram, School of Business, Uni
versity of Victoria, P.O. Box 
3015, Victoria, B.C. V8W 3Pl; 
(604) 721-6072; fax: (604) 721-
6067. • 

0 AGRA 
Earth & Environmental 
• Environmental Planning and Assessment 
• Sustainable Development Strategies 
• Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecology 
• Environmental Audits/Baseline Studies 
• Site Remediation/Reclamation 
• Geotechnical and Environmental 
Engineering 
• Environmental Laboratory Services 

AGRA Earth & Environmental is a subsidiary of 
AGRA Industries Limited, one of Canada's largest 
engineering and environmental consulting firms 
employing over 5,000 people out of more than 140 
offices in Canada, United States, Mexico, Europe, 
Russia, South America, Africa, Southeast Asia, and 
Asia. 

Calgary 
Mississauga 
Ottawa 

403-248-4331 
905-858-3333 
613-241-7646 
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Parting Shot 

Dear Ms. Jacobs: 
Have We 
Misunderstood? 
Vladimir Matus, MCIP 

I still remember the magni
tude of' the shock that hit 
urban professionals when 

your first book reached shore on 
the other side of the Atlantic. 
Some dismissed your ideas as 
naively nostalgic. Others, in
cluding most of my teachers -
all illustrious names of the Inter
national Style - pointed out 
that since the end of the Second 
World War, it had become ob
vious that Corbusier's dictum, 
although human-centred in 
principle, required significant 
amendments in order to be a 
practical, satisfactory guide for 
building human settlements. 
We were told that perhaps Ja
cobs had a point, and that we 
should pay attention and not 
hesitate to rethink all the dog
mas of the day - to start from 
scratch if necessary. 

When I came to North Amer
ica in the late '60s, your ideas 
were already being enthusiasti
cally accepted and were rapidly 
becoming part of mainstream 
thinking. As with most planners 
of my generation, I consider my
self your devoted disciple and 
can still recall my conversion 
and professional transition. 

At first, we thought that you 
wanted us top Ian in the conven
tional sense and only to change 
the approach. We believed that 
we were being asked to step 
down from our ivory towers 
and ensure that our plans re
flected the needs, lifestyles, joys 
and wishes of the people. In 
other words, we were to plan for 
the people and not for the elites. 
We obliged enthusiastically. 
Then we were told that people 
shouldhavedirectinputintothe 
plans, be our partners through
out the plan preparation process 
and be the final judges of the 
results. We obliged whole-

Plan Canada 

heartedly and set up massive 
public participation programs. 
Then we were informed by the 
public that we should not plan at 
all but simply serve as facilitators, 
mediators, conflict resolvers, 
honest brokers, administrators 
and perhaps advisors - that is 
only, of course, if anyone should 
ask us to be those things. By that 
time, it was absolutely clear to us 
that in order to create any plan at 
all and have a slim chance of im
plementing it, the ownership 
must rest with the residents and 
affected parties. We understood 
and obliged. 

What you said, Ms. Ja
cobs, about munici
pal planners is true, 

but the picture is not a complete 
one. As it stands now, our offi
cial mandate is to advise coun
cils and the appropriate com
mittees on planning matters. 
Anything resembling planning 
in the original sense of the word 
is usually farmed out to external 
consultants. Initiatives and 
ideas are expected to come from 
the community and elected rep
resentatives. However, even ex
cellent ideas are frequently op
posed. Neighbourhoods are 
often bitterly divided. Planners 
are expected to take notes, re
solve conflicts and work out 
compromises. 

Yet planners are rarely 
prized. Although I cannot speak 
on behalf of the Toronto plan
ning department, the planners 
in the municipalities with which 
I am associated are hard-work
ing, dedicated professionals, ex
tending their working hours 
into the night, attending meet
ings, working with an endless 
stream of committees. And 
those who are not unionized do 
itwithoutreceiving overtime re
numeration. Our only reward 
comes from the honest belief 
that what we do and the way in 
which we do it is for the better
ment of the community. At the 
recent conference of the Ontario 
Professional Planners' Institute, 

Lafleche du Parthe 

Chere Mme Jacobs: 
avons-nous bien 
compris? 
Vladimir Matus, MICU 

Je me souviens encore du 
choc qu' a donne votre pre
mier livre aux urbanistes 

lorsqu'il est arrive de l' autre cote 
de l' Atlantique. Certains ont re
jete d'emblee VOS idees, les qua
lifiant de nostalgie nai:ve. Pour 
d' a utres, y compris la pl up art de 
mes professeurs - tous d'illus
tres tenants du style international 
-, il etait devenu evident depuis 
la fin de la Deuxieme guerre mon
diale, que bien que centree sur 
l'etre humain, la maxime de Le 
Corbusier, devait etre modifiee 
en profondeur afin de servir de 
guide pratique et efficace pour la 
conception des milieux batis. On 
nous a dit que Mme Jacobs avait 
peut-etre un argument valable et 
que nous devrions y porter atten
tion et ne pas hesiter a remettre en 
question tous les dogmes de l' e-
poque, en retoumant a la case de-
part s'il le fallait. 

Lorsque je suis arrive en 
Amerique du Nord, en 1960, vos 
idees etaient deja acceptees avec 
enthousiasme et s'inscrivaient 
clans le courant de pensee de 
l'epoque. A l'instar de la plupart 
des urbanistes de ma generation, 
je me considere votre devoue dis
ciple et je me souviens encore de 
ma conversion professionnelle. 

Nous avons d' abord cru que 
vous preconisiez la pratique de 
l'urbanisme clans son sens con
ventionnel et qu'il fallait seule
ment modifier l' approche. Nous 
pensions qu'on nous demandait 
de descendre de nos tours d'ivoire 
et nous assurer que nos plans re
fletaient les besoins, les modes de 
vie, les joies et les souhaits des 
gens. En d'autres termes, il fallait 
travailler pour la majorite et non 
pour l'elite. Nous avons accepte 
avec enthousiasme. Ensuite, on 
nous a dit que les gens devaient 
participer directement a la plani
fication, etre nos partenaires tout 

au long du processus d'elabora
tion des plans et les juges ul
times du resultat. Nous avons 
accepte d'emblee et mis en place 
des programmes prevoyant une 
participation massive du public. 
Ensuite, le public nous a dit que 
nous ne devrions pas planifier 
du tout, mais simplement jouer 
un role de facilitateur, de medi
ateur, d'agent de resolution des 
conflits, d'intermediaire impar
tial, d'administrateur et, peut
etre, de conseiller, a condition, 
bien entendu, qu'on nous le 
demande. A ce moment, il ne 
faisait aucun doute pour nous 
que, pour elaborer un plan et 
avoir la moindre chance de le 
mettre en oeuvre, le controle 
devait reposer entre les mains 
des residents et des parties con
cernees. Nous avons compris et 
nous avons accepte. 

Ce que vous avez dit, Mme 
Jacobs, au sujet des ur
banistes municipaux est 

vrai, mais le tableau n'est pas 
complet. A l'heure actuelle, 
notre mandat officiel consiste a 
conseiller les conseils munici
paux et les comites appropries 
sur les questions touchant l'ur
banisme. Toute tache relevant 
de l'urbanisme clans le sens ini
tial du terme est habituellement 
deleguee a des experts-conseils 
externes. Les initiatives et les 
idees sont sensees venir de la 
collectivite et des elus. Cepen
dant, meme les excellentes idees 
ne font pas toujours l'unani
mite. Les quartiers sont souvent 
amerement divises. On s'attend 
a ce que les urbanistes prennent 
des notes, reglent les conflits et 
trouvent un terrain d'entente. 

Pourtant, les urbanistes sont 
rarement reconnus a leur juste 
valeur. Meme si je ne peux par
ler au nom du Service d'ur
banisme de Toronto, les ur
banistes clans les municipalites 
avec lesquelles je fais affairesont 
des professionnels acharnes et 
devoues, qui travaillent jusqu'a 
tard clans la nuit, assistent a 
d'innombrables reunions et 
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PARTING SHOT ❖ LA FLECHE DU P ARTHE 

there was a lively discussion 
about conflict resolution and 
mediation. Not surprisingly, a 
large number of planners 
believed that this was the most 
important role for municipal 
planners in today's conflict-rid
den society. 

Without doubt, it is demand
ing to be a leader or member of 
a special interest group or a con
sultant hired for a particular as
signment or project. However, it 
is much more difficult to survive 
as a planning director or com
missioner. When one group 
wants one thing, other groups 
want the opposite. For this rea
sonitis notunusual tohaveped
ways constructed and later de
constructed; to have bicycle 
paths constructed on roads and 
then eliminated; to close streets 
to through traffic and later have 
them reopened. 

Unsuccessful experiments 
are costly to taxpayers. Only a 
non-planner can survive an un
successful or controversial ex
periment. Indeed, if all the plan
ning departments were staffed 
with morons and all the brilliant 
minds were outside, the solu
tion would be to make a simple 
switch. But how many of the 
talented professionals you men
tioned were ever lured into 
senior municipal positions? Is 
there any evidence that councils 
are actually interested in hiring 
brilliant, experienced profess
ionals with creative minds and 
an impressive list of achieve
ments? And if they are hired, 

KEIR 
consultants inc. 

Socioeconomics 
• Social Impact Assessment 
• Land Use Planning 
• Economic Analysis 
• Public Participation 

how long are they allowed to 
remain brilliant and innovative? 
The fact is that municipal plan
ners are civil servants, paid to be 
absolutely submissive and obe
dient, and not to generate ideas. 

Perhaps itis all a great mis
understanding on our 
part. Perhaps we have 

misread what society wants 
from us, and have manoeu
vered ourselves into a bur
eaucratic comer and become, as 
you pointed out, brain-dead. 
Perhaps you are right in saying 
there is no role for municipal 
planning departments in 
today's society unless their roles 
are dramatically redefined. 

This problem will not dis
appear. 

Since you are so often 
praised and admired for your 
breathtaking ability to see 
things clearly and to explain 
complex issues in plain, simple 
language, could you please help 
us? What exactly, in your opin
ion, should we be doing differ
ently? How can the system within 
which we operate be changed so 
that we can indeed do things 
differently? I and my fellow 
municipal planners would pay 
attention to what you have to say 
on this matter. • 

Vladimir Matus 
Toronto, Ontario 

3331 Bloor Street West 
Etobicoke, Onlario 
MSX 1E7 
Tel: (416) 234-2040 
Fax: (416) 234-5953 

Geographic Infonnation Systems 
• Interface Design 
• Implementation Planning 
• Data Conversion 
• Analysis and Modelling 
• Map Production 
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doivent rendre compte a une ky
rielle de comites. Ceux qui ne 
sont pas syndiques le font sans 
remuneration pour leur temps 
supplementaire. Notre seule 
recompense repose clans la 
croyance que ce que nous fai
sons et la maniere dont nous le 
faisons contribuent au mieux
etre de la collectivite. Lors du 
recent congres de la Ontario 
Professional Planners Institute, 
il ya eu un debat anime au sujet 
de la resolution des conflits et de 
la mediation. Personne ne sera 
surpris de constater que, pour 
un grand nombre de partici
pants, la mediation est le princi
pal role des urbanistes munici
paux clans notre societe actuelle 
criblee de conflits. 

Certes, il est exigeant d'etre le 
dirigeant ou un membre d'un 
groupe d'interets OU un expert
conseils engage pour realiser une 
tache ou un projet en particulier. 
Mais il est beaucoup plus difficile 
de survivre lorsqu' on est direc
teur ou commissaire d'un service 
d'urbanisme. Lorsqu'un groupe 
veut une chose, les autres veulent 
le contraire. Il n' est done pas inha
bituel qu'on amenage des voies 
pietonnieres et qu' on les detruise 
ensuite, qu' on trace des pistes cy
clables sur des rues et qu' on de
cide de les effacer par la suite ou 
qu' on ferme des rues a la circula
tion automobile et qu' on les ouvre 
de nouveau plus tard. 

Les experiences desastreuses 
de ce genre coutent cher aux 
contribuables. Seul un non-ur
baniste peut survivre a l'echec 
ou a la controverse. En fait, si 
tous les services d'urbanisme 
avaient a leur emploi des imbe
ciles et si tousles esprits brillants 
etaient a l'exterieur, la solution 
serait simplement d'inverser les 
roles. Mais combien parmi les 
professionnels talentueux que 
vous mentionnez ont ete invites 

a occuper des postes de cadres 
au sein d'une municipalite? Les 
conseils municipaux sont-ils 
vraiment interesses a em
baucher des professionnels bril
lants et experimentes avec un 
esprit createur et un palmares 
impressionnant de realisa
tions ? Et si on les embauche, 
combien de temps leur permet
on de demeurer brillants et in
nova teurs? La realite est que les 
urbanistes municipaux sont des 
fonctionnaires, payes pour etre 
totalement sournis et obeissants 
et ne pas proposer d'idees. 

P eut-etre s'agit-il d'un 
vaste malentendu de 
notre part. Peut-etre 

avons-nous mal juge les attentes 
de la societe a notre endroit, que 
nous nous sommes enfonces 
clans un immense carcan 
bureaucratique et que nous 
sommes, comme vous le <lites, 
clans un profond coma. Vous 
avez peut-etre raison de dire 
qu'il n'y a pas de role pour les 
services d'urbanisme munici
paux clans la societe d'au
jourd'hui, a moins de redefinir 
largement ce role. 

Ce probleme ne dispara'i:tra 
pas. 

Puisqu' on vous admire tant 
pour votre capacite de voir les 
choses clairement et d' expliquer 
des questions complexes en lan
gage simple, pourriez-vous 
nous aider ? A votre avis, que 
devrions-nous changer ? Com
ment pouvons-nous modifier le 
cadre clans lequel nous 
evoluons de fa~on a faire les 
choses differemment ? Mes col
legues urbanistes municipaux 
etmoi aimerions conna'i:tre votre 
avis a ce sujet. • 

Vladimir Matus 
Toronto, Ontario 

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO PLAN CANADA 
Within Canada: 

Individuals - $58.85 (1 year) 
Institutions - $65.91 (1 year) 

CON. Prices include GST. 
Outside Canada: 

Individuals - $61.60 (1 year) 
Institutions - $77.00 (1 year) 
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CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF 

PLANNERS 

INSTITUT CANADIEN DES 
llRBANISTES 

1994 Awards for 
Planning Excellence 

Call for Entries 

In September the Canadian Institute of Planners will present its 
annual Awards for Planning Excellence at the 1994 Conference in 
Edmonton, Alberta. The winning entry or entries will be dis
played at the Conference and presented in Plan Canada. Submis
sions can include: 1) Plans or Policies; 2) Physical Design Con
cepts; 3) Applied Research; 4) Communications; and 5) Other. 

CRITERIA 
The criteria for judging the submissions will include: a) excel
lence; b) innovation; c) impact on the field of expertise; d) im
plementation potential; and e) presentation. 

Special attention will be given to projects touching National 
Council priorities, that include sustainable development and the 
question of urban sprawl. 

ELIGIBILITY 
1. The entry must have been prepared by or under the direction 

of a Member of CIP. 
2. The entry must have, during the period of April 1993-May 

1994 inclusive, been 
a) adopted by bylaw or resolution or by other legislation; or 
b) built; or 
c) published by a recognized publisher or public agency. 

APPLICATIONS 
Applications shall be submitted by a Member of CIP and shall 
consist of: 
1. An application form (available from CIP office). 
2. The project documentation, which may include or be 

supported by plans or other illustrative material. 
3. At least one, and at most ten, high-quality illustrative slides, 

to be used in the Awards ceremony presentation. 

Six copies of all submitted material are required, except slides. All 
submitted materials shall become the property of the Canadian 
Institute of Planners. Finalists will be required to submit a short 
presentation text in both English and French for the awards 
ceremony. 

SUBMISSIONS ENQUIRIES 
Call or write the CIP office for an application form: CIP Office, 
541 Sussex Drive, 2nd Floor, Ottawa, Ontario KlN 6Z6; tel: (613) 
562-4646; fax: (613) 562-4648. 

DEADLINE: 4:00 p.m., Wednesday, June 15th, 1994 

Prix d' excellence 
en urbanisme 1994 

Appel de soumissions 

L'Institut canadien des urbanistes remettra ses prix d'excellence 
annuels lors du Congres qui se tiendra en septembre prochain a 
Edmonton. Le ou les ouvrages gagnants seront presentes clans le 
cadre du Congres et clans Plan Canada. Les ouvrages soumis 
peuvent etre : 1) des plans ou des politiques; 2) des projets 
d'amenagement; 3) des travaux de recherche appliquee; 4) des 
travaux de communication; et 5) des travaux d'autres types. 

CRITERES D'EV ALUA TION 
Les criteres d'evaluation des travaux sont : a) !'excellence; b) le 
caractere innovateur; c) l'impact sur le domaine d'etude; d) le 
potentiel demise en oeuvre; e) la presentation. 

On accordera une attention particuliere aux travaux portant sur 
les dossiers juges prioritaires par le Conseil, dont le developpe
ment viable et l'etalement urbain. 

CRITERES D' ADMISSIBILITE 
1. Les travaux soumis doivent avoir ete realises OU supervises 

par un membre de l'ICU. 
2. Tout ouvrage soumis doit avoir fait l'objet entre avril 1993 et 

mai 1994, 
a) d'un adoption (par reglement, resolution ou autrement); ou 
b) d'une mise en oeuvre; ou 
c) d'une publication par un editeur reconnu ou par un 

organisme public. 

DEMANDES D'INSCRIPTION 
La demande d'inscription doit etre soumise par un membre de 
l'ICU. Elle doit comprendre : 
1. un formulaire de demande (que vous pouvez vous procurer 

aupres du bureau de l'ICU); 
2. une copie du travail y compris les plans et les illustrations 

pertinents; 
3. un maximum de dix diapositives qui serviront lors de la 

ceremonie de remise des prix. 

A !'exception des diapositives, tousles documents doivent etre 
soumis en six exemplaires. Toute la documentation soumise 
devient la propriete de l'ICU. Les finalistes devront produire un 
court texte de presentation en frarn;ais et en anglais. 

SOUMISSIONS/RENSEIGNEMENTS 
Veuillez appeler ou ecrire au bureau de l'ICU pour obtenir un 
formulaire de demande : ICU, 541, promenade Sussex, 2e etage, 
Ottawa (Ontario) KlN 6Z6; telephone : (613) 562-4646; tele
copieur : (613) 562-4648. 

ECHEANCE : 16 h, le mercredi 15 juin, 1994 



LooK WHAT WE HAVE IN STORE FoR You! 

V OICI CE QUE NOUS AVONS EN RESERVE POUR VOUS ! 
Plan Canada is a wealth of information on Canadian planning practice and theory. Here's what we have in store for you 

in the next two years. 

Plan Canada est une veritable mine d'information sur la pratique et les theories de l'urbanisme au Canada. Voici ce que 
nous avons en reserve pour vous au cours des deux prochaines annees. 

Si I 

May - Transportation Planning: A Social Perspective 

July- CIP 75th Anniversary Special Issue 

September - Urban Design 

November - Economic Development 

Articles, essays, commentaries and op1mons are wel
come. If you would like to contribute to a particular theme 
issue, drop us a note outlining your proposed article. We also 
welcome articles not related to the above themes. Write to: 

ra :rs 

Mai - Planification des transports : perspective 
sociale 

Juillet - Numero special commemorant le 75ieme 
anniversaire de l'Institut 

Septembre - Design urbain 

Novembre - Developpement economique 

Nous vous in vi tons a nous envoyer vos articles, essais, 
commentaires et opinions. Si vous souhaitez contribuer a un 
theme en particulier, ecrivez-nous etjoignez a votre lettre un 
resume de votre article. Nous acceptons egalement les arti
cles qui ne portent pas sur l'un des themes susmentionnes. 
Veuillez ecrire a : 

Heather Lang-Runtz 

MAIL TO: 

1•:\ 

Managing Editor, Plan Canada I Redactrice en chef, Plan Canada 
The HLR Publishing Group 

51 rue Ottawa Street 
Amprior, Ontario 

K7S 1W9 
(613) 623---6975 or/ ou 623--8326; fax/ telecopieur : (613) 623-5179 

POSTMASTER: Send address changes and remit WHOLE MA
GAZINES to: Canadian Institute of Planners, 541 Sussex Drive, 2nd 
Floor, Ottawa, Canada KlN 6Z6. 

MAiTRE DE POSTE: Veuillez retourner Jes changements d'adresse et 
remettre Jes revues AU COMPLET a : Institut canadien des urbanistes, 
541 rue Sussex, 2ieme etage, Ottawa (Ontario) Canada KlN 6Z6. 
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